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A bstract
This is an investigation of the  causes of oscillatory behaviour in solutions of stochastic 
delay differential equations. Delay equations are used to study phenom ena in which some 
p a rt of the h istory of the  system  determ ines its evolution. R eal-w orld interactions are 
often characterised by inefficiency and such equations are therefore widely used in ap­
plications. R eal-w orld processes are also subject to  interference in the form of random  
external pertu rbations or feedback noise. This interference can have a dram atic effect on 
the qualitative behaviour of these processes and so should be included in the  m athem atical 
analysis.
Specifically, we consider the  roles played by delayed feedback and noise pertu rbation  in 
the onset of oscillation around an equilibrium  solution. To th is end, we consider a nonlinear 
equation w ith fixed delay, and a linear equation w ith asym ptotically vanishing delay. 
W here necessary, results guaranteeing the  global existence and uniqueness of solutions 
are presented. To facilitate the analysis of the linear equation, we present two difference 
schemes th a t are designed to  mimic the  oscillatory behaviour of its solutions. The first, 
a  discretisation on a uniform  mesh, is unsuccessful. We determ ine the  reasons for this 
failure, and design a successful scheme based on th is analysis.
These choices allow the  em pirical m anipulation of the  relative involvement of the delay 
in the  behaviour of solutions. In this way, and by com parison w ith the  known qualitative 
behaviour of the corresponding determ inistic delay differential equation, a picture of the 
m echanisms underlying oscillatory behaviour can be developed.
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Chapter 1
In troduction
1.1 Discussion
Feedback m echanisms guide the  evolution of m any real-w orld phenom ena. Such mecha­
nisms rarely process inform ation flawlessly.
For instance, a neural network is a system  of nodes, each producing o u tp u t th a t is a 
function of the  ou tpu ts of o ther nodes in the network. In the  physical im plem entation 
of a neural network, com m unication delays due to  capacitance arise, and im perfect d a ta  
transm ission tends to  d isrupt the  inpu t signals of each node.
T he population dynam ics of a single species are also determ ined by a feedback mecha­
nism. Changes in biom ass will affect the  reproductive po ten tial, and therefore the grow th 
rate, of the  species w ith in  the  confines of its hab ita t. O rdinary differential equations are 
a na tu ra l m athem atical tool for describing these dynam ics, assum ing th a t  feedback condi­
tions are ideal. In reality, gestation, m atu ration , and incubation periods result in feedback 
delays, and disease, w eather, and other environm ental factors d isturb  the  feedback mech­
anism.
Clearly then, processes th a t m odel real-w orld phenom ena are often characterised by 
in teractions th a t are inefficient in the  sense th a t  some p a rt of their h istory determ ines 
their evolution. T hey can also be subject to  interference in the  form of random  external 
pertu rbations or feedback noise. This interference can have a d ram atic  qualitative effect 
on these processes and should therefore be included in any analysis of their behaviour. 
R eturning to the exam ple of population dynam ics, it has been shown in Mao, M arion & 
Renshaw [31] th a t a stochastic pertu rb a tio n  of a population model can radically change its 
qualitative behaviour. Physically impossible characteristics, such as a finite-tim e explosion 
in th e  u n pertu rb ed  model, can be suppressed.
T he prim ary focus of th is work is the  effect th a t noise and delay can have on the
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qualitative behaviour of feedback processes. More specifically, we seek to describe the roles 
played by feedback delay and noise perturbation in the oscillatory behaviour of solutions 
of scalar stochastic delay differential equations. Substantial evidence can be found in the 
literature to suggest that delayed feedback and noise perturbation are the main players in 
this behaviour, and that their roles are complementary.
The importance of delayed feedback in oscillatory behaviour can be seen by considering 
the first order linear differential equation
x'(t) =  bx(t), t > 0,
x(o) e
with solution x(t) = x(0)ebt, a strictly positive function. Contrast this with Gopalsamy’s 
analysis [1 1 ] of the solutions of the linear delay differential equation
xf(t) = b x ( t - r ) ,  t > 0, (1 .1 .1 a)
x(t) = ^(£), t e [—r, 0]. (1 .1 .lb)
When b < 0, the combination of a long delay and a weak feedback intensity, in the
sense that —her > 1 , are sufficient to guarantee that all nontrivial solutions of (1 .1 .1 ) are
oscillatory. However, if the delay is short and the feedback intensity strong, in the sense 
that — ber < 1, then nonoscillatory solutions exist. It is the introduction of a sufficiently
long delay that underlies the onset of oscillation in the solutions of (1 .1 .1 ).
Noise perturbations in themselves are not the cause of oscillatory behaviour in equations 
that admit an equilibrium solution. For example, where B  is a standard Brownian motion, 
a geometric Brownian motion satisfying
' dX(t) =  bX(t)dt + aX(t)dB(t), t > 0, (1 .1 .2a)
X(0) e [0, oo), (1 .1 .2b)
2can be written in closed form as the strictly positive process X{t) = X (0)e^_ ^"^+iTBi^. 
Note that (1.1.2) admits the equilibrium solution X(i) =  0 when ^(0) =  0. By contrast, 
Appleby & Buckwar [1 ] give an analysis of the oscillatory behaviour of the linear stochastic
2
differential equation with fixed delay
dX(t) = bX(t — r)dt +  crX(t)dB(t), t > 0,
X(t) =  - t G l - r ,  0],
This equation also admits the equilibrium solution X(t) = 0, when ip(t) =  0. For b < 0 all 
solutions are a.s. oscillatory regardless of the magnitude of the delay r ,  or the strength 
of the feedback b. Under the influence of a stochastic perturbation, any nonzero delay is 
enough to guarantee oscillation. It appears that oscillation is in some way facilitated by 
the presence of noise. It is the nature of this relationship that we seek to describe.
Continuous-time stochastic processes driven by standard Brownian motion naturally 
fluctuate as they evolve. For this reason it is im portant to distinguish between stochastic 
fluctuation and true oscillation, which occurs around an equilibrium solution and so cannot 
be attributed solely to the presence of noise. A precise definition of this kind of oscillatory 
behaviour will be given in Section 1.4.
In order to investigate the roles played by feedback delay and noise perturbation in the 
oscillatory behaviour of stochastic differential equations, we consider a nonlinear equation 
with fixed delay in Chapter 3, and a linear equation with asymptotically vanishing delay 
in Chapters 5, 6 , and 7. These choices allows us to empirically manipulate the relative 
involvement of the delay in the behaviour of solutions. In this way, and by comparison 
with the known qualitative behaviour of the corresponding deterministic delay differential 
equation, due to Gopalsamy [11] and Ladde, Lakshmikantham & Zhang [9], we develop a 
picture of the mechanisms underlying oscillatory behaviour. It is important to emphasise 
that these choices are illustrative. We do not present a comprehensive treatm ent of oscilla­
tion in stochastic delay equations. Equations, both linear and nonlinear, with unbounded 
delay, multiple delays, distributed delays and so on are equally deserving of attention.
We begin in Chapter 2 by developing the global existence and uniqueness theory for solu­
tions of nonlinear stochastic delay differential equations to include all continuous processes 
analysed in this thesis. We consider equations that can be guaranteed to have unique con­
tinuous local solutions up to a possible explosion time, and investigate the circumstances 
under which the explosion time cannot be finite.
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Once the existence theory is in place, we generalise the analysis of the oscillatory be­
haviour of linear stochastic equations with fixed delay, due to Appleby & Buckwar [1], to 
equations with nonlinear coefficients in Chapter 3.
Once again, it emerges tha t the strength of the restoring force is the primary engine 
for oscillation. This strength is represented as a specific property of the nonlinear drift 
coefficient. It turns out that, even if the restoring force is strong, the unperturbed delay 
equation requires that the delay be of a minimum length for oscillation to occur. This 
length is determined by the strength of the equilibrium-restoring force. However, the 
inclusion of a stochastic perturbation allows oscillation to occur in the presence of the 
same restoring force, but with a feedback delay of any length.
In Chapter 3 we also determine sufficient conditions on a weak equilibrium-restoring 
force that allow for nonoscillatory behaviour to take place with positive probability.
The asymptotic behaviour of increments of standard Brownian motion will be seen 
to play an important role in the remaining analysis. Technical lemmata describing this 
behaviour are gathered together in Chapter 4, there to be referenced from the chapters 
that follow.
An attem pt to characterise the oscillatory behaviour of a linear stochastic differential 
equation with vanishing delay is met with partial success in Chapter 5. We find clear 
indications that the solutions of this equation display singular behaviour in a two-fold way, 
in that the limiting stochastic equation without delay displays nonoscillatory behaviour, as 
does the corresponding deterministic equation with vanishing delay. However, by allowing 
the delay to vanish slowly enough, the presence of a noise perturbation is sufficient to 
induce oscillation in the solution. Nonetheless, the picture that develops is incomplete in 
several important ways.
Throughout our research we have used simulation to inform our intuition as to the roles 
of feedback delay and noise perturbation in oscillatory behaviour. A welcome development 
of this practice was the discovery that a more detailed picture of the qualitative behaviour 
of the linear vanishing delay equation could be determined by the construction of a discrete 
process defined by an Euler-type difference scheme. However, the randomness inherent in 
these processes gave us reason to be cautious in our choice of discretisation.
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A nice illustration of the care that must be taken when using Euler methods to discretise 
even the simplest of ordinary differential equations can be found in the introduction to the 
paper by Mohamad and Gopalsamy [26]. There, examples are given of ordinary differential 
equations, including the logistic equation and the simple linear equation
y'(t) = -y( t) i t>  0 ,
tha t have an Euler discretisation displaying spurious behaviour that arises from the dis­
cretisation process. This uncharacteristic behaviour is misleading, and its occurrence must 
be carefully avoided if our intent is to develop a clearer picture of the behaviour of the 
original differential equation. Indeed, in Chapter 6 , we show that a successful method for 
discretising a deterministic differential equation with vanishing delay, found in Karoui & 
Vaillancourt [18], induces spurious oscillatory behaviour in a similar stochastic difference 
equation.
However, by identifying and preserving the essential characteristics of the stochastic 
process over its lifetime, this problem can be fixed. In Chapter 7, we develop an alternative 
difference scheme yielding a complete picture of the oscillatory behaviour of the process, 
and a full description of the roles of the equation parameters in this behaviour. Thus, the 
picture of oscillatory behaviour that is begun in Chapter 5 can be completed.
Where possible, we have illustrated our analysis through the simulation of examples. 
This was done in Java, using the IEEE-754 floating-point standard to represent real 
numbers with 64-bit precision. To make qualitative comparisons easier, all plots appearing 
in Chapters 2 and 3 were generated from the same set of Gaussian numbers with a standard 
Euler-Maruyama scheme, running on a uniform mesh of size 10~4, and with constant, 
unit-valued initial data. All plots appearing in Chapter 6 were generated with a direct 
implementation of the discrete process described in that chapter, again with constant, 
unit-valued initial data. Other relevant information is provided on a case-by-case basis.
The remainder of this chapter gives a summary of ideas and results in stochastic analysis 
and dynamical systems theory that will be used throughout this thesis.
Chapter 1, Section 2_______________________________________________________________________________Introduction
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1.2 Fundamentals of stochastic processes.
In order to provide a background for the analysis in the chapters ahead, we begin by con­
sidering some of the fundamental ideas underlying the theory of stochastic processes. All 
of the material presented here can be found in such texts as Lamberton & Lapeyere [23], 
Mao [25], or 0ksendal [27]. The primary focus in the chapters to follow is on the qualita­
tive behaviour of scalar stochastic processes, and the background given will reflect that. 
Generalisation to finite dimensions is possible, specifically for the global existence theory 
in Chapter 2 , and an example is given in Appendix A. For this reason, the definition of a 
standard Brownian motion in finite dimensions is presented, and it should be noted that 
finite dimensional versions of Lemmata 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 exist, and can be found in any of 
the texts referenced above.
<7—alg eb ras  an d  m easu rab le  spaces. If ft is a given set, then a a-algebra T  on £7 is 
a family T  of subsets of ft with the following properties:
1. ft
2. If A e  T  then A ^ T , where A = ft\A
3. U A u A z - ' - e F  then U A *  G T.
Given any family U of subsets of ft there is a smallest cr-algebra Tiu containing U, namely
7iu = P |{H ; H a a-algebra of ft, U c  H}.
This is called the a-algebra generated by U. For example, if U is the collection of all open 
subsets of a topological space ft, say ft =  Md, then the Borel a-algebra B is the cr-algebra 
generated by U. The pair (ft, T)  is called a measurable space.
P ro b a b ility  spaces. A probability measure P on (ft, T)  is a function IB : JF i—> [0,1] such 
that
1. P[0] =  0, and P[ft] =  1
6
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2. If Ai, A2 • • • G T  and {Ai} g 1 is disjoint, then
- 00 -| 00
(JA, = £ > [ * ] .
4=1 i= 1
The triple (ii, T, P) is called a probability space. It is complete if .F contains all P-zero 
valued subsets of
E v en ts , m e a su rab ility  an d  ra n d o m  variab les. The subsets A of H which belong to 
T  are called ^-m easurable sets, or events. The number P[A] represents the probability of 
A occurring. In particular, if P[A] =  1, then we say that A occurs almost surely (a.s.).
Let {An}n>o be a sequence of events. If infinitely many of the events An occur, then we 
say that the event ‘An infinitely often (i.o.y has occurred, where
00 00
‘An i.o.’ =  f |  U  Ar
n —0 j= n
If all the events An occur from a certain rank on, then we say that the event £An eventually 
(e.v.)' has occurred, where
00 00
‘An e.v.’ =  ( J  p |  Ay
n = 0 j= n
Given a probability space (ft, Jri P), we say that a function X  : 0  1—> IR.^  is J7-measurable
if
X~\U )  := {to G Q;X(o;) G U} G T  
for all open sets U G Rd. X  is called a random variable.
S to ch as tic  p rocesses. A stochastic process X  = {X(t) : t G T}  is a collection of 
random variables parameterised over the time set T. Every random variable is defined on 
the same probability space (f2, P) and assumes a value in Rd.
For every fixed w £ i l ,  The process X(-,a;) is a function
T  3 11—> X (i, cj) G R^,
called a sample path, or simply path, of the process. For every fixed t G T , X(t, •) is a 
random variable
3  lo 1—> G
Thus the stochastic process may be regarded as a function of two variables (t, u) from 
T  x Q to Md.
A stochastic process is continuous if for almost all u G 0, the function X (i, u) is continu­
ous on t > 0. Left and right continuity can be defined similarly. It is an increasing process 
if, for almost all lj G £7, X(t, u) is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and right-continuous on 
t > 0. It is integrable if for every t > 0, X(t) is an integrable random variable. It is a 
process of finite variation if X(t) = X( t )—X(t)) with X  and X  both increasing processes. 
It is square integrable if E |X (i) |2 < oo for every t > 0.
F i l te r e d  s to c h a s t ic  p ro c e s se s . We can associate a family of increasing sub-a-algebras 
of T  with the probability space (£í, T, P). This family represents the increasing set of 
information available to an observer regarding the evolution of the process.
A filtration is a family {F(t)}t>o of increasing sub-cr-algebras of T . Therefore, for all 
0 < t < s < oo, Fit) C F(s) C F. The filtration is right-continuous if F(t) = n s>t^r(5) 
for all t > 0 .
A stochastic process { A T i s  said to be adapted to a filtration {^r(i)}t>o if, for 
every i, X(t) is ^(^-m easurable. Let V denote the smallest a-algebra on x Q with 
respect to which every left continuous process is a measurable function of (t,uj). Then a 
stochastic process is predictable if it is 'P-measurable.
B ro w n ia n  m o tio n . A Brownian motion is a real valued stochastic process {£?(i)}i>o 
satisfying the following:
1. Almost all sample paths of B  are continuous: s » B(s) is a.s. continuous.
2. Nonoverlapping increments are independent: If s < t, then B(t) — B(s) is indepen­
dent of F(s).
3. Increments are stationary: If s < i, then B(t) — B(s) and B(t — s) — B(0) have the 
same distribution.
4. Increments are Gaussian: B(t) — B(0) is Normally distributed with mean fit and 
variance a 2i, where (i and c  are constant real numbers.
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In fact the first three, properties are sufficient to guarantee the fourth [10]. However, for 
convenience, we include it here as part of the definition.
This definition can be extended to finite dimensions: A d-dimensional process {B (t) = 
. . .  ,Bd(t))}t>o is a d-dimensional Brownian motion if every component {Bi(t)} is 
a Brownian motion, and {B¿(t)} are independent.
If the Normally distributed increments of a Brownian motion B  satisfy fi — 0 and a — 1 
in Property 4 above, then B is a standard Brownian motion.
P ro p e r tie s  of B ro w n ian  m o tio n . A Brownian motion {B(t)} has the following prop­
erties which we will find useful in our analysis:
1. {—B(t)} is a Brownian motion with respect to the same filtration
2. For all t >  0, the random variables |B (i)| and maxo<s<tB(s) are identically dis­
tributed.
3. The strong law of large numbers states that limt-*» B(t)/t = 0 a.s.
4. For almost every uj E £1, the Brownian path 11—► B(t,uj) is nowhere differentiable.
We also have the following lemma which can be found, for example, in Karatzas & 
Shreve [17], describing the asymptotic behaviour of the deviations of Brownian motion.
L em m a 1.2.1 (Law o f th e  I te ra te d  L o g arith m ). For almost every lj e Q, we have
(i) limsup£^ 0+ - 7 —^ —— - ■ =  1, (ii) lim infi_>0+ , —  =  _ i\ /2 t log log(i) K loglog(i)
(iii) l i m s u p ^  ~  M  lim inf«^oo =  - 1-
S to p p in g  tim es an d  m artin g a le s . A random variable T : Í] [0, oo] is called an 
T (i) -stopping time if {a; : T(cj) < t} E  F(t) for any t > 0. A real-valued adapted
integrable process {M(t)}t>o is called a martingale with respect to {T(t)} if
E[M (i)|^r(s)] =  M (s), a.s. for all 0 < 5 < t < oo.
The quadratic variation of a martingale is the unique continuous integrable adapted 
increasing process {{M)(í)}¿>o, where M  =  o is a real-valued square integrable
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continuous martingale, such that {M(t)2 — is a continuous martingale vanishing
at t = 0 .
The following result is a consequence of the strong law of large numbers, given as 
Property 3 of Brownian motion.
L em m a 1 .2.2  (Law of la rg e  n u m b ers  for m a rtin g a le s .) . Let M = {M(t)}t>o be a 
real-valued continuous martingale vanishing at t =  0 . //limt_>oo{M)(t) = oo a.s., then
v M(t)lim ■ ~i.r-.-r =  0 , a. s.t-o  (M){t)
Also, i/lim su p i_,00(M )(i)/i < oo a.s., then
M (t) ~ lim -------=  0 , a.s.t—>00 t
The next well known result shows how to express a martingale as a standard Brownian 
motion on a new time scale.
L em m a 1.2.3 (M a rtin g a le  tim e —change th e o re m .) . Let M ~  {A^(t)}t>o be a real­
valued continuous martingale such that M(0) =  0 .and limt_+00(M )(i) =  oo a.s. For each 
t > 0 , define the stopping time
#(i) =  inf{s : {M)(s) > t}.
Then {M(^(i))}t>o is a standard Brownian motion with respect to the new filtration 
{j7r('i9(i))}t>o - In other words, there exists a standard Brownian motion B such that
M(t) = B({M)(t)), for all t>  0 a.s.
1.3 Stochastic calculus.
In order to describe a stochastic process as the solution of a stochastic delay differential 
equation, it is necessary to develop a valid calculus within which we can work. It will be 
necessary to integrate with respect to a standard Brownian motion. The lack of regularity
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in the  pa ths of Brownian m otion excludes the  possibility of developing a differential calcu­
lus. There is more th an  one way to define a stochastic integral. For example, a discussion 
of the  definition of th e  S tratonovich integral can be found in 0ksendal [27]. Nonetheless 
we will exclusively use the  Ito  integral in our analysis.
1.3 .1  D e f in it io n  o f  th e  s to c h a s t ic  in te g ra l .
I t is first necessary to  develop a definition of the  stochastic integral
m u ) =  f t f { s ) d B ( s ), (1.3.1)J o
for simple stochastic processes. A stochastic process (Y (i); 0 <  t  <  T }  is a  simple process 
if, for some 0 =  to <  t \  <  • ■ ■ <  tp =  T ,
Y (t )  =  Y ( t j ), t j < t <  t j +1.
T he l td integral of a simple stochastic process adapted  to the  filtration  {^r(t)}i>o is defined 
to  be
It (Y)  =  f  Y (s )dB(s )  =  -  B(t j) ) .
J° j=o
Similarly, for t <  T , we p u t
rt 1
h { Y )  =  /  Y(s ) dB ( s )  =  J 2 Y ^ ( B ^ ~ B ( t i ) )  +  Yk ( B ( t ) - B ( t l)),
7o >-0
where I is the last, ¿-dependent, index of the  last jum p before t.
It is now possible to  define the Ito  integral for more general processes, by expressing 
it as th e  lim it of a sequence of integrals of simple processes. Thus, th e  l td integral of a 
B x J7-measurable, {^ ( t ) } -adapted ,  square-integrable process X  is defined by
/  X ( s )d B (s )  =  lim [  Yn( s)dB(s ), (1.3.2)Jo n^ ° °  Jo
where {Yn } is a sequence of simple processes such th a t
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lim E | J \ x ( s )  - Y n(s))2ds = 0. (1.3.3)
0ksendal [27] shows th a t a sequence {Yn} satisfying (1.3.3) exists for every X ,  and  th a t 
the lim it on the right hand side of (1.3.2) exists and is independent of the  actual choice 
of {y^}, as long as (1.3.3) holds.
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Finally, we show the  conditions under which the  stochastic in tegral defined in (1.3.1) is 
a m artingale. T he following is the  m artingale representation theorem , and can be found 
in, for example, M ao [25].
L em m a 1.3.1 (M artin g a le  re p re se n ta tio n  th e o re m .) . Let {f(t)}t>o be a real-valued, 
mean square-integrable adapted process. Then the process
=  f  f ( s)dB(s), t > 0 ,
Jo
is a square-integrable martingale, null-valued at zero, with quadratic variation
(J)(t) =  [  f(s)2ds, t > 0 . Jo
1.3.2 Itô processes.
Let B  be a one-dim ensional Brow nian m otion on (il, J 7, P). A one-dimensional ltd 
process, also known as a semimartingale, or stochastic integral, is a stochastic process 
X  = {X (i)}i>o on (ft,.?7, P) of the form
*t ptu(s)ds +
'0 Jo
where v is B x jF-m easurable, {.F(i)}—adapted, and square-integrable, so th a t
*£
X(t) -  X(Q) +  T 5  f* v(s)dB(s)t (1.3.4)
Jo
p / v(s)Jo 2ds <  oo for all i >  0 = 1.
We also assum e th a t u is adap ted  to  an increasing family of cr-algebras {H(t)}t>o such 
th a t, for all t >  0, B  is a m artingale w ith respect to  Ht,  and th a t
/ |u (s) |d s  
J o
= 1.<  oo for all t >  0 
(1.3.4) is sometimes w ritten  in the  shorter differential form
dX(t) =  u(t)dt ■+- v(t)dB(t), 
and in fact th is no tational convention will be used alm ost exclusively from here on.
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S em im artin g a le  fo rm  of so lu tions of s to c h a stic  fu n c tio n a l d iffe ren tia l eq u a ­
tio n s. We can now explicitly represent the processes th a t are the  focus of th is work as 
Ito  processes. Given any standard  Brownian m otion B , and a filtered probability  space 
(Î2, T ,  {-F(î)}é>o»P)» where T{$)  =  <j(B(s) : 0 <  s <  t) is the  n a tu ra l filtration  of B,  
we can define X  as the  the  adap ted  stochastic process th a t satisfies the  sem im artingale 
decom position
X { t )  =  X(0)  +  [  f ( X 8) d s +  F  h{X{s ) )dB(s) ,  (1.3.5a)Jo Jo
X ( t )  =  i e [ - r , 0 ] ,  (1.3.5b)
alm ost everywhere. According to  the standard  differential no tation , (1.3.5) is w ritten  as
dX (t )  =  f ( X t)dt +  h(X( t ) )dB( t ) ,
X ( t )  =  ^ (f) , i e [ - r ,  0].
The initial d a ta  function ip : [—f ,  0] i—> R + is an J 7(0)-m easurable random  variable such 
th a t EU'î/'ll2 <  oo. Since the  probability  space and the  Brownian m otion are predefined, 
X  is a  strong solution of (1.3.5).
The functional /  : C([—r ,  s] x 0 ; R) i—> R  is known as the  drift coefficient, or simply drift, 
and represents a determ inistic feedback com ponent processing inform ation from subsets 
of the  sample pa th , X s =  {X (s +  9) : ~ r  — s <  9 <  0}. In fact it will be seen in C hapter 2 
th a t there will always be a gap separating historical feedback from instantaneous feedback: 
hence the  ‘delay’ of the title .
The function h : R  R  is known as the  diffusion coefficient, or simply diffusion, and 
represents the  sta te -d epen den t stochastic pertu rb atio n  processing instantaneous inform a­
tion, denoted X (s)  in (1.3.5) for a particu lar tim e s. T he integral Jq h (X (s ) )d B(s )  taken 
as a whole is often called the  noise.
1.3.3 P roperties o f Ito processes.
We sta te  the  change-of-variable form ula for stochastic integrals in the  s tandard  differential 
notation .
Chapter 1, Section 3______________________________________________________________________________ Introduction
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L em m a 1.3.2 ( I to ’s R u le). Let X ( t )  be a continuous scalar l td process given by
d X ( t ) =  u(t)dt  4- v( t)dB( t ) ,
where f£° u(s)ds  <  oo, and f £ ° v ( s ) 2ds  <  oo. Let V  e  C 2(R;M). Then V  =  {Vr(X (i)} £>o 
is again an l td process, and
dV(X(t)) = V'{X{t))dX(t) + \v"{X(t))u(tfdt.¿A
We also present the  form ula for stochastic in tegration by parts.
L em m a 1.3.3 (S to ch astic  in te g ra tio n  by p a r ts  fo rm ula). Let {X (i)}t>o be a con­
tinuous scalar ltd process satisfying
dX (t )  =  u(t)dt  +  v( t )dB( t ) .
Let {F(i)}i>o be a continuous, real-valued adapted process of finite variation. Then
d[X( t)Y( t )]  =  Y ( t ) d X ( t )  +  X { t )d Y ( t ) .
L em m ata 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 are proved as Theorem s 6.2 and 6.5, respectively, in [25].
1.4 Oscillation of stochastic processes.
T he phenom enon of oscillation m ust be distinguished from the p a th  fluctuation th a t prom i­
nently distinguishes m ost stochastic processes. Oscillation occurs around an equilibrium  
solution (which is X ( t )  = 0  in our analysis) and as such cannot be a ttrib u ted  solely to  the  
effect of a m ultiplicative, and therefore equilibrium -preserving, noise pertu rbation . This 
distinction is illustrated  in Figure 1.4.1.
D e f in it io n  1 .4 .1 . We say th a t a nontrivial continuous function y  : [¿o,oo) —> M is oscil­
latory if the  set
Zy = { t > t Q : y(t)  = 0}
Chapter 1, Section 4______________________________________________________________________________ Introduction
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Figure 1.4.1: Red: An oscillatory solution of the delay differential equation xf(t) =  —x(t~  
1). Green: An oscillatory path of the stochastically perturbed equation dX(t) = —X(t — 
1 )dt + X(t)dB(t). Blue: When the delay is zero, solutions of the equation dX(t) = 
—X(t)dt +  X(t)dB(t) are a.s. nonoscillatory, although the paths fluctuate.
satisfies sup Zy = oo.
A function which is not oscillatory is called nonoscillatory.
In [2], a continuous stochastic process was determined to be a.s. oscillatory if these 
notions were extended in the following intuitive manner:
D efin ition  1.4.2. A stochastic process defined on (H,:F,P), and with con­
tinuous sample paths, is said to be a.s. oscillatory if there exists Q* C with P[Q*] =  1 
such that for all to E fi*, the path X{-,u) is oscillatory.
A stochastic process is a.s. nonoscillatory if there exists fi* C i] with P[H*] =  1 such 
that for all to G  H * ,  the path X ( - , o ; )  is nonoscillatory.
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1.5 Classifying oscillatory behaviour in determ inistic delay 
equations.
As a result, we can apply results from deterministic theory on a pathwise basis to develop 
an understanding of the qualitative behaviour of the solutions of (1.3.5). The following 
result concerning oscillatory solutions of (1.5.1), is a special case of Theorem 2 in Staikos 
& Stavroulakis [30], and originally appeared in Ladas et al [8].
T h eo rem  1.5.1. Suppose p is a continuous, nonnegative function defined on [¿o,oo) which 
satisfies
where r is a continuous function' with the properties that t \-*t — r{t) is nondecreasing on 
[tojoo), r(t) > 0 on [£o,oo), and t — r(t)  —► oo as t —► oo. Then all solutions of (1.5.1) 
are oscillatory.
y(t) > 0 for all t > t0j and therefore that y(t — r(t)) > 0, for all t > t\ > tQ. Integrating 
(1.5.1a) from t — r(t) to t, we have that
Our analysis relies heavily on a transformation that results in a continuous stochastic 
process with oscillatory behaviour that is identical to that of the solutions of (1.3.5), but 
the paths of which satisfy
y’(t ,u)  = - p ( t , u ) y { t - r ( t ) , w ), 
y(t) = t €  [—T, 0].
(1.5.1a)
(1.5.1b)
(1.5.2)
Proof. W ithout loss of generality, let y be a nonoscillatory solution of (1.5.1) such that
t - r ( t )
Since y is decreasing and positive, we have
(1.5.3)
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By (1.5.2),
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/ p(s)ds > 1, Jt—r(t)
for t sufficiently large, thereby contradicting (1.5.3) under the assumption th a t y is a 
nonoscillatory solution. □
Similarly, a method of proving the existence of nonoscillatory solutions is furnished by 
the following result, which may be found in Ladde, Lakshmikantham & Zhang [9]. The 
result originally appeared in Ladde [22].
Theorem 1.5.2. Suppose that p is a continuous} nonnegative function defined on [0, oo) 
which satisfies
1limsup / p(s) ds <¿ - ► o o  J t—r(t) e
where t is a continuous function with the properties that r ( i)  > 0 , and t — r(t) —> oo as 
t —► oo. Then (1.5.1) has a positive solution.
The proof of Theorem 1.5.2 is somewhat longer than that of Theorem 1.5.1, and we do 
not present it in full here.
Sketch of Proof. It is sufficient to find a solution of (1.5.1) tha t has the form
y(t) = e^o A(a)ds, t > t Q)
for some to > 0. Substituting into (1.5.1a) gives
A(t) =  — p(t)e~ £^- rw x(s^ dsm (1.5.4)
The right hand side of (1.5.4) is used to construct a nondecreasing and continuous operator
T  on a particular space of continuous functions. The remainder of the proof involves
showing that T possesses a fixed point, and hence that A exists. □
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Chapter 2
Global Existence and Uniqueness
Before any consideration is given to the qualitative behaviour of the solutions of stochas­
tic delay differential equations, we must know the circumstances under which unique so­
lutions exist.
There is a well-developed theory of the existence and uniqueness of strong solutions of 
stochastic functional differential equations of Ito type, due to Ito & Nisio [15] and Berger 
& Mizel [5], among others. The existence of such unique global solutions is often proved 
under the assumption that the functional coefficients of the equation are locally Lipschitz 
continuous, and satisfy global linear growth bounds. These requirements are indicated in 
Mao [25] and Kolmanovskii & Myskis [20].
In this chapter, we drop the requirement that the drift coefficient satisfy a global linear 
bound. Mao [24] has given examples of stochastic delay differential equations which have 
unique global solutions, despite the absence of a linear growth bound, by assuming the 
presence of strongly nonlinear negative feedback in an instantaneous drift term. Such con­
ditions are often called one-sided linear bounds. In these cases however, the corresponding 
deterministic equation has a global solution. It is also interesting, therefore, to investigate 
the circumstances under which solutions of a stochastic delay differential equations exist 
globally if solutions of the unperturbed equation explode.
Protter [28] has shown that unique strong solutions can exist up to an explosion time 
under the assumption that the functionals are locally Lipschitz continuous. This result 
gives us a starting point, and can be used as the basis of an investigation into the minimal 
set of regularity and growth hypotheses on the coefficients that will ensure that a stochastic 
functional differential equation has a unique and almost surely nonexploding solution.
We begin with a description of the delay structure that characterises our equations, and 
define a mesh that will play a vital role in our analysis, not only in this chapter, but 
throughout the thesis. Following this, our primary goal is to develop a global existence 
and uniqueness theory for a class of functional differential equations with drift coefficients
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that are completely characterised by delayed feedback. In order to motivate our method 
of proof, and to allow a direct comparison to be made with the stochastic equation, we will 
describe the properties of the deterministic equation. Our secondary goal is to consider 
equations with instantaneous feedback in the drift coefficient. Since the solutions of such 
equations can explode in finite time, we seek to develop a theory describing the roles of 
noise and feedback delays in guaranteeing the absence of such explosions, and therefore 
global existence of the solutions. We compare the properties of equations constructed from 
varying combinations of instantaneous feedback terms, delayed feedback terms, and noise 
perturbation, some of which are already described in the literature. The analysis in this 
chapter can be found in Appleby h  Kelly [4].
The delay structure that we consider is quite general, and is characterised by a distinct 
time lag between the most recent information in the feedback and the present. We begin 
by defining the delay structure precisely in finite dimensions. Several special cases of 
this general structure in one dimension will be used to construct the equations under 
investigation throughout the the remainder of this thesis.
2.1 Structure of the delay.
Let r > 0. For each t > 0 denote by C{[—r, i];R d) the family of continuous functions from 
[—r,i] to Rd with the norm \\<p\\ =  sup_r<s<M=1( |<^(s)|. For tp e C ([-r , i];R d), the 
history of ip, up to time £, will be defined by
¥>t =  {¥ > (s ) ■ ~ r < s <  t}.
Our investigations deal with functional differential equations in which the influence of the 
past is distinct from that of the present. To make this idea precise, define the functional
S(r,r) be a mapping from C ( [—r , t] ; Rd) to Rd where r  is a real number which obeys
r  G [0 , oo), (2 .1.1)
and r  is a function satisfying
r  : [0 , oo) —> (0 , oo) : 11-> r(t) is continuous, (2 .1.2)
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for all t > 0 and ip E C([—t , t\;Rd)
(i, ip) ^  g (T,r)(*> ¥>t) depends only on j> (s )  : - r  <s  < t -  r(t)} . (2.1.3)
There is always a distinction between the dependence of solutions on the past and depen­
dence on the present, because (2 .1.2) implies that the function r  obeys
t(£) > 0, for all t > 0. (2.1.4)
We impose (2.1.1) so as to exclude equations with infinite delay. However, this does not 
rule out the study of equations with unbounded delay, in which ¿ ~ r ( £ ) —>-ooas£—»oo.
Finally, we address the continuity requirements on the functional g(Tjr)- We suppose 
that
for each continuous function (p E C([—r y oo); Rd)
11—► g(r>r)(i> tfit) 1S a continuous function from [0, oo) to (2.1.5)
We say that a functional g(r,T) is continuous with delay structure (r, r )  if there is a function 
t  and a number r which obey (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and (2.1.4), so that g(T,r) obeys (2.1.3) and 
(2.1.5).
E x a m p le s  o f  th e  d e la y  fu n c t io n a l  g(T,r)* There are many specific delay types that 
are characterised by the functional For example, we may consider very general
equations with discrete delay. Suppose g E C(M.d; R), and Ti, r 2, . . .  r n are n functions each 
of which obeys (2.1.2) and (2.1.4). Then, with r(t) = mmj=1^ n^ Tj(t), —r = in f^ o{t — 
maXj=i...n r ?-(t)}, and (p E C([—r, t];R), the functional
9(r,T)(t, (fit) = g(<p(t -  ri(t)) , ¡p(t -  T a ( t ) ) , , tp(t -  r„(t)))
is continuous with delay structure (r, r ) . It is this case, with n = 1, that will characterise 
the processes in this thesis.
Note that equations with distributed delay also have this general structure. As an 
example, suppose that t l ,  72 are continuous nonnegative functions on R+ obeying r\(t) <
2 0
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Figure 2.2.1: Construction of the sequence {in}n=o-
T2(i) for t > 0, Ti(t) > 0 for all t > 0. Then ri and T2 obey (2.1.2) and (2.1.4). Set 
r  =  r i, and —t = inft>oi — Let g € C([—'f ,  oo) x [—r, oo) x R;R). Then with
(p € i];’R), the functional
ft~riCOfl(r,T) (*.¥>«) = /  9{s,t,<fi(s))ds.
is continuous with delay structure (r, r).
2.2 Discussion -  The m ethod of steps.
The primary technique used in this chapter is the so-called method of steps. The applica­
tion of this technique requires the partitioning of R+ into intervals so that at every time 
point on a given interval the drift coefficient receives feedback from the previous interval. 
We can thus use the existence of a continuous local solution on any interval to guarantee 
the existence of a continuous local solution on the next interval. In a sense, this technique 
is analogous to proof by induction.
We must construct an appropriate mesh with which to partition R + . Define the sequence 
{¿n}n>0 by
to =  0 , tn+i = inf{i > 0  : i -  r(t) ~ £n}, n > 0 . (2 .2 .1)
A schematic of this sequence for a nonspecific delay function r  is given in Figure 2.2.1.
Either there are finitely many members of this sequence, or there are infinitely many. 
Suppose first that there are infinitely many. Then we see that the sequence {tn}n>o
diverges. A similar result appears as Lemma 1.1 in Shreve [29].
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L e m m a  2 .2 .1 . Suppose that the function r obeys (2.1.2), and (2.1.4)- Then the sequence 
{tn}n>o defined by (2.2.1) is strictly increasing and obeys lim ^oo£n =  oo.
Proof. By (2.2.1), tn+1 =  tn +  r(tn+1), so by (2.1.4), tn+i > tn. Suppose tha t tn —> L~ 
where 0 < L < o o a s n —► oo. Then, by (2.1.2) and (2.2.1)
0 =  lim tn+1 -  r ( tn+i) -  tn — L — t (L) -  L = -r(L).n—>oc
But by (2.1.4), r( i)  > 0 for all t >  0, so no such finite L can exist. Hence tn —» oo. □
On the other hand, if there are finitely many members of the sequence, there exists 
N  G N and tpj > 0 such that t -  t(t) < tn for all i > 0.
2.3 Global existence theory.
In order to properly illustrate the method of steps, and motivate its use, we consider here 
a deterministic equation with delayed feedback. This result will also serve as a useful 
comparison to the stochastic equation.
2.3.1 The determ inistic  equation.
Suppose that g(r,r) is continuous with delay structure r , and consider the deterministic 
functional differential equation
X'W = g(r,r)(*>Xt)> i >0, (2.3.1a)
x(t) = ip(t), t e [-r, 0] (2.3.1b)
where 7p G C([—r, 0];Rd). We avail of the continuity and positivity properties of the the 
delay function r expressed in (2.1.2) and (2.1.4), in order to solve (2.3.1). We will apply 
the method of steps over a mesh defined by the sequence (2 .2 .1).
I f  {¿7i}«=0 h a s  in f in ite ly  m a n y  m e m b e rs :  Define In =  [tn,tn+1], so UneNIn =  R+ -
Suppose a unique solution of (2.3.1) exists on [—r, £n]. Then, for each t e  [tn, tn+1],
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We now wish to show tha t the quantity on the righthand side of (2.3.2) is finite, ensuring 
that x(t) can be uniquely defined. This guarantees the uniqueness and existence of a 
solution on the subinterval [tn , t n+ i] . For each t  G [in >£n+i], g ( T ,r ) ( ^ x t)  does not depend 
on (x(s) : t n < s < t n +1}, by (2.1.3) and Lemma 2.2.1. Furthermore, by (2.1.5) t  i—» 
g(T)7)(£, xt) is a continuous function. So (2.3.2) uniquely defines a C1 solution of (2.3.1) oh 
[tn , t n-|_i], and consequently on [—'r , t n + {\. Therefore, by induction, a unique continuous 
solution exists on [—r, oo).
I f  {¿n}n=o has fin ite ly  m an y  m em b ers; The same argument as above guarantees that
(2.3.1) has a unique continuous solution on [—r, t^]. For t > notice that t — r(t) < ijv, 
so referring to (2.3.2), the delay property (2.1.3), the delay continuity property (2.1.5), and 
Lemma 2.2.1, we see that a unique continuous solution is again guaranteed on [—r, oo).
Hereinafter we assume, without loss of generality, tha t the sequence {¿n} contains in­
finitely many members.
2.3.2 The stochastic  equation.
We ask whether a scalar stochastic perturbation of the scalar (deterministic functional 
differential equation (2.3.1a), (2.3.1b) still has a unique global solution. To provide a source 
of randomness for this perturbation, let B = {B(t); T B{t)\ 0 < t < oo} be a standard one­
dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probability triple (f2,.F,P). Here {TB(t)}t>o 
is the natural filtration of B in the sense that T B(t) =  cr({B(s) : 0 < s < t}).
We study the scalar stochastic functional differential equation
dX(t) = g ^ ( t , X t)dt + h(X(t))dB(t), (2.3.3a)
X(t) = ip{t), t E [—r, 0]. (2.3.3b)
We request that h G C(R;R) be a locally Lipschitz continuous function, G C([—f, 0];R)
and tha t g(T,r)iS continuous with delay structure (r, r), obeying (2.1.1), (2.1.2), and (2.1.4).
By Theorem 5.3 in Protter [28], the existence of a unique strong solution is guaranteed 
up to a, possibly random, explosion time rf .  Note the dependence on the initial function 
'0- At time 0 < i < , this solution can be denoted X(t,  [—r, 0], VO, but we will generally
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suppress the dependence on the initial function by writing the solution at time t as X(i).- 
The explosion time is defined to be
r f  = inf{i > 0 : lim |X (s, [—r, 0], VOI =  oo}. (2.3,4)s—►£—
T h eo rem  2.3.1. Suppose that 5^ continuous with delay structure ( t , t )  obeying
(2.1.1), (2.1.2), and (2.1.4)- Let h be a locally Lipschitz continuous function. If r is 
defined by (2.1.1), and ip G C([—r, 0];R ); then there is a unique continuous adapted pro­
cess X  which is a strong solution of (2.3.3) on R+ ,
The statement of the Theorem is equivalent to saying that r f  defined by (3.5.14) obeys 
r f  =  oo, almost surely.
Given the hypotheses (2.1.2) arid (2.1.4), the sequence {¿n} defined in (3.5.7) is increas­
ing, and, by the assumption at the end of Section 2.3.1, infinite. So, by Lemma 2.2.1, 
it obeys limn^oo tn = oo. Just as for the deterministic equation (2.3.1), we prove the 
existence of a unique strong solution of (2.3.3) on each of the subintervals In = [tn,tn+1] 
successively.
A generalisation of this theorem in finite dimensions can be found in Appendix A. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Define
Tk = inf{i G [0, rf )  : X(t, [ - r ,  0], ip) £ (-k,  k)} (2.3.5)
and, as {r^} is increasing, we may define rto =  lim ^oa Tt-  Clearly T& < t£ z a.s. There­
fore, if Tc£) =  oo a.s. for each ip, then r f  = oo. We prove =  oo by contradiction, 
assuming that =  oo, a.s. is false. First, we show that > ¿i, a.s. Consider the 
negation of this statement, namely that there exists some ip such tha t P [r^  > t{\ < 1. 
Hence there is G N sufficiently large, and e = e(ip) G (0,1) such that F[rf < t\\ > 
k > ko.
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Consider a function V 6 Cr2(R;R) which obeys
V(x) > 0 , for a ll's  e R ,  (VI)
V(x) = V(~x)t x > 0 ,  (V2)
V' is bounded on R, (V3)
There is x* > 0 such tha t V"(x) < 0 for all |a;| > x *, (V4)
lim V(x) — oo. • (V5)\x\—►oo
We note that functions obeying these properties exist. Examples are provided at the end 
of the proof.
Define F(x,fi) = V'(x)/i 4- \ V n(x)h(x)2 and G(x) = V,(x)h(x), where x , f i£  R. Then 
Ito ’s rule gives
V(X(t* A ii)) = V(^(0)) + / G(X(s)) d B ( s )
Jo
r t A‘i+ /  F{X{s),g{T^ { s ,X s))ds. (2.3.6)
J 0
It can be shown by (V3) and (V4) that supxGR \F(x,fj,)\ < F(p) := C\\y\ 4- C2, where Ci, 
C2 are //-independent constants. Using this in (2.3.6) gives
pT^ Ati ft! _V(X(T* A tO) <  V ( m )  + /  G(X(s)) dB(s) + /  F{g(T,T)(s, X.)) ds.
Jo Jo
This is true as A£i < ¿1. The ^((^-m easurability of F\(t) = X t)) for t e [0, t{\
implies that
E [V{X(rt A i x))] < V(i/>(0)) + ^  F i ( s )  ds < oo.
Jo
Hence for k > ko
oo > V ( m )  + f * 1 Fi(s)ds > E[V(X(t* A ij))] > E[liT^ h}V(X(rf))}
> F [r^ < ti]V(k) > eV(k) —► 00 as k —> 00,
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by (V2) and (V5), yielding a contradiction. We therefore conclude that (2.3.3) has a 
unique adapted continuous solution on [0 , £i].
On [¿i, ¿2] we need to show that
=  1, a.S. (2.3.7)
for each ip E  C([—r , 0];R), implying that Too >  ¿2, a.s. If we can do this, it can be
established, by induction and an identical argument, that there is a unique continuous
adapted process which obeys (2.3.3) on R+ . We suppose, contradicting (2.3.7), that there
exists ip and A c f i ,  with F[A] > 0  such that
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<  1  f o r  a 1 1  u  e
A.
So there exists e E  (0,1) and A£ C  A with F[A£] > 0 such that E f l ^  <t2jl^(*i)] > e on. 
As. Now define the sequence of random variables
Pk =  E[l^T^ <i3j l^(ii)] (2.3.8)
and the limiting random variable of (2.3.8) in £;, namely P — E[l^rv <t^  |^ (ii)]- So Pk > P 
and Pf~ is decreasing in k. So for all k sufficiently large, P^ > P > e on A6. Consequently, 
we can say that there is ip E C([—r, 0];R) such that there is an £ € (0,1) and a set of 
positive probability A£ such that E[l^rV’<T2}l^r(i i)] > £ on A£ for k E  N. Now
f Ti  At2V(X(t*A t2)) = V(X(t1) )+  /  F(X(s),giT'7)(s,Xs))dsJti
r t  a£2/  G(X(s))dB(s).
J t !
If we consider in turn the three possibilities r f  < £1, t\ < r f  < ¿2, and > £2, we get
r Tt At 2/  F i X ^ ^ g ^ & X ^ d s  Jt!
< max f  F(X(s),g{r^ ( s , X s) )d s \ /  t  Fx(s)ds. (2.3.9)t€[0,ti\Jtj_ v Jt!
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The right hand side of (2.3.9) is ^(¿immeasurable. Because X  does not explode on [—r, ti\, 
the conditional expectation relative to ^*(¿1) is bounded by an a.s. finite random variable. 
Therefore, if we can bound
r t a<2 /  G(X(s)) dB(s)Jt,
we axe done.
Consider the process G(t) =  G(X(t)) = V'(X(t))h(X(t)). Define a martingale M  on 
[0, (r^  A i2) V ii] by
M(t)= I* G(s) dB(s). (2.3.10)
Jo
By Lemma 2.3.3
E " fTkAt2 f Tk AE1 f TkG(s)dB(s) T{h)  =  Jf G (s)dB (i) =  l {T?<ti}jf G(s)dB(s)'T fc ' il
since J01G(s)dB(s) is Jf(ti)-measurable. Thus
’Tjf AÎ2 
Ut!E
f k Î2/  G(s)dB(s) Ju H h ) < max [  G(s)dB(s).~  o<t<ti J tl
So
E V(X(rt < V^Xih))  +  max^ G(s) dB(
+ [  V ( % , r ) ( s , * s) ) |d s V  “ I i  [  F(X(s),g(TiT)(s,Xs))ds. (2.3.11)Jtl 0 < t < t ±  J t i
The right hand side of (2.3.11) is ^(¿immeasurable and independent of k. By (VI), we 
have
E V(X(T*Att))
=  E
> E ' }{T$<t3} V (X (Tk A i 2 ) ) l ^ ( £ l )
e on A£
Since limifcj^oo V(k)s =  oo, by (V5) and (V2), the induced contradiction implies that 
Tco > ¿2 a.s. for each ip. We can proceed in this way, as in Section (2.3.1), to show that
T(5o =  oo a.s. for each ip. □
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The same method of proof ensures the existence of a global solution of a more general 
stochastic functional differential equation.
T h eo rem  2.3.2. Let h e C(M;R) be locally Lipschitz continuous, and 9{j,f) and fyr',?') be 
continuous functionals with delay structures ( r ,r )  and (V, rf) respectively, obeying (2.1.1),
(2.1.2), (2.1.4)- Define f  = r V r' , and ip e C([—r,0 ];R ). Then the stochastic functional 
differential equation
. dX(t) = g{T,r)(t,Xt)dt+[h(X(t)) + h{T!r)(t,Xt)}dB{t) (2.3.12a) 
X(t) = t e [ - r ,0 ] . (2.3.12b)
has a unique adapted continuous strong solution on R+ .
Observe tha t the function V defined for x > 0 by
log(a:), x > e
(2.3.13)
|  +  e~2x2 — |e " 4x4, 0 < x < e, 
and which obeys V(—x) = V(x), for x < 0 , satisfies all the conditions (V1)-(V5) in 
Theorem 2.3.1.
Finally we prove a technical result required in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, which will be 
recognised as part of the Doob martingale stopping theorem [17].
L em m a 2.3.3. Let r > 0 , and p a bounded stopping time for the process M, which is well 
defined on [0, p V r]. If  moreover, M  is a martingale adapted to we have
E [ M { p ) \ T { r ) \  =  M { p  A t ).
Proof. Since M(t) +  M{p) — M(p A t) -H M(p V r) , we have
E[Af(p ) | j r ( r ) ]  =  E [ M ( p A r )  +  M ( p V r ) - M ( r ) | f ( r ) ]
.. -  E [M{p  V t)\T(t)\ + E [ M( p  A t)\T(t)\ -  K [ M { t ) \ T ( t ) \
=  M ( r )  +  M ( p A r ) - M ( r )  =  M ( p  A r ) ,  
since Af(r), M(p A r) are /'(^-m easurable , and M  is a martingale. □
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Figure 2.4.1: Red: The solution of (2.4.2), with f(x) — x3/4, does not explode. Green: 
When f(x) = x2, the solution explodes.
2.4 Prevention of explosion by noise.
Consider the scalar equation
• dX(t) = ( /(X (t))  +  5(T,-r-)( i)X £))d i +  /i (X (i ))d S (i) , (2.4.1a)
X(£) -  ip(t), t E [—r, 0]. (2.4.1b)
We suppose here that /  and h are locally Lipschitz continuous functions on R. We assume 
that the functional g^ T-r-) is nonnegative, so that (ft) > 0 for all t > 0 and (p 6
C([—r ,  t]; R), and that it is locally Lipschitz continuous in the second argument.
Our goal is to understand the maimer in which the interactions between noise and delay 
affect the explosive behaviour of the solutions of (2.4.1). Initially, we will consider the 
behaviour of a deterministic equation with instantaneous feedback. The effect of adding a 
delayed feedback term and, subsequently, a stochastic perturbation to this equation will 
be investigated. Figures 2.4.1 to 2.4.4 illustrate the discussion with examples.
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The deterministic equation with instantaneous feedback. We remove the delayed 
feedback and noise perturbation from (2.4.1). Let /  be a locally Lipschitz continuous
function such that there is some x* e R such tha t f(x)  > 0 for x > x*. Consider the
initial value problem
x'(t) =  f{x(t)), t > 0, x(0) = xq, (2.4.2)
where xo > x*. The following proposition gives a well-known sufficient condition for the 
solutions of (2.4.2) to explode in finite time.
Proposition 2.4.1. If
roo 1
/  7T \  dx < °°’ (2-4-3)Jx 0 f i X)
then there exists 0 < T < oo such that
lim_ x(t) =  po, (2.4.4)
where x is the unique continuous solution of (2.4-2).
Proof. By (2.4.2), and since xq > 0, f{x(t)) > f (x o) > 0 for all t > 0. Hence, by (2.4.2), 
x*(t)/ f  [x(t)) =  1. Integrating both sides with respect to t, and applying the change of 
variables u = x(t) gives
x((s\ ' /**(*) 1i r ¥ ^ d s = TT-,du = t. (2.4.5)
Jo /(*(s)) Jx0 /(«)
Assume that x exists on [0, oo). There are two possibilities.
Case 1: Suppose limt-*oox(t) = L < oo. Then, by (2.4.5),
**(0 1 fLf-xv) -L fU 1lim / rdu = / —— du = oo.Jxo /(«) Jx 0 /(«)
But this leads to a contradiction, as the integral of a continuous, positive function over a 
compact interval cannot be infinite.
Case 2: Suppose lim ^oo x(t) = oo. By (2.4.5),
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Figure 2.4.2: Red: The solution of (2.4.2) with f(x) =  a;3/4. Green: When a delay term 
0(i,i)M *)) ~  ~ l ) ) 1^ 2 is introduced, an explosion is not induced.
But this directly contradicts (2.4.3). Therefore, (2.4.4) holds. □
In c lu d in g  delayed  feedback  in th e  d e te rm in is tic  eq u a tio n . It is natural to ask 
how the addition of the delay component <?(r,r) to (2.4.2) affects the explosion of solutions 
of the perturbed equation, when f(x) > 0 for all x > 0, and satisfies (2.4.3).
Consider the functional differential equation
x'.{t) = f(x(t)) + 0(Ti-T-)(i,art). ¿ > 0 ,  x ( t ) = 2p(t), t e [ - r ,  0], (2.4.6)
where ip e C([—r, 0]; K) and 9(t,t) : [0>°o) x C([—r,i] ;R ) —» [0,oo). The local Lipschitz 
continuity on h guarantees that there is a unique solution to this equation, up to an 
explosion time. A comparison argument establishes that the solution of (2.4.6) dominates 
that of (2.4.2) pointwise if the initial value of (2.4.6) is greater than or equal to the 
initial value of (2.4.2). Therefore, since the solution of (2.4.2) explodes in finite time, the
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Figure '2.4.3: Rod: The solution of (2.4.2) with f(x) = x2. Green: When a delay term 
0(1,1)(*(0) = (z (i — 1))1|/2 is introduced, the explosion is not qualitatively affected. Blue: 
The explosion can be suppressed by the introduction of a noise term h(x) = x2.
solution of (2.4.6) explodes in finite time. Moreover, (2.4.3), the condition which ensures 
the explosion of (2.4.6), does not involve the delay functional 0(T,r)* It does not appear 
that the explosion of (2.4.6) is influenced by the delay term.
Including a stochastic perturbation. If we perturb (2.4.6) stochastically to form
(2.4.1) then the following theorem applies.
Theorem 2.4.2. Suppose that 0(T,y) is continuous with delay structure (r,r) obeying
(2.1.1), (2.1.2), and (2.1.4)- If V» G C([-r,0];R), /  and h are locally Lipschitz con­
tinuous, and
*/(*) ~ jM*)2 . /0 . - vi i-i2  ^  x ' (2-4.7)i + ftp
then there is a unique, continuous, adapted process which is a strong solution of (2.4-1)
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on [0 , oo).
This result can be proved in a manner similar to that of Theorem 2.3.1, using the 
function V defined in (2.3.13).
The condition (2.4.7) ensures that if the intensity of the diffusion term  h is sufficiently 
large relative to / ,  the explosion exhibited by the solution of (2.4.6) can always be sup­
pressed. Moreover, since the condition (2.4.7) does not involve the delay functional 5(t ,t)> 
it appears that the delay term does not play a role in causing or preventing explosions of
(2.4.1).
R e m o v in g  th e  d e la y e d  fe e d b a c k  f ro m  th e  s to c h a s t ic  e q u a t io n .  By comparison, 
consider the equation
dX{t) = f(X{t))dt +  h{X{t))dB{t), t e [t0l T] (2.4.8)
where /  and h obey a local Lipschitz condition. Mao [25] guarantees the existence of a 
unique solution to (2,4.8) on [¿o, oo) by requiring that, for every T  > to? there exists a 
positive constant Kt such that for all x e  R
xf(x) + \\K X)\2 <  k t {  1 +  M 2)- (2.4.9)
This result is interesting because of the similar forms of (2.4.7) and (2.4.9). However, 
in (2.4.7) it can be seen that the counteracting effect of the diffusion coefficient prevents 
explosion in the solutions of (2.4.1), whereas (2.4.9) guarantees existence through the 
action of a drift coefficient that is strongly directed toward equilibrium. Existence in this 
case is guaranteed despite, rather than because of, the noise perturbation.
In fact, if the relative sizes of /  and h in (2.4.8) axe as given in Feller’s test for ex­
plosion and nonexplosion, then we can again suppress an explosion in the corresponding 
deterministic equation (2.4.2).
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .4 .3  (F e l le r ’s t e s t ) .  There is a unique solution of (2.4-8) on [0, oo) almost
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Figure 2.4.4: Green: The solution of (2.4.8) with f ( x )  = ar2, h (x ) = x3/2. The noise 
perturbation is insufficient to suppress the explosion. Red: When h(x) = x2, the explosion 
is suppressed.
surely if  and only if  both of the following conditions hold for all xq:
/ X - jC ^ G T 5 ^ ) -  - ». <— >
The statement of Feller’s test as given in Lemma 2.4.3 can be found in Klebaner [19). 
A proof can be found in Karatzas & Shreve 17].
When the delay functional is absent, the condition (2.4.7) is sufficient to guarantee the 
Feller’s test conditions for the solutions of (2.4.8).
Proposition 2.4.4. Let f  and h be continuous, real-valued functions. If (2.4-7) holds, 
then the Feller’s test conditions (2.4-lOa) and (2.4.10b) are satisfied.
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Proof In the context of the discussion, only (2.4.10b) is relevant, and so we restrict 
ourselves to showing that (2.4.10b) is satisfied. The integral on the left hand side of 
(2.4.10b) can be rewritten as
By (2.4.7), there exists c < oo large enough that
2f(x)  —2c(l +  x2) _  1
h(x)2 ~ xh(x)2 x"
Since u i—> is a strictly decreasing function on (0, oo), we can define a constant
c(x0) = supw>X0 G (0 , oo) so that
e- 2s ; 4 &  > y e-^ry ^ ^ d ux
> y e- 2£(*°)
Therefore
I{ x o )>  rJx 0 Jxo dx.
Define L(x) = fXQ y^sdu.  We can rewrite (2.4.11) as
dx.I (Xo)> [ ° °  -  \e - 2S<-Xo)LW  f X e2£ML(v)L' (y)dy
J xq x L J xo
Applying a change of variables,
[ X e2%xa)L{v)L'{y)dy = e ^ ^ d u
Jxo J L ( x  o )
_  ^  [c *c(xo)L(x) c 2c(zo)L(xo)y
Therefore, regardless of whether lim ^oo L(x) is finite or infinite,
Z e 2-<x°WylL'(y)dy
t - ^ o o  ¿ ¿c ( x0)L(_x) <  OO.
(2.4.11)
(2.4.12)
(2.4.13)
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Now define
H ( x )  =  e-25(*o)L(*) f *  ¿ * t o ) « v ) L >{ y ) d y , (2.4 .14)J TO
so tha t H(x) —► H* > 0 as x —► oo. By (2.4.12) and (2.4.14)
/*«> 1I(xq) > / -H(x)dx.Jx o *
Hence, by (2.4.13), I(xo) =  oo for all xo, and (2.4.10a) holds. □
F in a l com m ent. The analysis of (2.4.1), (2.4.2), (2.4.6), and (2.4.8) suggests that a 
sufficiently large state-dependent noise perturbation can suppress an explosion in the so­
lution of a scalar deterministic equation. Moreover, if the delay term is strictly in the 
past, in the sense tha t it is present as a functional 9 ( t , t )  with continuous delay structure 
( t , t ) ,  then the presence of an explosion does not depend on the structure of the delay 
term, but purely on the instantaneous terms.
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Chapter 3
Oscillatory Behaviour -  The Nonlinear Stochastic 
Differential Equation w ith Fixed Delay
In order to begin to sketch the influence of feedback delay and noise perturbation in 
the oscillatory behiaviour of solutions of stochastic delay differential equations, we fix the 
delay and the noise, and adjust the nonlinearity of the drift coefficient. We find that this
illustrates the role played by the noise perturbation. To this end, we analyse the oscillatory
properties of the stochastic delay, differential equation
dX(t) =  -g{X{t-T))d t + ah{X{t))dB{t), (3.0.1a)
X(t) = ip(t)y i € [—t,0] (3.0.1b)
where a ^  0 , r  > 0 are real constants. This analysis can also be found in Appleby 
& Kelly [3]. The initial data ip is a continuous function on [—r, 0]. Suppose that g £ 
C(R;R), and both g and h axe locally Lipschitz continuous on R. It is shown in Chapter 
2 that (3.0.1) has a unique strong continuous solution on [0, oo), almost surely. By way 
of comparison, we describe the oscillatory behaviour of the corresponding deterministic 
equation.
3.1 The determ inistic equation.
Gopalsamy [11] and Ladde, Lakshmikajitham k  Zhang [9], consider the oscillatory be­
haviour of the nonlinear delay differential equation
a 'W  =  ~9{x ( t - r ) ) .  ■. (3.1.1)
The existence of an equilibrium solution x(t) = 0 is ensured by requiring that g(0) =  0. 
The continuous forcing function g must act towards the equilibrium in order to generate an 
environment conducive to oscillatory behaviour, and therefore it is required that xg(x) > 0 
for x ^  0.
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Figure 3.1.1: Red: The solution of (3.1.1), where g(x) =  x is linear, does not oscillate 
when there is sh o rt delay , r  =  0.3. Green: When there is long delay, r  =  1, oscillation 
occurs.
From Theorem 1.5.2 in Gopalsamy [11], a linearisable g at equilibrium is the primary 
guarantor of oscillatory solutions of (3.1.1). That is to say, if there is oo > L > 0 such 
that
lim ^  =  L (3.1.2)x—>0 X
then oscillatory solutions exist. Oscillation can be guaranteed for every solution by ensur­
ing that the delay term r  is large enough. More specifically, if rL > 1 and (3.1.2) is true, 
then every solution of (3.1.1) oscillates.
From Theorem 3.2.8 in Ladde, Lakshmikantham & Zhang [9], it can be seen that if g 
does not obey (3.1.2), but the restoring force towards the zero equilibrium is weaker, in
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for some 7  > 1 and L > 0, solutions of (3.1.1) do not have to oscillate. In fact, if i¡> is. 
any positive, continuous function on [—r, 0], there exists a* > 0 such that the solution of
(3.1.1), with x(t) = a?p(t) for t € [—r, 0] and 0 < a < a*, is nonoscillatory.
Nonlinear equations with forcing coefficients are also considered by, among others, Ladas 
et al [8], Shreve [29], and Staikos k, Stavroulakis [30]. For example, Shreve gives an analysis 
of the equation
x'(t) = -a (t)g (x(t  -  r(t))), (3.1.4)
where r  is a continuous positive function satisfying lim ^oo t — r(t) = oo and a is a 
locally integrable function that is nonnegative almost everywhere. He finds that if g is 
sublinear in the sense that lim ^oo x/g(x) = M < oo, and l im s u p ^ ^  f^_T^  a(s)ds > M, 
then every solution of (3.1.4) is oscillatory. However if g is super linear in the sense that 
\imx^Qx/g(x) =  oo, then the first zero can be delayed for an arbitrarily long time by 
choosing a sufficiently small constant initial data function. In fact, if / 6°° a(s)ds < oo, 
then the existence of a nonoscillatory solution can be guaranteed. It is the strength of the 
forcing function a, rather than the length of the delay, that drives the oscillatory behaviour 
of solutions of (3.1.4).
3.2 Properties of the coefficients of the stochastic equation.
Our goal is to determine the behaviour of the solutions of (3.1.1) following the inclusion 
of a noise perturbation, generating a stochastic process solving (3.0.1). The question of 
how to structure this perturbation is an important one. In order that we may apply the 
definition of oscillation for stochastic processes given in Definition 1.4.2, it is crucial that 
the equilibrium solution be preserved, and this will partially determine the conditions we 
place on the diffusion coefficient.
We impose the following hypotheses on the continuous function h. Let h(0) =  0, and 
suppose there exists 0 < h < 1 < h such that
h\x\2 < xh(x) < h\x\2, (3 .2 .1)
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and
Un, M il = 1. (3.2.2)
In addition, the continuous function g has the properties
g(0) — 0, xg(x) > 0 , x /  0. (3.2.3)
Notice now that if ip(t) = 0 for all t e  [—t, 0] tha t the unique solution of (3.0.1) is 
X(t) = 0 for all t > 0, a.s. It is the oscillation, or absence of oscillation, about this 
equilibrium solution that we intend to study. The existence of this equilibrium solution 
also rules out any possibility of oscillation if r(t) = 0 .
3.3 The decom position of solutions.
Our proofs of oscillation and nonoscillation rely upon the representation of the solution 
of (3.0.1) as the product of a nowhere differentiable but positive process, with asymptotic 
behaviour that is readily understood, and a process with continuously differentiable sample 
paths, obeying a scalar random delay differential equation. To this end, we introduce the 
continuous function h
x ^ 0
h(x) =   ^ , (3.3.1)
1, x = 0
so tha t h < h(x) < h: x e  R. We may then define the process {(p(t)}t>-r by <p(t) =  1, t e  
[—r, 0] and for t > 0 by
= e v J Î h ( X ( a ) ) d B ( 8) - ± o * t i h ( X { s ) ) * d s ^ (3 3 2 )
The process is uniquely defined on [0, oo), as X  is a well-defined process. We call the
almost sure set on which ip exists Cl* C CIq, with P[H*] =  1. Observe further that ip
satisfies
dcp{t) =  ah(X(t))<p(t)dB(t). (3.3.3)
Since (p is positive, we may define
Z(t) = t > - T .  (3.3.4)
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Then Z(t) = t ) for t G [—r, 0], and using stochastic integration by parts, (3.0.1) and
(3.3.3) imply that
Z(t) = ip(0) +  [  —g(X(s — r))</?(s)_1ds, t > 0.
J  o
The continuity of the integrand implies tha t Z is continuously differentiable, and satisfies
Z '(i) =  - ^ ( i ) - V ^ ( i - T ) ) ,  i > 0. (3.3.5)
The following lemma places upper and lower bounds on the rate of decay of the process 
¥>■
L em m a 3.3.1. Let ip be defined by (3.3.2), where h is given by (3.3.1). Then
lim sup \  log ip(t) < — ^ cr2ft,2, a.s.t—>OQ t 2
lim inf -  log c^(t) > — ^ cr2/i2, a.s.t—>oo t 2
Proof. Define
M(t)= f  h(X(s))dB(s), t>  0, 
Jo
and the associated quadratic variation process
(M)(t) = (  h(X(s))2 ds.
Jo
(3.3.6)
(3.3.7)
(3.3.8)
(3.3.9)
Then tp may be rewritten as cp(t) =  e( . By (3.2.1) and (3.3.1),
(3.3.10)
To prove (3-3.6) and (3.3.7), note that, by (3.3.10), lim ^oo(M)(t) = oo, a.s., so by Lemma 
1.2.2, the law of large numbers for martingales, M(t)/(M)(t) —> 0 as t —> oo, a.s., and 
therefore, as
M(t) _  (M)(t) M(t) < h2 M(t)t t
we get M(t)/t  —► 0 as t —> oo, a.s. Since h2t < (M)(t) < h t, the estimates (3.3.6) and 
(3.3.7) follow. □
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3.4 Alm ost sure oscillation of solutions.
Consider the stochastic delay differential equation (3.0.1) where, in addition to the earlier 
hypotheses on g and h, we request that there exists L G (0, oo] such that
l i m i n f ^ = L .  (3.4.1)
£ —»0 X  .
A drift coefficient satisfying (3.4.1) is said to be sublinear at zero. This definition is similar 
to that used in Shreve [29].
3.4.1 M ain result.
T h eo rem  3.4.1. Suppose that the continuous function g obeys (3.2.3) and (3-4-1), and 
the locally Lipschitz continuous function h obeys (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). If ip G C([—r, 0],K), 
then all solutions of (3.0.1) are a. s. oscillatory.
Proof Note that if ip(t) = 0 on [—r, 0), then X(t) = 0, for all t > 0. So, in this case, 
the solution is oscillatory Therefore we assume that tp(t) ^  0 on [—r, 0). By Theorem 
2.3.1, the solution exists on a set ft* Ç ft, where P[ft*] =  1. So ft* =  Hi U ft2 with 
fti n ft 2 =  0 such tha t the solution is a.s. oscillatory on fti and a.s. nonoscillatory on 
ft2. Suppose ¡P[02] > 0, contradicting the statement of the theorem. Take u; G ft*. Let 
ip be the process defined in (3.3.2) which obeys (3.3.3). Let Z be the process defined in
(3.3.4) which satisfies the random delay differential equation (3.3.5). Now suppose u G ft2. 
Then there exists t*(cj) < 00 such that, for all t > r*(d>), X(t,co) ^  0. Therefore, either 
X(t,u) > 0 for all t > t*(u), or X(t,u) < 0 for all t > Suppose, without loss of
generality, that X(t,co) > 0 for all t > r*(u). Then, for all t > +  r ,  (3.2.3), (3.3.4)
and (3.3.5) imply that
Z  (i,cj) < 0, Z{t^oj) > 0.
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(a)
Figure 3.4.1: Green: The solution of (3.1.1), where g{x) = x is linear and r = 0.3, does 
not oscillate. Red: The inclusion of a noise term h(x) = x does not appear to cause 
oscillation in plot (a). However, a closer inspection of the simulated path highlights sign- 
changes on [0,15] at t = 1.3048, 4.2498, 6.466, 10.3591, and 11.4957. Close up views of 
two of these are presented in (b) and (c). Extending the path further yields sign changes 
on [15,30] at t. = 16.2373, 18.6332, 19.0507, 22.2824, 23.0114, 24.4985, and 26.5472.
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Figure 3.4.2: Red: The solution of (3.1.1), where g(x) =  s g n a :^  is su b lin ea r, oscillates 
when there is long delay, t  — 1. Green: The introduction of a noise term h(x) = x does 
not qualitatively affect the oscillatory behaviour.
Hence 0 < X(t) < <p(t)Z(r* +  r)  for all t > r* + r. Therefore, for all t > r* +  r
X(t* +  r)i*w i < <p(r* +  r)
Since r* < oo a.s. on £¿2 and t ► X(t), t tp(t) are continuous, and therefore bounded, 
on [0 , t *  -f t ] , the quantity
C(w) := X ( t * +  T,Uj)<p(T * +  T ,L) )
is positive and finite for all cu G 0 ,2 , and
\X(t, c j ) |  <  C(u)tp(t, c j ) ,  t > t * ( u j )  4 -  r.
By (3.3.6), <p(t) —> 0 as t 00 . Thus X(t) —> 0 as t —> 00, on iV  For t > r* +  2r ,  the
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Figure 3.4.3: Red: The solution of (3.1.1), where g(x) =  sgnrcy^ is su b lin ea r, oscillates 
when there is sh o r t delay, r  =  0.3. Green: The introduction of a noise term h(x) = x 
does not qualitatively affect the oscillatory behaviour.
function given by
is well defined. Then g(t) > 0 for t > r* +  2r and, as X(t) —► 0 as t —> oo, (3.4.1) implies
Letting P(t) = <p(t) V ( i  -  r )g ( t) i t > r* +  2r ,  we see that P(t,u) > 0 for all cj G Q2, 
t > +  2r , and (3.3.5) can be rewritten as
lim inf g(t, u) = L > 0, u  € ^ 2- (3.4.2)
Z'(t) =  —P(t)Z(t — t), t > r* +  2r. (3.4.3)
Therefore, if we caji show
(3 .4 .4 )
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for almost all u  G then t ^  Z(t,u) is oscillatory for a.a. u) G by applying
Lemma 1.5.1 for each cj G CI2- But as the zeros of X(t, lj) and Z(t, u>) coincide, this 
implies tha t t i—» X(t,u)  is oscillatory for a. a. to 6  f22- This contradicts the construction 
of Q25 and so the result follows from (3.4.4). By (3.4.2), we see that (3.4.4) is true if
lim supi / (¿?(s)- V (s  — r) ds ) (to) =  oo, a.a. w G fV  (3.4.5)
t—>oo \ J t - T  J
We now turn to proving this claim. For i > r ,  we have
t  (p(s)~1<p(s-T)ds= f  ^
J t - T  J t - r
But (M )(s) — (M)(s — t) >  ¿ 2r ,  so
f  (f(s)-1( p { s - T ) d s > e ^ li2T f  e-^B((M)(s)-B((M)(s-T)) dg
J t —T J t  — T
Note that t (M )(i) is a strictly increasing and C1 function, with h2 < (M)'(t) < h2. 
Therefore, (M)(s) > \i r for s > h2r/h2, and moreover,
B({M)(s — t))< max B({M)(s) — u), s > lir/ti?. (3.4.6)ue\h2T7h2T]
Next we suppose, without loss of generality, that a <  0. It then follows from (3.4.6) for 
t > r +  h2r/h2 that
¿2  f 1 e - a ( B ( ( M ) ( s ) - B ( ( M ) ( s - r ) ) )  d s
J t - T
f l e - . ( B ( ( M ) ( s ) - B ( ( M ) ( s - - r ) ) ) { M y { $ ) d s  
J t - T
f l e - - W ( M ) ( s ) - m3Xue[li2r- , T] B « M ) ( s ) - u ) { M y {s) ^
J  t — T
I>
i l>
> [ {M){t) e- a^ v)- maXue[k^r]B^ u^  d v _
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Since (M)(t — r) < — ]?r for t>  t + h^r/ji2, we have
J <p(s)~l(p(s — r) ds 
J t - T
>  f  e - t r{ B((M)(s) -B{{M)(s-T) )
J  t — T
> e\°*k2T±_ [ {MKt) e- ‘'(s M-max„e|it2T,i?T] dv
h 2 J ( M ) ( t ) - h 2r
Thus, as —► oo as t —> oo, a.s., and since it is clearly true tha t for a < 0 and any
standard Brownian motion W
i . f 1 —a ( W (s)—max 2 - ¡ - 2  . VK(s-it)) , , ,limsup / e ue[h?T,h T] ds = oo, a.s., (3 .4 .7)
t~~* OO J  t — k^T
we have established (3.4.5), and completed the proof. A statement similar to (3.4.7) is 
proved in Lemma 1 of Appleby and Buckwar [1]. □
3.4.2 Som e remarks on Theorem  3.4.1.
T h e  z e ro  s e t  o f  X(u).  It is possible to comment upon the structure of the zero set 
Zx{u) = {t > 0 : X(t,L>) — 0}. From (3.4.3), and the fact tha t P{t,u) > 0 for all 
t > r* +  2t ,  it can readily be seen that the zeros of Z(u), and hence of X(w), must be 
isolated. In fact, this property of the zero set is also clearly visible in Figures 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 
and 3.4.3.
C o m p le m e n ta ry  a n a ly s is  in  th e  l i t e r a tu r e .  Theorem 1 in Gushchin and Kiichler [12] 
guarantees the oscillation of solutions of (3.0.1) in the special case where h(x) = x. The 
following condition is imposed, requiring a weaker regularity, but stronger monotonicity, 
condition on g:
If g is nondecreasing on R, and there exist real numbers 5 and b with S > 0, b > 0, such 
that
for all x 7^  0 satisfying \x\ < <5.
> b r  (3.4.8)x
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For example, g(x) =  sgn(;c) satisfies (3.4.8), and Gushchin and Kiichler guarantee the 
existence of a unique strong solution of (3.0.1) for this choice of 5 , and h(x) =  x.
In Chapter 2, the existence of unique solutions of (3.0.1) has been established with a 
continuity requirement on g, excluding functions with discontinuities, like g(x) = sgn(x), 
from consideration. But, given the precedent set by the deterministic theory, it may be 
possible to prove the existence and uniqueness of a strong solution of (3.0.1) with a weaker 
regularity requirement on g.
3.5 Nonoscillation of solutions.
We now study nonoscillation of solutions of (3.0.1). Naturally, this requires that g act 
weakly towards equilibrium in the vicinity of equilibrium. Suppose tha t there exists 7  > 1 
and 0 < L < L such that
Um k M i = L< (3.5.1)x—>0 \x\i v '
and
\g(x)\ <L\xP, x £ R .  (3.5.2)
As g obeys condition (3.5.1), it is superlinear at zero. The significance of this property
of g is emphasised in Shreve [29], where examples are given of deterministic equations
with nonlinear coefficient satisfying (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) which do not oscillate. In fact the 
conditions imposed on /  here are somewhat stronger than those imposed in [29].
If g satisfies a global linear bound of the form \g{x)\ < K(  1 +  |x|) for all x € M and some 
K  > 0 then this along with (3.5.1) implies (3 .5 .2). Such a global linear bound, together 
with the local Lipschitz continuity of g, and with similar global linear bounds and local 
Lipschitz continuity on ft, guarantees that (3.0.1) has a unique strong solution [25], without 
any need for the analysis in Chapter 2.
However, a global linear bound on g is not required for (3.5.2) to hold, and therefore 
the main result in this section, Theorem 3.5.2, applies to processes for which the existence 
theory in Chapter 2 is required.
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3 .5 .1  P r e l i m i n a r y  a n a ly s i s .
In advance of proving a result on the nonoscillation of solutions of (3.0.1), we require a 
technical result, the proof of which will require some further auxiliary processes. If M  is 
the process defined in (3.3.8), we see that, by (3.3.10), limt_KX,(Ai)(i) —> oo a.s. Therefore, 
by Lemma 1.2.3, the martingale time change theorem, there exists a standard Brownian 
motion B such that
M(t) = B{{M)(t)) for alW > 0 a.s. (3.5.3)
We also introduce the process B given by
B(t) — min _ B(w). (3.5.4)
t< w < t+ rh2
L em m a 3.5.1. Let B and B be the processes defined in (3.5.3) and (3.5.4) > If
roo1= (f{s -  r ) 7(/?(s)-1 ds, (3.5.5)Jo
and
r h 2
7 =  ^2 j ^ T e ^ u- aS u^'>du + e ^ 2'F2T J^°  (3.5.6)
then
I  <7 < 00.. (3.5.7)
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that a > 0. First, we prove that
r  rh2
[  (p(s ~ r ) 7^(5)_1 £¿5 < i  [  e ^ u~aB^  du, a.s. (3.5.8)Jo h Jo
where B is defined via (3.3.8) and (3.5.3). Let M  be the process defined by (3.3.8), with
quadratic variation given by (3.3.9). As 11—> (M)(t) is strictly increasing, and continuously
differentiable, we may define S(u) =  (M )_1(u). Note also that (M)'(£) > ft2, a.s. Hence
f  tp(s — r ) 7^ (5)_ 1d5 =  [  Lp(s)~1ds = f  e^^M^ ~ aM^ d s  Jo Jo Jo
(
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Now by (3.5.3), (3.5.8) is immediate. Next, we prove that
[ ° °  +  r y ' d s  <  H  e { - ^ 2( 7 - i ) « + ^ 7  B(u)- ,B(u)}d u  ( 3  5  g )
Jo h  J  o
where B  satisfies (3.5.4) above. Define r(u) = {M)(S(u) -h r) — (M)(S(u)). Then r(u) <
rh , a.s. Let B be defined by (3.5.4). Observe that
lim - - ---- = 0 , a.s. (3.5.10)u—> OO u
and
B(u) < B(u +  r (it)), u >  0, a.s.
Thus (3.5.10) and 7  > 1 imply that
roo _ A
/  d u  <  0 0 j  a .s .
Jo
Now, as cr > 0
o° .■ ' ~ ^e-5ff2(7.-l)u+ff7B(u)-<7'B(u) du
00 _  _e_2CT2(t- 1)w+^ t^ (^)-o‘^ (w+t(u)) ^
/’OO , „ ~ _
7oroo
= /  ^ ) V ( s  +  (M)'(s) ds
Jo
 2 /'OO
> h2e~2ahT ip isyif i is^rr^ds  
Jo
which is (3.5.9). Combining (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) yields (3.5.7). □
3.5 .2  M a in  r e s u l t .
We now prove the main result in this section. To show that solutions of (3.0.1) do not 
oscillate with positive probability when g obeys (3.5.1) and (3.5.2), we show, for certain 
positive initial data, that solutions can remain positive with nonzero probability. This 
result highlights the distinction between the memory driven processes that are the focus
of this thesis, and the Markovian processes that obey classical zero-one laws. Suppose 
ip(t) > 0 for all t e [—t, 0] and define the stopping time
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(3.5.11)
where we set =  +oo if X(t ,u/) > 0 for all t > 0 . Suppose the solution of (3.0.1) is
defined on Qq, with P[Hq] =  1, and define, as before C fig the almost sure set on which 
(p exists, is strictly positive, and obeys conditions (3.3.6) and (3.3.7).
T h eo rem  3.5.2. Let {X(t)}t>o be the unique continuous strong solution of (3.0.1). Sup­
pose g satisfies (3.2.3), (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) and h satisfies (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). Suppose 
that ip(t) > 0 for all t e [—t, 0] and r^ is defined by (3.5.11). Then
1. There exists a*, possibly infinite, such that for all a < a*
Proof. Define ||^ || := suptG[„T0] ^(t) > 0, = { a ;  € : t ^ ( o / )  < oo} and also
P [Tonf, <  OO] <  1.
2. Moreover
lim P[ra^ < oo] =  0 .a —>0 (3.5.12)
(3.5.13)
where I  is given by (3.5.6), and L is given by (3.5.2). The main step in the analysis is to
prove th e  following: if I  is defined  by (3 .5 .5), th e n
(3.5.14)
If (3.5.14) is true, by (3.5.13), Lemma 3.5.1, and (3.5.7), we have C D
Since /  < oo, a.s., there exists some C > 0 such that
A := {u e ft? : I(u) > C}
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5.1: Red: The solution of (3.1.1), where g(x) = x3 is su p e rlin e a r , and r  =  1, is 
nonoscillatory. Green: The introduction of a noise term h(x) = x does not qualitatively 
affect the behaviour, (b) is a close up view of (a), confirming that the simulated path of 
dX(t) =  — X(t — 1 )3dt + X(t)dB(t) remains negative.
satisfies P[>4] < 1. Now, define a* by =  C. Hence, for a < a*, u e Da,$ implies
7(u) > = .c'  “  ¿ a ?  M l7 La*7\\ij;p
so u  € A, or Day -C A. Therefore, for a < a*,
< ¥[Day] < P[A] < 1,
as required for Part 1.
To prove Part 2, note from (3.5.6), tha t I  < oo, a.s. Hence, by (3.5.13), as 7  > 1,
4 { Q )lim PÍDqií] =  lim PQ—>0 a—»-0 /  > =  0 .
Since < P[Z)ai/,], (3.5.12) now follows.
It remains to justify (3.5.14). Now, suppose that lj e fly and for t < ry +  r  define
X ( t - T ) ^ 0L{t) =
L, X(t — t )  = 0.
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By (3.5.1) and (3.5.2), t ¡—> L(t) is continuous, strictly positive and bounded, with 0 < 
L(t) < L. Also define
P(t) = L(t)ip(t — t ) 7(^(£)_1, 0 < t < ry +  r.
For 0 < t < Ty +  r ,  we have X(t — r) > 0, so
Z\t)  = -P(t)Z(t  -  r ) 7, 0 < t < r y  + r. (3.5.15)
For t = Ty + r, X(t — t) = 0. Then Z(t — r) — 0, so Z'(t) = 0. But — P(t)Z(t — r )7 =  0, 
so Z'(t) = ~P(t)Z(t -  r )7 once more. Hence Z'(t) < 0 for t < ry +  r .  Thus Z(t) < 0)
for all t E [0,ry +  rj. Another way of writing this is to say tha t Z(t — r) < '0(0) for 
all t E [ t ,  2 t +  Ty]. Also, Z(t — r) = ip(t — r) < ||^ || for all t E [0, r]. So Z(t — r) < 
H l^l for all t E [O,T0 +  2r], which implies that Z(t — r) < ||^ || for all t E [0,ry]. Using 
this, and (3.5.15), we get
^(0) =  ~Z(ry) +  Z(0) =  i *  P ( s ) Z ( s - r y d s <  H  P ( s ) \ \ ^  ds
Jo Jo
_  t T$ —< LH^il7 /  ^ { s - r ) ' y(p(s)~1ds<L\\ip\\'r <^ (s -  r ) 7^ (s ) _1 ds.
■ Jo Jo
Therefore
A < J % (s„ T ) M s)-ids = I (uJ),
as required. □
3 .5 .3  F u r th e r  R e m a rk s .
T h e  u se  o f  I  in  th e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  3 .5 .2 . On a first viewing, it is perhaps not
immediately apparent why the random variable I  is introduced, as one might expect to
be able to prove the results of Theorem 3.5.2 with
£>; =  jw e 'i l i . :  J(w) < j j ^ p = } .  and A 1 = { c j e i l l - . I ( u > ) > C } .
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It is not automatic that lima_+o ^[D^] .= 0, as the random variable I  depends on a, 
because it depends on X  through the initial data aift. However, the random variable I  has 
the same distribution as a random variable independent of the initial data, and therefore 
independent of the scaling factor a . Indeed,
m
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r > a~/ 1W I'£.IP[£W] = P
where the random variable f  is given by
_|_ e | cr2^ 2 'r  J  e - ^ 2(y - l )u+ (7 jB >(u)-<7 m i n u < w < u + T  B'(w ) 
and B’ is any standard Brownian motion. As f  is independent of the initial data,
lim ;a—>0 j '  > ^(o) =  o,
so F[Daip\ —* 0 as a —► 0.
If I  is supported on (0, oo) then there is a positive probability of nonoscillation for any 
positive and continuous initial function -i/j. I  is an integral function of Brownian motion, 
and the distributions of some similar functionals are known. For example, Dufresne has 
shown in [7] that if B* is a standard Brownian motion, a > 0 and <7 ^ 0 , then the random 
variable
fOOL =  e~as+aB'^ds
Jo
is a.s. finite, continuous and supported on (0, oo). In fact, Dufresne has determined the 
probability density of L.
While this is not direct evidence for I  to be supported on [0, oo), the similar functional 
forms of L and I  mean tha t the possibility cannot be automatically ruled out.
For any positive initial function a knowledge of the distribution of I  allows us to 
construct explicitly the scaling factor a* which guarantees the existence of nonoscillatory 
solutions with positive probability.
F in a l com m ent. The most obvious consequence of adding a noise perturbation to the 
solutions of (3.1.1) is that a.s. oscillation can be guaranteed without any minimum re­
quirement on the length of r .  Clearly then, noise facilitates the onset of oscillation in
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circumstances where it does not otherwise occur. Because of the existence of an equilib­
rium solution, a nonzero delay is nonetheless still required, indicating that an equilibrium- 
preserving noise perturbation is insufficient on its own to induce oscillation. This is anal­
ogous to the analysis of of the linear stochastic differential equation with fixed delay by 
Appleby & Buckwar in [1]. We will now study in further detail the interdependent roles 
played by noise and delay in the oscillatory behaviour of stochastic delay equations, by 
allowing the delay to fade asymptotically.
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Chapter 4
A sym ptotic Behaviour — Brownian Increm ents
In Chapter 3 we varied the emphasis placed on the delayed feedback by the equation, 
rather than altering the delay itself. The remainder of this thesis will consider the effect 
of a variable delay on the qualitative behaviour of a linear stochastic delay differential 
equation. We will study the solutions of
dX(t) — (aX(t) + bX(t — r(t))) dt + <jX(t) dB(t) (4.0.1a)
X(t) =  0(t), —t < t < 0, (4.0.1b)
where b < 0, and r is a continuous function. By varying r  appropriately, we can build up a 
picture of the complementary roles of delay and noise in oscillatory behaviour. Specifically, 
we fade out the delay, allowing it to vanish asymptotically, while keeping the intensity of 
the noise fixed.
The manner in which the variation of r  affects the behaviour of solutions of (4.0.1) 
is therefore of crucial importance. Just as in Chapter 3, our methods rely on applying a 
transformation to (4.0.1) yielding an auxiliary process with identical oscillatory behaviour, 
and differentiable sample paths. For this linear equation, the qualitative behaviour of this 
auxiliary process is explicitly governed by the evolution of Brownian increments that are 
scaled by the length of r . The purpose of this chapter is to develop a theory describing 
the asymptotic behaviour of these increments and their large deviations, for various decay 
rates of r ,  over continuous and discrete time sets. We will draw upon this theory over the 
next three chapters.
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4.1 The role of Brownian increments in oscillation.
Geometric Brownian motion plays the role of the strictly positive process in the decom­
position from here on. Define {^(i)}t>_r to be the solution of
d(p(t) = a<p(t)dt +  crip(t)dB(t), (4.1.1a)
ip(t) =  1, £ € [—r, 0]. (4.1.1b)
Define y(t) = X(t)/ip(t) for t > —r, where X  solves (4.0.1). Hence, by Lemma 1.3.3,
stochastic integration by parts, y satisfies
y{t) = 2/(0) +  /  b y(s  -  r(s)) ip(s -  t (s )) (fiis)'1 ds, t > 0,Jo
which can be written as
y'(t) = 6^(i)_V(i-T(i))i/(i-T(t))> ¿> 0  (4.1.2a)
y(t) = ip(t), t £ [—r,0]. (4.1.2b)
Clearly, y € Cl ((0 , oo); R), and moreover, we have
y'(t) = -p{t)y{t-r(t)) ,  t >  0. (4.1.3)
Since t (—>• t — r(t) is nondecreasing, there exists t*  = inf{i >  0 : t — r(t) = 0}, so that
t — r(t) > 0 for all t > t*. Then, letting A  = a — \a 2, the path dependent function p
satisfies
/
-be~XT^ e ~ cr(B(t^UJ)~B(t~T(tWUJ)\ t> t*
(4.1.4)
. j e - A t - o - t < t * .
Therefore, the solution of (4.0.1) can be written as the product of the geometric Brow­
nian motion ip and the solution of a random delay differential equation which admits a 
continuously differentiable solution.
The significance of this transformation lies in the relationship that y bears to X. Since 
y(t) = X(t)/ip(t), and ip is an a.s. strictly positive process, the zeros of the process 
y correspond almost surely to the zeros of the process X . Therefore it is sufficient to 
analyse the oscillatory behaviour of y in order to determine the oscillatory behaviour of 
X.  The advantage of this approach is that there is a set of deterministic results that apply 
directly to the paths of the solutions of (4.1.3), given by Theorems 1.5.1 and 1.5.2.
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A p p ly in g  d e te rm in is t i c  th e o ry . We will require knowledge of the asymptotic be­
haviour of the process p. If p takes on values that are large enough, often enough, it will 
induce oscillation in the process y, and therefore X.  Notice in the definition of p, given 
in (4.1.4), the presence of the Brownian increment B(t) — B(t — r(t)).- The asymptotic 
behaviour of the large deviations of these increments, for delay functions r exhibiting var­
ious behaviours, will determine the behaviour of p. This chapter is devoted to analysis 
describing the behaviour of these increments.
M ills ’ e s t im a te .  An estimate of the rate of decay of the tail of the distribution of a 
standard Gaussian random variable will be useful in our analysis of Brownian increments. 
If
1 f°° 12ty(x) = —=  / e *y dy, (4.1.5)
v 27T J x
then
£  * {x) £  M e~ hx2' x -  °- ( 4 L 6 )
The result may be found, for example, in Chapter 2.9.22 of Karatzas &c Shreve [17].
4.2 Continuous tim e processes.
We prove some results on the asymptotic behaviour of the large deviations of the Brownian
increment B(t) ~ B(t — r(t)) when the delay function r  obeys
lim r(t) = 0, r ( t)  > 0 , t ^  t — r(f) is nondecreasing. (4.2.1)i—*■ oo
These results have been published previously by Appleby & Kelly in [2].
L e m m a  4.2.1. I f r  is a continuous, eventually decreasing function satisfying (4-2.1) and
v/ r (t ) log i
then
lim sup f  e~a(B(s) - Bis~T(s))) ds = oo, a.s.
t  ►oo J t — r ( t )
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Proof Since r  is eventually decreasing and r(t) —► 0 as t —► oc, there exists N  € N such 
that for all t > N, r(t) < and r  is decreasing on (N, oo). Let an — n for all n > N  +  1 
and consider the sequence of random variables Zn = K(an), where Y  is defined by (5.2.4). 
We may use the independence of nonoverlapping increments of Brownian motion to observe 
tha t {Zn}n>N is a sequence of independent random variables, as each Zn is a functional 
of increments of Brownian motion on a subinterval of [n — l,n ) . It now suffices to show 
that lim supn^ cc Zn =  oo, a.s.
Suppose now that t\ is a continuous function such that 0 < TX(t) < r(t) . Let n > N + 1. 
The monotonicity of r  implies that
max r(s) — r(n -  Ti(n)), min r(s) =  r ( n )  >  Ti(ra).sG[n-ri(n),n] s€[n—Ti(n),n]
Therefore for n — T\(n) < s < n)
.B(s) — B(s — r(s)) > min B(u) — max B(u).u€[n—ri(n),n] iiG[n—ri(n )—r ( n —ri(n )) ,n—r(n)]
Observe that the intervals [n — ri(n ),n ] and [n — r x(n) — r(n — Ti(n)),n — r(n)J do not 
overlap as n — T\{n) > n — r(n).
W ithout loss of generality, we consider a < 0 in the sequel. Next, let /3 > 0, and define 
an(j3) so that n(n)e~aan^  = ¡3. Define the event
Anifi)
=  l w :  c i mil)  ^ — max B ( u , u )  > a n{ p ) \ .I u e [n -ri(n ),n ] ue[n—Ti(n)-r(n-ri(rL)),n-r(n)]  J
Then for u) G An(/5), we have
Z n ( w ) =  r  e - ° (B (s ^ ) - B (s - r ( s ) , u ) ) d s
J  n —r(n )
f  e -a{B(s,u})-B(s-T(s),w))
J  n —T\ (n)
r  ds=T1(n)e-a“»w = p.
J n —Ti(n)
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Therefore P [Zn > P\ > P[An(/3)], and so, by the second Borel-Cantelli Lemma (given, 
along with the first Borel-Cantelli Lemma, as Theorem 2.7 in Glhman & Skorohod [10]), 
proving
oo
^  P[An(/3)] =  oo, for all P > 0 (4.2.2)
- n = N + 1
is enough to show limsupn^ OG Zn = oo, a.s.
Next, we see that the random variable
Un = min B{u) ~ max B(u)
u £ [ n - r i ( n ) , n ]  u 6 [ n —r i ( n ) —r ( n —r i ( n ) ) , n —r (n ) ]
may be rewritten as
min (•B(u) -  B(n -  r i(n ))) +  (B(n -  ri(n)) -  B(n -  r(n)))uE.[n—Ti(n)>n\
+ min . . , ( S ( n - r ( n ) ) - B ( u ) ) .  .u6[n—ti (n)—r (n —ti (n)),n—r(n)J
The independence of the increments of B means that Un has the same distribution as 
min T y ^ (s) +  W^2\r(n)  — rUn)) +  min W ^ (s )s€ [0,n (n)] 5G[0,ri (n)+r(n-Ti  (n ))-r(n )]
where W^2\  axe independent Brownian motions. Recalling that the distribu­
tion of max56[0)t] W (s) is the same as |W (i)|, when W  is a standard Brownian motion, 
and that m in ^ ^ tj ^ ( s )  has the same distribution as — maxs€[0 i j  ^ ( 5), we see that Un 
has the same distribution as
- \/V i(n ) |Z i | +  y/r(n) -  r1(n)Z2 -  y/r{n -  n(n)) -  r(n) +  ri(n)\Zz\
where Z% are independent standard Gaussian random variables. Thus, by defining
TiM = -5^(i)> and setting
_  / r ( n  -  r i ( n ) )  -  r ( n )  +  r i ( n )  Pn — \ ri(n)
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we see that
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P[Ai(/3)] =  P [ - \A i ( n ) \Zi\ +  V T(n) - n ( n ) Z 2
-y jT(n-Ti(n))  - r (n )  +  r i(n ) |Z 3l > a n(/3)] 
a„(ß) ,=  W[-\Z1\ + Z2 - p n\Zi \> V n w
The independence of Z\, Z2, Z3 now implies
P [Aniß)] > P[~\Zl\ > "I.  ^2 > - t I f  + 1 +Pn, ~Pn\Z31 > ~ p n} v n W  *
> n\Zi\  < 1]P[Z2 > - ^ =  +  1 +ft,]P[|23| < !]•
V  r l ( n )
Hence there exists c > 0 such that
p [4,(/?)]> c* ( - 2 ^  + i + pJ ,  Vvn(n) /
where $  is as given earlier. Since pn yjr\(n) —► 0 as n —► oo, it now follows that (4.2.2) is 
true if we can show, for some N± > TV +  1, that,
00
Y l  ^ (">») = (4-2-3)n=ATi
where 7n =  anffi)± } . Now, condition (5.2.3) implies that lim ^oo r(i)  logi =  oo, so forv ri (n)
every ¡3 > 0 , a < 0, we get
iimsupz i W ! l W ) ± i  = o.i^oo yjTl{t)y/2 log t 
Hence limn_>oo '^ ogn =  anc* so ^71 < V ^logn for all n > N2. Hence, by (4.1.6), for all 
n > Nz > N2i we get
.w \  ^ 1 In _I 2^ 1 1  1 1
(7n) -  v / 2 i l + ^ e 2 " > 7 ^  ' 2 V ^ S ^ ' n '
This estimate now yields (4.2.3), and hence the result. □
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L em m a 4.2.2. If r is a continuous function satisfying (4-2.1) and
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lim r(t) logt =  0 ,t—*oo
then
lim B(t) — B(t — r(t)) = 0, a.s.
t —HX>
Proof Note tha t W(t) = tB(j)  is standard Brownian motion, so we may rewrite B(t) — 
B(t — r(t)) as
B(.) -  B{. -  «I)) -  r«)W  ( j )  + '« - ' « »  (<" ( J )  -  *  ( ^ )  )
Because r(t) —► 0 as t —> oo, r(t)W(j)  —>0 as t —► oo. Hence proving that
Urn (t -  r(t)) ( V 0 . )  -  = 0, o.s . (4.2.4)
will suffice. r(t) —► 0 implies both that r(t) log(r(i)) —► 0 as t —> oo and that l~r^  —* 1 
as t —> oo. For t > To, we have 1 < t — r( i)  < t. Therefore
r(t) log(t) < r(t) log[t(t -  r(i))] < 2r(t)  log(i),
so r(t) log[t(£ -  r(t))] —> 0 as t —> oo, since r(t) log(i) —► 0. Thus
( t - r ( t ) )  1 T { t )
_  ^  v/r(£) log[i(t -  r(t))] -  r(t) logr(t) —> 0 as t —> oo. (4.2.5)
For all t > T  and 0 < j  < < 1, let d(u) — T/ i ^ ] » ^°r 0 < u < Note that
~ j  = £(j)> and S(u) —► 0 as u —> 0 .
For t > T
-r (t ) < max |W(s) -  W(r)|.0 < * < r < l , r - ,< i ( I )
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Therefore, for t > T
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[t -  r(t)) t j  — r(t)
,  • • • •
m a X 0 < 5 < r < l , r - 8 < ^ ( f )  | W ( S )  ~  W (r )\
y2<S(i)log(jpj)
Because £ ( |)  —► 0+ as t —> oo, Levy’s result on the maximum modulus of continuity of 
standard Brownian motion (see, for example, Theorem 2.9.25 in Karatzas & Shreve, 1991) 
implies that
m a x 0 < i < 7 - < l , r - » < i ( I ) l W ( s ) - W .(i - ) llim sup .____________/W (i) lo g (^ )
. =  lim sup maxo<s<r<i
^/251og(i)
We see from (4.2.7), (4.2.6) and (4,2.5) that 
lim sup(i — r(i)) —
■r a l " ,W I  , , ,  „.s . (4.2.7)
m ^ O < s< r < l , r —, < * ( 1 ) \ W ( S )  -  W(r)\• lim su p ----------------  =-------------
=  0 , a.s.,
which proves (4.2.4), and the result. □
L em m a 4.2.3. I f b > 0 , r i s  continuous and obeys r(t) —> 0 as t —► oo then
lim s u p —   > 1, a.s.t— > 0 0  V 2 r ( t )  l o g t
Proof. Since r(t) —► 0 as t —» oo, we have r(£n) < 1 for all n  > A^, and therefore there 
exists > Ni such that tn < n  for all n > N2.
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By the construction of {£n}, tn — tn- i  = r(tn). Thus the sequence of random variables
y  _  B(tn) —
y/r{tn)
is a sequence of independent standard Normal random variables. Therefore
lim s up — = = =  =  1, a.s.n —>oo y  2 lOg 77/
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Hence
limsup-5 ^n^oo • y 2 r ( i n) login n^oo y 2 r ( i n)logn
y=  l im sup- - - " -  : =  1, a.s. «—►oo V 2 log n
□
If r( i)  vanishes quickly enough, we can also derive an upper bound.
Lemma 4.2.4. If r is continuous, r(t) —> 0 and r(t)\ogt —> oo as i —► oo, then
\ B ( t ) - B ( t - r m  <
¿-oo y/2r(t) logt -  v '
Proo/. Just as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2, W(t) = tB(j)  is standard Brownian motion,' 
so we may rewrite (4.2.8) as
B(t) -  B(t ~ r(t)) / log log t r(t) B(t)
y/2r(t}logt y logi V £ y/2t log logt
t -  r( t)+ N/ 2r ( t)  log t
By Lemma 1.2.1 -  the law of the iterated logarithm -  and because r(t) —> 0, we only need 
consider
\ / 2r ( t)  logt V W  \ t - T ( t )  
since the rest of the right hand side of (4.2.9) vanishes as £ —> oo.
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r{ t )  —» 0 implies th a t  t  — r( t )  —> oo and th a t there exists T  >  0 such th a t, for all t >  T.,
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o < - <  — < l t t  — r(t )
so
0 < * >  < 1.t ( t  -  r ( i) )
We can define function 5 : .[0, T —> R, by ¿(0) =  0 and
u
Note th a t < 5 ( |)—> 0 a s i —> 00. Again, we appeal to  Levy’s result on the 
m odulus of continuity of stan dard  Brownian motion,
<i{i j |W ( s ) - W ( r ) |  lim ------------- ----------¿—►CO /
r  maxo<s<r<i,r-s<Ä l ^ ( s )  -  ^ ( 0 1=  11m -------------------   =  1  a.s5—0+
It is also true  th a t
lim * ~  T^  h  TW 1 n r ( t^ ~ T^ ) V ^ m o S t f  t i t - r i t ) )  l0\  r( t )
= l im  , / * ~ r W  h  I l° s i t - r j t ) )  r ( t )  l o g r ( t )  
t ->  00 V  £ y  l o g t  r ( i ) l o g i
= V 2.
Now, for t > T,
t -  r ( i )
v / 2 r ( t ) l o g i
i -  r ( i )
W| -  ) -  w f  ———r-t )  \ t - T ( t )
<
y / 2 t ( î )  l o g t  y t it - Tit)) ~ ° V  T (i )
m a x 0 < s < r-< l i r - s < 5 ( l )  1 ^ 0 0  -
(4.2.10)
m axim um
(4.2.11)
(4.2.12)
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So, letting  t —> oo we see, by (4.2.11) and (4.2.12), th a t
\B(t) -  B ( t  — r(t)) \  r-l im s u p ---------- , ■ =----- <  v 2 , a.s.oo yj2r(t)  log t
□
Note th a t  if we require th a t  t — r( t )  be strictly  increasing, then, when r( t )  lo g i —► oo,
\ B ( t ) - B ( t - r ( t ) ) \  ' ilim s u p  . ~-------— 1, a.s.i->oo v /2r ( i ) lo g i
4.3 Discrete tim e processes.
In C hapters 6 and 7, we will find th a t a useful description of qualitative behaviour can be 
developed by considering discrete processes th a t mimic the properties of the  solutions of 
(4.0.1a). For th is reason, we require results which give bounds on the  asym ptotic behaviour 
of the Brownian increm ent B(t)  — B( t  — r( t ))  as discretised on the  delay dependent tim e 
set defined in (2.2.1). The delay function r  is continuous and obeys
lim r{t )  — 0, r{t )  > 0, t r ( t )  is stric tly  decreasing on [0, oo). (4.3.1)t—>-C©
The following result is a consequence of Lem m a 4.2,3.
Lemma 4.3.1. If r  is continuous and obeys r ( i )  —► 0 as t —» oo then
r  B ( tn) ~  B ( tn- i )l im s u p — ,   >  1, a .s .n^oo v 2r ( i n) log tn
If we further require th a t r ( i )  logt —*■ oo when i —> oo, and th a t r  is strictly  decreasing, 
then the  following result holds.
Lemma 4.3.2. If r  is continuous, r ( t )  —► 0 as t —► oo, r  is strictly decreasing, and 
r( t )  lo g i —► oo as t —> oo? then
\B{tn) -  B ( tn- 1)\l im s u p  ■ < 1 , a.s.■ n—^oo -^/2 t ( t n ) log tn
Proof. It is sufficient to  show th a t
.. Bit) — Bit — r (t ) )l im s u p -------  _ <  1, a .s.,t-» oo y/2r(t)\o g t
as th is bound will also apply over the discrete tim e set defined in (2.2.1). F irst, define 
T\ == m ax{ri — t ( t i )  =  0}. W (t) = tB(~) is s tandard  Brownian m otion. For t > r± we 
may rew rite B(t) — B(t — r (t ) )  as
B (t) — B(t — r ( i ) )  =  r ( t ) W ( ^  +  (t -  r ( t ) )  ( w ( ^ \ - w (  1
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t . J  \  \ t  J  \ t  — r ( i )
and so
B{t) ~ B(t -  r ( i) )  / log log t r ( t )  B (t)
\ / 2r ( i ) lo g i  V  lo g i * * \ / 2i lo g lo g i
y^2r ( i)  lo g i V W  \ i — T(i )
The first term  has zero limit, by r ( t )  —► 0 and Lem m a 1.2,1, the  law of the itera ted  
logarithm . Therefore it suffices to  prove th a t
1l im s u p —^ = T(-^ ( V f - i  -  w ( -  t->oo i / 2r ( i )  lo g i V V4/  A* <  1, a .5.y t \ W \ t - T ( t )
Now, because r ( i )  —► 0 and r ( i)  lo g i —> oo as t —► oo, for every e >  0 there is a T(e) >  0 
such th a t for t > T(e) we have
r ( t )  <  e, r (t )  log t >
So
and
15 > r(t) > elogi
Hence
logg >  lo g r( i)  - ( lo g g  +  log log i) 
log t log i log i
lim =  (4.3.2)i—>oo log i V '
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Let g(t) =  t — r(£), so t ^  g(t) is increasing and g(t) —> oo as t —> oo, g(t) >  0 for all 
£ > r1. Define 8 : [0, oo) —► R  by 5(0) =  0 and
<S(u) = u -  - 1 , w>0.
g 1{u *)
Note th a t <S(u) >  0 for u >  0 and <S(zz) —> 0 as u —> 0+ . Define u(t) = for t > n .  
Then t i—>• u(t) is a positive and decreasing function on ( t i ,  oo) w ith limt^oo u(t) = 0. For 
£ >  t i ,  we note th a t
Hence
5(u) <5(^ A(í)) r(£)lim =  lim v =  lim —  -  0 . 
u~+ 0+ u t-*oo u(£) t-» oo £
Next we have the  identity  
t -  r ( t )
2r ( t )  log £
* -  t(<) /1 _ logT(t)
£ y log £
By (4.3.2), th is has limit one when £ —> oo. Since —  ^ —► 0 as u  —> 0+ . Levy’s result on
the m axim um  m odulus of continuity of s tandard  Brownian m otion yields
lim si} maX0<s<r<u(t), r—5<5(-u(i)) l ^ ( ^ )  ~  W (r)|
t-o o P y/28(u(t)) log (u (t)/5 (u (t)))
maxQ<s<r<u r—s<5(u) — W"(r)|=  lim s u p ------- =— ~  =  1, a.s. (4.3.4)u-+o+ \J25(u) log (u/5(u))
Taking (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) together gives the  result. □
We can combine these lem m ata into a Corollary.
C o ro lla ry  4 .3 .3 . If r  is continuous, r ( t )  —> 0 as t —> oo, r  is strictly decreasing, and
r(£) lo g i —^ oo as t —> oo, then
.. B(tn) -  B (tn- i )  , lim sup —  =  1, a. s.n -  oo y/2r ( tn)\ogtn
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We .can also prove the  following result.
L e m m a  4 .3 .4 . Suppose that r  is continuous, r ( i )  —> 0 as t —► oo, r  is strictly decreasing,
lim p k l ®  = -
CO log log t
and
Then
< *->
|B (t) -  B(t -  r ( t ) ) |lim sup  —---- -— -—  ---------- =  0 , a.s,
t->0o log log t
Proof. W (t) = tB (\)  is s tandard  Brownian m otion. Since lim ^o o  =  0, and
Bit) -  B (, -  r(<)) =  . ( » - ( i )  -  
it is sufficient to  show th a t
lim ---------:— :----------—— =  0 , a.s.i->oo log log t
Define the new tim e variable T  =  and the transform ed delay function <5 so th a t
=  t(tr^ r (tJ] • Thus ^  ~  =  7 an^ limT—o+ <K^) =  0 - I t is also tru e  th a t
lim m = 0 , lim  ^ 1  =  1, lim - l0g l0gi . = 1. (4.3.7)r->o+ X T—v0+ X t^ o +  log log
Therefore we now require th a t
U W (T , - W (T ' - « ( T ) ) )
T-0+ l0gl0g(i) '
Next we have th a t
¿(X) lo g (^) _  t -  r ( t )  logfo -  r ( t ) )  (  log log t  "\2 r ( t) lo g *
(X loglog (^ ))2 t lo g t \ lo g lo g (i ~ r ( t ) ) J  (loglogt)2 '
which, by (4.3.1), (4.3.6), and (4.3.7), has limit zero when t —> oo. We also have th a t
, . n , log r(t) log ( t - r ( t ) )lo g S(T) _  1 +  logt +  logt
log T ”  log(t-T(t))logt
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Since, by (4.3.1), and (4.3.5),
i f r t o g l f f l ,  iim togrWtogtogt
t-»OO log t i^oo log log t log t
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we can therefore say th a t
log^T) = 2 •
T—>o+ log r
Since
\ W (T - 6(T ))- W (T )\  | W ( r ) - W ( « ) |
^  IIX cL XX lo g lo g (^ ) 0 < r < s < T ,  0 < r - s < 6 ( T )  X lo g lo g (^ )
and if we define new variables r f = r/T  and s' =  s/T  so th a t r'T -  s 'X  < S(T), we can 
say th a t
| WiT - H T ) ) - W ( T , , < -JT  ^
X lo g log (^ ) X lo g lo g (^ )  0<r'<s'<l, 0<t’/-s'<5(T)/T
where W (r') =  ~~W (r) is a  stan dard  Brownian motion. Again, Levy’s result on the 
m aximum  m odulus of continuity of s tandard  Brownian m otion yields
^ . p a x o « ^ ,  o<r'—s'<6 IW (r ')  -  W { J ) l  =  ^
v W i
So, by (4.3.10),
Um m T - 6(T ))- W (T )\  
o+ riogiog(A)
t ^ o+ x io g  log(A) V x T
m a x o < r '< s 'c i ,  r ' - s '< $ ( T ) / r  ^ ( r ' )  -  W ’( s ')  |
=  lim AT—o+ \
6(T) log( j0  _
( T l o g l o g ( i ) ) 2 l o g ( i )  ’ ■ "
as required. □
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We are now ready to tu rn  our a tten tion  to  the  oscillatory behaviour of the  scalar linear 
stochastic delay differential equation
' dX(t) =  (a X (t)+ b X (t -  r ( t ) ) ) d t a X ( t ) d B ( t )  (5.0.1a)
X{t) = i){t), - r < t <  0, (5.0.1b)
where b < 0, and  r  is a continuous function which vanishes as t —> oo. As indicated in
C hapter 4, we specifically require th a t the  delay function satisfy
lim r ( i ) ' =  0, r ( t )  >  0, 1 1-> t — r (t )  is nondecreasing. (5.0.2)t—>oo
Roughly speaking, when the  delay function r  vanishes sufficiently slowly, then  all solutions 
of (5.0.1) are a.s. oscillatory. A quickly vanishing r  allows for the  existence of a nonoscil- 
latory solution. This behaviour contrasts dram atically  w ith th a t of the  corresponding 
determ inistic equation, which always adm its a nonoscillatory solution, and w ith th a t of 
the stochastic equation w ith zero delay, which is a.s. nonoscillatory. The analysis in th is 
chapter has been published in Appleby & Kelly [2].
5.1 The determ inistic equation.
In [2], we give an analysis of the  asym ptotic behaviour of the  solutions of
x'(t) =  ax(t) +  bx(t — r ( i ) ) ,  ¿ > 0 ,  (5.1.1)
where b < 0 and r (t )  —► 0 as t —> oo, under the  additional technical restriction  th a t
/ 0°° r(s)ds < oo. We reproduce the sta tem en t of the  relevant theorem  here.
Oscillatory Behaviour — The Linear Stochastic
Differential Equation with Vanishing Delay
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T h e o re m  5 .1 .1 . Suppose that r ( t )  —► 0 as t —> oo is continuous, and J^° r(s)ds  <  oo. 
Then for every solution of (5.1.1), there exists c G R  such that
lim =  c (5.1.2)t-oo g{t) K J
where g is a positive function (independent of the initial function) which satisfies
lim -  log g(t) = a + b. (5.1.3)
t—too t
Moreover, for every finite c € R there is a solution which satisfies (5.1.1), where g satisfies
(5.1.3).
The proof makes use of results due to  Castillo & P in to  [6], and is a special case of the 
proof of Theorem  4 in [2], which describes the  asym ptotic behaviour of the  solutions of 
(5.0.1), when J0°° r(s)ds  <  oo, and (5.0.2) holds.
5.2 The stochastic equation.
Theorem  5.2.1, below, gives us a general idea of the na tu re  of the  switch from oscillatory 
to nonoscillatory behaviour. However, as it stands, the  analysis is incom plete in several 
ways th a t will be discussed in Section 5.3. C hapters 6 and 7 describe our a ttem p t to
develop a com plete p icture of th e  qualitative behaviour of th e  solutions of (4.0.1) using
difference equations.
T h e o re m  5 .2 .1 . Let b <  0. Suppose r  is a continuous, positive function, which is eventu­
ally decreasing. Suppose further that t >—> t — r (t )  is increasing, and that there is a  e  (0, oo] 
such that
_ a  =  lim  M i . (5.2 .i)
¿-►oo log log t
Let T > 0, and suppose that X = {X{t)\T < t <  oo\T B(t)} is the strong solution of the
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equation
dX(t) =  {aX{t) + b X { t-r{ t)))d t + aX{t)dB{t), t > T  (5.2.2a) 
X{t) = 1, t G [ r - r ( T ) ) , T ] .  (5.2.2b)
Then we have the following case distinction:
1. If a  < 1, then for every T >  0, the path X(w) is oscillatory for all u in a set which 
has probability one.
2. If a  > 1, then for each e > 0, there is a T — T(e) > 0 such that the path X (uj) is
positive for all uj in a set which has probability at least 1 — e.
A b e tte r result for nonoscillation can be obtained if it is s tipu la ted  th a t  r(s)ds  <  oo. 
In Appleby & Kelly [2], it is shown th a t, for every outcom e uj in an alm ost sure set Cl* C fl, 
there exists an initial d a ta  function ^ (u )  such th a t X(w), the  realisation of the process 
satisfying (5.2.2a) w ith T =  0 and initial d a ta  is nonoscillatory. However, we present 
the result with fewer technical restrictions here.
The two cases of Theorem  5.2.1 are a sum m ary of the results ob tained in Theorem s 
5.2.3 and 5.2.2. We consider each case in tu rn .
5 .2 .1  Case 1 : O scillatory behaviour.
T h e o re m  5 .2 .2 . Let b < 0. Suppose r  is eventually decreasing, satisfies (4-2 .1), and 
(5.2.1) with a < 1. Then all nontrivial solutions of (4-0.1) are a.s. oscillatory.
Note th a t if 5.2.1 holds w ith a  < 1, then
Um lo g (l/r (* ))  =  o (5 2 3)
i-*00 y/r(t) log i
We proceed by showing th a t (5.2.3) is sufficient for X to  be a.s. oscillatory.
A sufficient condition th a t implies (5.2.3) is l im * -^  r ( i) ( lo g i)7 =  oo, for any 7  6  (0,1). 
This illustrates the idea th a t solutions of (5.0.1) oscillate if we require th a t r  converge to
Chapter 5, Section 2 Oscillatory Behaviour -  The Linear Stochastic Differential Equation with Vanishing Delay
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zero slowly. Notice moreover th a t (5.2.3) implies .lim ^oo r ( t )  log t = oo. This indicates 
th a t the critical ra te  of decay of the  delay function is around (lo g t)- 1 . If the  delay 
function decays m ore slowly, in some sense, then  all solutions are oscillatory. If it decays 
more rapidly, then  by choosing an initial interval w ith a sufficiently large m inim al element, 
an arb itrarily  high proportion of the  pa ths of the  process can be shown to  be positive.
Proof of Theorem 5.2^2. W ith  ip defined by (4.1.1) and y(t) = X (t)/(p(t), y obeys (4.1.3) 
for t > 0, and p in (4.1.3) is given by (4.1.4). If we can show th a t the  process.
Y{t) = f  ds (5.2.4)
satisfies l i m s u p ^ ^  Y{t) =  oo, a.s., then  lim sup t-+oo ft~T(t)P(s)d s =  °°- This holds as 
lim ^o o  r ( t )  = 0 and
[ 1 p(s) ds = -b  f  e-{a-°2)T{s)e-a{B{s)-B{S-T{S))) df}
By Theorem  1.5.1, and the equivalence of the oscillation of y(uj) and all solutions
of (4.0.1) are a.s. oscillatory. T he result is therefore secured by Lem m a 4.2.1. □
5.2.2 Case 2: N onoscillatory behaviour.
If (5.2.1) holds when a  > 1, then
lim r (t )  lo g i =  0. (5.2.5)
t — t o o
We cannot prove th a t there is a solution th a t  is nonoscillatory on alm ost all sample paths. 
The best th a t can be achieved w ith th is approach is to  show th a t an arb itrarily  high 
proportion of pa ths are nonoscillatory if the in itial value problem  s ta r ts  a t a sufficiently 
large and determ inistic time.
T h e o re m  5 .2 .3 . Let b < 0. Suppose that r  is continuous, positive, t i—> t — r (t )  is 
increasing, and (5.2.5) holds. Then, for every e >  0, there is a io(^) >  0, and a set
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G ^ B(oo) with P[i2e] >  1 — e such that for each u 6 fls, X (u ) is a positive function, 
where X — { .X (i);.F5 (t);io(£) <  * <  00} is the strong solution of
dX(t) =  {aX(t) + b X { t-T (t)))d t + aX {t)dB(t), t > t 0(e)
X (t) =  1, t e  [to(e) -  T(io(e)), io(e)].
Proof Let r 0 >  0 be. given by r 0 -  r ( r 0) =  0, t \  >  r 0 by n  -  r ( r i )  =  r 0, and r 2 > n  
by T2 — t ( t 2) =  r\. T hen for t > to, t — r ( i)  >  0. Hence, for i >  to, we can define the 
/*s (oo)-m easurable random  variable
C(t) =  sup |B(s) — B(s — r ( s ) ) |.
s>t,
This is well-defined on a set of probability one as l in ^ o o  B(t) — B(t — r ( i) )  =  0 a.s.
Thus lim ¿^ooC (i) =  0, a.s. Therefore, for every e € ( 0 ,1), there is Tq(£) > 0 such th a t
t > Tq(s) implies P [|C (t) >  lj] <  § for t > Tq(s). Since r (t )  —> 0 as t —► oo, for every 
e e  (0 , 1), there is T*(e) > 0 such th a t t >  T*(e) > 0 implies
where #  is as defined in (4.1.5). Since r ( t )  —> 0 as t  —> oo, and t  — r ( t )  —► oo as t  —> oo,
there exists T2 >  0 such th a t for t  > To w e  have
|6|r { t  -  r(t)) < r(t) < 1, and |.&|e|A |+ |a |T (t)  <
Define t*(e) =  r 2 +  (7q  (e) V T*(e) V T2). Since t*(e) >  r 2 and t  i—> i  — r (t )  is increasing,
there exists a unique t0(e) > n  such th a t
t * ( e ) - T ( t * ( e ) )  =  t 0 ( e ) .
N ote morever th a t i0(^) -  T(*o(^)) >  0^ and |6|r(io (e)) =  |6|r(i* (e) -  r(t*{e))) <
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=  Jw  : sup |i?(s,u;) — B(s — t ( s ) ,  w)| <  1 > ,, I J
= < lj : sup B(s,u) — B(to(e),u) < 1 I . ^ 0<5-to(e)<T(t*(&)) J
Let Cle = 0  We already have P [i4^ ] >  1 — | .  Next, if W is another stan dard
Brownian m otion, then
1 — ip[ri£2)]- =  p sup B(s) — B(to(e)) > 10<S-to(z)<T(t* (e))
sup W s^') > 1
-0 <s' < r ( t*  (s))
=  P [ |W ( T ( i* ( e ) ) ) | > l ]  =  2 P [ W ( r ( t * ( e ) ) ) > l ]
where ^  is given by (4.1.5). These equalities hold because maxo<s<t W(s) has the same 
distribu tion as \W(t)\, and t*(e) > T*(e). Thus P [ i i^ ]  >  1 — §, so P[He] >  1 — e.
Define {</?(£) }i>0 by ip(t) = 1 for 0 <  t <  ¿o(e), and
<p(t) =  1 +  [  a(p(s)ds+ f o(p(s)dB(s), t> to (e ).
Jto(e) J t0{e)
Then for t >  io(£) ~  r (io(£))5 as i >  to, we have t — r ( t )  > tq — r(ro ) =  0. Hence we can 
define
p(t) = \b\ip(t)-1<p(t -  r ( i ) ) ,  t > t0(e) -  r ( f o ( e ) ) .
W ithout loss of generality, let a <  0. Then, w ith A = a — \ a 7, we have
\b\e- ^ ( t ) e- a { B ( t ) - B ( t - r ( t ) ) )^  t  >  t * (£ )
p(*) =  \  \b\e > (t-io (£))e -o - (« ( ') -« ( 'o (e )) ) ) i 0 (£ ) < t <  t*(e)
|6|, to (e )  -  T(^o(s)) < t  <  t 0 (e).
Now, let to e  ClE and t > to(e). We consider th ree cases:
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C a se  1 : t — r (t )  > t*(e).
For u e |B(s, u) -  B(s -  r (s ) ,o ;) | <  1, for 5 >t  — r (t )  since t — r (t )  > t*(e) > Tq (e).
Also r (s )  <  1, as s > t — r (t )  and t — r (t )  > t*(e) >  T2. Hence, u  €  t — r (t ) .>  t*(e)
gives
(  [* p (s )ds] (u )  < f  |b|e IA|T(s)e W |B (S,U ) - B ( i - r ( S),w)|d s
< (  |6|elAlel<7lds = r(i)|6|elAl+l<Tl < — ,
J t—r(t) 3e
as t > t*(e) +  r (t )  > t*(e) >  X2. Therefore
t> to (e ) t t — r (t )  > t*(e) implies (  [  p(s) (a;) <  - .  (5.2.6)
J  e
C a se  2: t -  r ( t )  < t*(e), t <  t*(e).
F irst, as t <  i*(e),
sup B (s,uj) — B(to(s),w) <  sup B(s, u) — B (io(e), u)
t o ( £ ) < S < t  G<S — t o ( £ ) < t * ( £ ) - t o { £ )
= sup B (s,uj) — B (to(e),w ) <  1-
0 < 5 - io (£ )< r( i* (£ ) )
Therefore, as t -  r ( t )  > t0(£) -  r ( t 0(£))} t <  i*(e), t*(e) -  r(t* (e )) = tG(e), we get
( [  p (s )ds) (w)  =  |6 |(i0 (e) -  ( t - r ( t ) ) )
V t - r ( t )  J
+  f  \b\e~x s^~tQ^ e ~ a B^ s^^ ~ B t^Q^ ^  ds
Jt0 {e)
< + |6|e|AWi*(E»+l‘TlT(i*(e)) <
6e 3e
Thus,
w e io(s) <  t <  i*(£), i -  r ( i )  <  t*(e) implies f  [  p(s) (cj) <  (5.2.7)
\ J  t — r ( £ )  /  e
C a se  3: t — r (t )  <  i*'(£), t > t*(e).
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Note th a t supto(e)<s<i*(e) B(s, u) — B (to(e),u) <  1, and B (s ,w ) — B(s — r (s ),u )  <  1 for 
s >  Furtherm ore t > tQ(e) implies t —r(t )  > 'to(e)—T(to(e)), so |b|(io(^) — {t~r (i))) <
\b\r(to(e)) <  (3e)_1. Therefore
p{s) ds H u) 
t—r(t) J
t*{e) ......................... ^
dsto(e)
J  t*(e)
= \b\(t0{s) -  (t -  r ( t ) ) )  + /  |6|e -A(S-to(E))e-<T(B(«,U)-fl(io(e),w))
Jtn(e)
'
< 1  +  |fe|e lAlT(t*(£))+ l'Tl(t*(£) -  t0(e)) +  |b|e lAl+M (i -  t*(e))06
<  i  +  \b\ew + ^T ( t*(£) )  +  |6|elAl+lCTlr(i)oe e
u> €  f i £ , t >  i* ( s ) ,  t — -r(t) <  t"{£) implies (  f  p(s)ds\(u>) < (5.2.8)
\ J t - T ( t ) )  e
( f  p ( « ) d s V w ) < - . (5.2.9)
Thus,
•i
■(0
Combining (5.2.6), (5.2.7) and (5.2.8), for w € i \ ,  and t > to(e)
•t
-(t)
Next, consider the  following delay differential equation, which has a unique continuous 
solution for alm ost all u E fl:
y\t,u)) = -p(t,cu)y{t~T(t),uj), t> to (e )  (5.2.10a)
y(t) = 1, t€ [to (£ )-T (to (£ )),to (£ )\.  (5.2.10b)
Then, for u  e  n e, by Theorem  1.5.2, y(t, u) > 0 for all t > ta(e) and u e Q £. Consider the
process X defined by X (t) = (p(t)y(t), t > to(e) — r(<o(s))- T hen X(t,oj) > 0 for t > to(e)
and lj e Cl£. Moreover, as X (t) = 1 for t G [¿o(e) — ^"(¿o(s))» ¿o(s)], and for t > tn(e), 
in tegration by parts  gives
"t rtaX (s) + bX(s — r(s))ds + /
' t o ( e )  J t  0 ( e )
thereby proving the  result.
X ( i )  =  l +  f  ( s - T( ) f  aX (s) dB(s),
Jtn( J n
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5.3 A critique of Theorem 5.2.1.
The sta tem en t of Theorem  5.2.1 provides an incom plete classification of the  qualitative 
behaviour o f 'th e  solutions of (5.0.1). F irst, when a  > 1, where a  is as defined in (5.2.1) 
the positivity  result given in Case 2 of the theorem  applies only to  a process th a t is 
sim ilar to th a t satisfying (5.0.1), bu t w ith strong technical restrictions on the  in itial data . 
Additionally, the positiv ity  result cannot apply w ith probability  one to  any such process. 
Second, we have no inform ation regarding the  qualitative behaviour of solutions of (5.0.1) 
when a = 1. In other words, we have not found w ith any precision the  ra te  of decay of 
the delay function where the  behaviour of solutions of (5.0.1) switches from oscillatory to  
nonoscillatory.
In order to  develop our picture of the  behaviour of th is process, we require a different ap­
proach. The continuity of the sample p a th s of solutions of (5.0.1) imposes some lim itations 
on the  effectiveness of our analysis. However it is not necessary th a t  all of the  inform ation 
in the evolving filtra tion  be available to  us. Our pathw ise definition of oscillation does not 
involve a continuous use of inform ation from the  p a th  -  we place no em phasis on am plitude 
or period and we only require th a t its value change sign ad infinitum . Therefore we seek 
to  show th a t the fundam ental oscillatory behaviour of the  solutions of (5 .0 .1) can survive 
an appropriate  discretisation. Following such a discretisation, oscillatory behaviour will 
prove to  be more vulnerable to  analysis.
There is evidence suggesting th a t th is is a reasonable line of attack . The disparity  in 
the  behaviours of the  solutions of (5.0.1) for fast and slow decay ra tes of r  is foreshadowed 
by differences in the  asym ptotic behaviour of the feedback ratio
P(*) = t ~ 0' (5-3,1)
for fast and slow decay ra tes of r .  As a consequence, p will play a key role in the construc­
tion of a nonuniform  mesh in C hapter 7, suggesting a d istribu tion  of mesh points th a t will 
be sufficient to capture the oscillatory behaviour of the  solutions of (5 .0 .1).
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5.4 The feedback ratio.
It m ust be em phasised th a t since the  initial d a ta  function tp, defined in (5.0.1b), is con­
tinuous and strictly  positive, p(t) is only well defined for all t e  [0,oo) if X is strictly  
positive. To guarantee this, we set b >  0 for the  duration  of th is analysis. Initially we 
consider the asym ptotic behaviour of p when r  obeys (5.2.5).
5 .4 .1  A sym p totic behaviour o f X  via  p.
We will see th a t p is in some sense well behaved when r  decays quickly. In fact it is possible 
to  calculate a Lyapunov exponent for X using a knowledge of th e  asym ptotic behaviour 
of p.
T h e o re m  5 .4 .1 . Suppose r ( t )  log(i) —► 0 as £ —> oo, 6 >  0 and ip(t) > 0. Then there is a 
process p* such that
lim p * (t)  =  0 , a. s.t—>oo
and
Xfy  = x(0)e^a+6“2ff2)t+ffB(t)+/oi p* (*)<&.
Therefore
lim -  log |X (i) | =  a +  6 -  i ( 72, a.s. t—► oo t 2
Proof. Since r (t )  —► 0 as t —► oo, there is a to >  0 such th a t t - r ( t )  > 0  for all t >  to. Let 
p be given by (5.3.1), a well defined and positive process if X (t) > 0  for all t > —t .
The definition of p m eans th a t (5.0.1a) can be resta ted  as
dX(t) = (a +  bp(t))X (t)dt -\- aX (t)dB (t),
so
X (t) = X (0)e(a+2ij2)i+crB(i)+b/o p(s)ds^  t > 0 .
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Thus, for t >  ¿o, we get, w ith A =  a — ^ a 2,
=  e -AT(t)e -a (B (t) -B ( t- r ( i) ) )e -&./ti-r(t}P(s)d»<
If r ( i )  log(i) —* 0 as t —> oo, we have p(i) =  fj,{t)e~b p^ ds  ^ where p(t) —> 1 as i —► oo,
by Lem m a 4.2.2. Therefore, as p(t) >  0 for all t > 0, and b >  0, p(t) < p ( t). This means 
th a t lim su p ^ o o  p(t) < 1, and for every e >  0 and u  G Q* there is T*(e,uj) >  0 such th a t 
> 1 — e and p(i, w) <  1 +  e for all t — r (t )  > T*. Then,
p(t) >  (1 — e)e~bft~TWp^ ds,
and
0 < b f  p(s)ds <  6(1 +  e)r(t).
Hence p(t) >  (1 — e)evb{'1+eM 0. Therefore, for each a; E H*,
lim inf p(t,u)) > 1 — e.t—* oo
L etting e —► 0+ yields
lim inf p(i, u>) = 1t—»■oo
for a ll.a; G i2*. Thus /?(£)■—► 1 as t —> oo, a.s. So, when b > 0, the  result follows w ith 
p * ( t ) = p ( t ) - l .  □
5.4.2 A sym p totic  behaviour o f p w hen r(i) logi —> oo.
In Theorem  5.4.1, we saw th a t  the asym ptotic behaviour of p is mild when r ( t )  log t —> 0 as 
t oo. However, when the ra te  of decay of the delay is slower, the  asym ptotic behaviour
of p is more com plicated. We will show here th a t  alm ost all pa ths of p, when r ( t )  log t —*■ oo
as t —> oo, are recurrent on (0 , oo), in the  sense th a t
lim inf p(t) =  0, lim sup p(t) =  oo, a.s. (5.4.1)t—>oo
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A lthough it is possible to  define p only when X does not oscillate, th is recurrence arises at 
a sim ilar ra te  of decay of r  as the onset of a.s. oscillation of X . I t appears as though the 
rapid fluctuation in p, arising when the  ra te  of decay of the delay is slower th an  ( lo g t)- 1 , 
m ay be sym ptom atic of the  oscillation of all solutions of (5.0.1).
T h e o re m  5 .4 .2 . I f b > 0 , r i s  continuous and obeys r ( t )  —► 0 and r ( t )  log t —► oo, then 
p, defined by (5.3.1), obeys (5.4.1).
Proof. We s ta rt by proving lim s u p ^ ^  p(t) = oo, a.s. Note first th a t, as has been shown 
in L em m ata 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, when r{t) log t —> oo,
! <  lim sup ^  a s (5 4 2)
t —too y/2r (t )  log t
We assum e th a t th e  set {cu : l i m s u p ^ ^  p(t,w) < oo} has positive probability. This 
implies th a t  there  exists m e  N such th a t
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Am = < w : lim sup p(t, uj)
[  t — t o o
< m
has positive probability. For each oj £ Am there is a T(oj,m) >  0 such th a t for all 
t > T (w ,m ), p(t) < 2m. Since t — r (t )  —► oo, for all t >  T(u;, m)
2m >  p(i, tj)
_  e - \ T { t ) - a ( B ( t , u } ) - B { t - T { t ) , u ) ) ) e ~ b  p (s ) d s
>  e - X T ( t ) - a ( B ( t , u ) - B ( t - T ( t ) , u ) ) e - 2 b m T ( t )
So
lim sup e_ (A+2,mi)T(i) - cr(B(£)-B(t-'r(t))) <  oo on Am.t—>00
W ithout loss of generality, we now let a < 0. Then the  exponent 
“ (A 4- 2bm )r(t) — cr(B(t) — B(t — r (t ) ) )
-  + - ° m w ) \ Z m ) } ■
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has infinite limsup as t —> oo, because r ( i )  lo g t —> oo, and (5.4.2) holds. Therefore 
lim su p e-< A'+26m)T(i)- '7(i?(i)--s(t- TW)) =  oo, a.s.,
t —►OO
leading us to  a contradiction, and proving the  result.
We now tu rn  to  the  proof of lim inft^oo p(t) =  0, a.s. Note th a t, as s ta ted  in (5.4.2),
V2 >  lim su p  >  lim inf W )  ~ B(t -  r [ my/2T(i)lôgï y/2r(i) logi
We can assume th a t p(t) > 0 for all t. This tim e, we assume th a t th e  set
u) : lim inf p(t) > 0t—►oo
has positive probability. T h a t is, there  exists m  6  N such th a t
A'm = \ Lo : lim inf p(t, oj) > m \I É—> OO J
has positive probability. A sim ilar approach to  th a t used when limsup^QQ p(t) = oo a.s., 
yields the required contradiction. □
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Chapter 6
A Uniform D iscretisation of the  Auxiliary Process 
Yields Spurious Oscillatory Behaviour
The m ost na tu ra l way to  construct a discrete process w ith identical properties to  those 
of the  solutions of (5.0.1), would appear to be to discretise the  equation directly, using a 
stochastic E uler-M aruyam a scheme on a uniform  mesh. We have not done this. We only 
need to  reproduce a single property  of the  solutions of (5.0.1) -  oscillatory behaviour -  
and the  techniques employed in C hapter 5 are easily adap ted  to a discrete setting. As a 
consequence we have chosen to  discretise th e  auxiliary process (4.1.3).
Nonetheless, our first a ttem p t tu rns out to  be a failure, albeit an interesting failure. 
I t is tem pting to  assum e th a t the m ost straightforw ard route to take would be to  use 
a piecewise E uler-M aruyam a scheme on a uniform  mesh, replacing the  delay term  w ith 
an instantaneous term  once the  delay has become sufficiently small. K aroui and Vaillan- 
court [18] take th is approach for general determ inistic nonlinear vanishing delay equations, 
and we apply a sim ilar m ethodology in th is chapter. This technique, although valid in the 
determ inistic case, cannot reasonably be expected to  work in the  stochastic case. Since it 
appears th a t the presence of a noise pertu rb a tio n  allows the  delay to  affect the  qualitative 
behaviour of the  process regardless of how small it has become, th e  asym ptotic effect of the 
delay m ust be present after discretisation. By removing th e  delay after a finite interval we 
are effectively ignoring the very phenom enon we are try ing to reproduce -  the  in teraction 
between the delay and the  noise.
In th is chapter we present th is failed a ttem p t to  construct an Euler process on a uniform  
mesh. It will be seen th a t a discretisation of th is kind induces spurious behaviour th a t 
directly contradicts the  statem ent of Theorem  5.2.1, and th a t is dependent on the  mesh 
size. A successful discretisation is developed in C hapter 7.
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6.1 An Euler difference scheme.
A discrete process is characterised by the sequence \Yn} representing the  solution of a 
difference equation, w ith  appropriate  in itial data , and the  set o f discrete points, called 
the mesh, on which {Yn} evolves. O ur m ethod involves the use of an Euler scheme to  
discretise the pa ths of the auxiliary process (4.1.3) w ith in itial d a ta  (4.1.2b). We study 
the solutions of a class of difference equations of the form
^n+1 ~  Yn — A n.Pn,(w)Yn_rM(n)-> 71 ^  0 (6.1.1)
evolving on some mesh M , w ith positive initial d a ta  on a finite discrete subset of [—r ,  0] 
th a t includes the  endpoints- The form  of the  delay function tm depends on the  s tructure  
of the mesh. Each term  of the  sequence of random  variables {Pn(w)}5JL0 is defined to  be
(4.1.4) on the corresponding path , sam pled a t the nth m esh point. We generally suppress 
the ¿¿/-dependence and w rite {Pn}n. The lack of differentiability in alm ost every p a th  of 
the-process p, defined in (4.1.4), ensures th a t the convergence results in [14] do not apply.
Finally, as indicated in C hapter 4, the  definition of the  delay function m ust be restricted 
slightly. Let r  be a continuous function obeying
lim r ( t )  = 0 , r ( i )  >  0 , 1 1—> r (t )  is s trictly  decreasing on [0 , oo). (6 .1.2)t—>-oo
6.2 Definitions of oscillation.
We cannot use th e  sam e definition of oscillation for discrete and  continuous processes. 
W hen we develop the  definition of oscillation of a discrete process, we cannot autom atically 
base it on the zeros of th e  process. A discrete process can jum p across an equilibrium
w ithout ever taking on its value. Because of this, we prefer to  use sign changes ra ther
th an  zeros to form a valid definition of the  a.s. oscillation of a discrete process defined 
by (6.1.1). This approach is taken for determ inistic difference equations in, for example, 
K oplatadze [21].
D e f in it io n  6 .2 .1 . Let {^njn^o be a real valued stochastic process such th a t
P[yn ^ 0 for all n] =  1.
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We say th a t {Yn}n>o is a.s. oscillatory if
Yn+1 < 0 i.o. = 1.Kn
The process is a.s. nonoscillatory if F [T  <  oo] =  1, where
T(w) =  inf j u  e N : (u) >  0 for all n >  (6.2.1)
6.3 Constructing a discrete stochastic process.
Initial construction of the discrete process. Let M a  be a uniform  mesh of mesh 
size A. The difference equation (6.1.1) becomes
Yn+1 = Yn -  A Pn(u)Yn- r{n) (6.3.1)
where
r(n )  =  sup{k > 0 : kA <  r (n A )} . (6.3.2)
By (6.1.2), we can define a constant <  oo to  be
Nq =  in f jn  e  N : n -  r(n ) >  0}.
Thus, th e  initial d a ta  for (6.3.1) is an  ordered set
=  W'o.'V'i»- ■ - ^ N o- u Yq), (6.3.3)
where ipi = Yi-r(i) for a l i i  <  No, and ipNo-i — Yq if (Nq -  1)A — t((N q -  1)A) =  0, a 
condition th a t can be guaranteed for any r  satisfying (6.1.2) by choosing A appropriately. 
However, in general it will not hold. Nonetheless, (6.3.3) is well defined for any given r , 
regardless of the size of A. Note th a t is enough to  associate an in itial d a ta  value w ith each 
mesh point up to  and including the mesh point a t No A, w ithout specifying the  location 
of the  initial d a ta  values on R. However, as an aid to  visualisation, Figure 6.3.1 shows the 
placem ent of initial d a ta  for a nonspecific vanishing delay function r  defined so th a t  No =  3 
and N = 6 , in order to  m otivate the  s truc tu re  of (6.3.3) when (No —1)A —r((No~  1)A) ^  0.
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Figure 6.3.1: Visualising the  possible placem ent of initial d a ta  points, when Nq =  3, and 
2A -  t(2 A ) ^  0.
For technical reasons, we require th a t
^ 0 # ^ .  (6.3.4)
Once again, (6.3.4) can be satisfied by choosing A appropriately. We also require th a t
e R + , for all j  <  N0. (6.3.5)
T he random  variable Pn satisfies
| 6 |e -A r(n A )e |ir |(S (n A )-B (n A -T (n A )))) N q <  ^
pn =  |i>|e-AnAei£7ljB^nA\  0 < n < NQi
|6|, n = 0 .
By (6.1.2), we can define a constant Ni > Nq to  be
N i  =  i n f { n  >  N q : n  — r ( n )  — 1 — r ( n  — r ( n )  — 1) >  0 } .
By (6.3.2) and (6.1.2), there exists N* < oo large enough th a t for all n  >  AT*, r (n A )  <  A, 
and therefore r(n )  =  0 . So, for all n > AT*, each term  of {Yn} satisfies
r n+i =  Yn( 1 -  A Pn).
T he problem s w ith the  mesh M& begin a t TV*, when the length of the  delay drops 
below the  mesh size. From th is point onwards r(n ) = 0, and we have once again ignored
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the in teraction between the  delay and the noise. In fact we see th a t th e  process which 
evolves on th is mesh is capable of producing spurious behaviour, bo th  oscillatory and 
nonoscillatory. This behaviour is a result of th e  discretisation ra th er th an  any in teraction 
between the  delay and the noise.
A discrete-tim e filtration. R ather th an  prove a result describing the  behaviour of 
solutions of (6.3.1) directly, we will replace each Pn w ith a random  variable Pn of identical 
distribution. In order to  do this, we m ust define a new filtration.
Consider a sequence of independent s tandard  norm al random  variables {£jfc}£Lo* The 
filtration generated by th is sequence is {£7^ }jg_0, where
^  = cr(fe}|=o;0 < i< fc ) .
We associate w ith each a num ber 8 where the sequence {52}jgL0 is defined as follows:
1. Define a sequence {afc}j£Lcp where at =  kA for every k.
2. Define a sequence {bk}^L0, w^ ere H = {k + No)A~r((k-\-No)A) for every k.
3. From {afc}£L0 and {6 } ^ 0 we can construct a new sequence {cjt}£L0 as follows: For 
every n < oo, let C2n = an, and
- if there exists 0 <  j  < oo such th a t bj e  (an , an+1), then  C2n+i = bj.
- Otherwise C2n+ i =  an+^n+1 .
4. Now, for every 0 < k < oo, let
$1 = Cfc+l -  Cfc.
A visualisation of th is construction is given for an arb itra ry  vanishing delay function r  in
the set of schem atics given in Figures 6.3.2, 6.3.3, and 6.3.4.
Finally, we define a sequence of independent, ^ -m e a su ra b le  random  variables {(fc}£o’ 
so th a t, for each fc,
Ofe =
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Figure 6.3.2: A uniform  mesh of size A overlaid w ith the feedback positions of the con­
tinuous delay function r  a t each mesh point. Nq = 3, N = 6 .
1 t t t ■ i
0 ! A i 2A ! 3Ai 1
3A -  t(3 A ) 1 5A -  t(5A)
4A r(4 A ) 3Aj
k 1 1 1 i
4A  ] 5A 1
6A — r ( 6A)
K4A 5AH> 2
6A
-6A>
Figure 6.3.3: A ddition of artificial separators where there are no feedback positions on the 
intervals (3A ,4A ) and (5A, 6A).
¿0 ^1 ¿2 ^3 ^4 ^5 ^6 ^7 Sq ¿ 1 0  ¿11 
H— 4*---- H*--4«---- 4«---- >1« >1«---4*--->1« >1«---- 4*--- 4«---H
■ t t ♦ ■ * 0 | A i 2A | 3A
' !3A -  r(3A) 1 5A -  r(5A)
4A - t(4 A ) 3A?
k i j i ;
4A | 5A
i
6A -  r ( 6A)
h4A 5A- 
 ^ :
L i
6A
H6A2
Figure 6.3.4: Labelling the lengths of the  newly defined intervals.
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Final construction of the difference equation. We introduce the  functions h,i,j : 
No —> N0, where
h(n) = 2n -  1,
2(n — r(n)), r(nA)/A G No,
2(n — r(n ))  -  1, otherwise,
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¿(n) — ■ <
j ( n )  =
2(n -  r(n) -  1 -  r(n -  r(n) -  1)), r((n -  r(ra) -  1)A)/A G No,
2 (n -  r(n ) — 1 -  r(n  -  r(n ) — 1)) — 1, otherwise.
Pn — <
For every n < N*, there is a £?2n-m easu ra^ e ran dom  variable Pn w ith an identical 
distribution to  th a t of Pn , defined to  be
'  |6|e-M n A )fft(B)i n > N \
J6 | e ^ r ( n A ) C.(n ) . . . C/i(n ) i  ATo <  n  <  AT*,
|b|e_;>'nACo ■ • • Ch(n)) 0 < n < iV0,
|6|, n =  0,
We consider the  oscillatory behaviour of the  sequence of random  variables {yn }n>o obeying
Yn+1 =Yn - A P nYn_rin), (6.3.6)
w ith initial d a ta  (6.3.3) satisfying (6.3.4) and (6.3.5). By (6.3.6) and the  definition of P n , 
each Yn is )_m easurable.
6.4 Main Result.
T he m ain result in th is section shows th a t, in m any cases, the  oscillatory behaviour of Y 
depends on the  mesh size A. Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 illustrate  the  sta tem en t of Theorem
6.4.1 w ith examples.
T h e o re m  6 .4 .1 . Let be a uniform mesh. Then the behaviour of the discrete process 
defined by the solution of the difference equation (6.3.6) with initial data (6.3.3) obeying
(6.3.4) and (6.3.5) can be classified as follows:
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1 . Let limi-.oo r ( t )  lo g i =  0. If
(a) A >  j£j; then Y is a. s. oscillatory.
(b) A  < then Y is a. s. nonosdilatory.
2. Let lim ^o o  r (t )  lo g i — c >  0. If
(a} A >  j then Y is a. s. oscillatory.
(b) A  < then Y is a. s. nonoscillatory.
3. Let limt-^oo r ( t )  log t = oo. Then Y is a, s. oscillatory.
Note the  dependence on th e  mesh size in Cases 1 and 2 . It is only when the ra te  of 
decay of r  is very slow, in Case 3, th a t the oscillatory behaviour of th is difference equation 
corresponds to  th a t of the solutions of (5 .0 .1).
Proof By Lem m a 6.5.7, the  quotient exists for all n > 0. By the  definitions of theYn
delay functions r  and r, there exists TV* <  oo large enough th a t, for all n >  N *, r(n ) = 0. 
Therefore, for all n >  JV*} (6.3.1) can be rew ritten as
=  1 -  A Pn.
Therefore, in order to  prove th a t Y is a.s. oscillatory, it is enough to  show th a t P[Pn > 
i.o.] =  1. Similarly, in. order to  prove th a t Y is a.s. nonoscillatory, it is enough to 
show th a t P [Pn < ^  ev.] =  1. Define for all n >  N *: and  consider th a t, since
r (t )  -»• 0 ,
l i m s u p P n  =  |6 | l i m s u p e “ AT(nA)CA(„),
71—*-oo n —»OO
=  |6 |e !^ l limSUPn
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— |5 |e k l limsupn_<00 v/T(nA)tf7l)
=  |6 |e ,Cr| limsupn-oo V 2r(nA ) log
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4.1: Spurious behaviour. Case 1: Simulations of sgn{Y) log\Y\, where Y is 
the solution of (6.3.6), with a -  1, b — -10, a  =  1, and r(t) =  1 / ( t  +  2). In (a), a large 
mesh size of A = 0.2 > ^  yields spurious oscillatory behaviour. In (b), a small mesh 
size of A = 0.05 < jgy results in nonoscillation. Observe that in (a) and (b), qualitative 
behavioural changes are visible at t = 3 and t = 18 respectively. These arc the times at 
which the delay length drops below the mesh size.
Since {tfn}n>,v* is a sequence of independent, standard Normal random variables, we know 
that limsup,,^^ = 1, a.s., and therefore we need only consider the asymptotic
behaviour of ^2r(nA) logn under the conditions laid out in the statement of the theorem. 
Case 1: Where limn_oo r(nA) log nA = 0. Since
t(ii A) log nA = r(riA) log n + r(«A) log A,
it follows that limsup,,.^ r(nA) log n = 0. Thus
limsup Pn = |6|, a.s.n-»oo
Therefore, if A > j|j, Y is a.s. oscillatory, and if A < j|j, Y is a,s. nonoscilatory.
Case 2: We have Umn_ :xr(nA)logriA = c > 0. As in Case 1, this implies that
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4.2: S p u r io u s  b e h a v io u r . C a se  2 : Sim ulations of sgn(Y) log |Y"|, where Y is 
the solution of (6.3.6), w ith a =  1, b =  —1, a  =  1, and r ( t )  = 1 / log y/t 4- 3, so th a t c = 2. 
In (a ), a  la rg e  m e s h  s ize  of A  =  0.5 >  yields spurious oscillatory behaviour. In(ofe
(b ) , a  sm a ll m e s h  s ize  of A =  0.005 < results in nonoscillation.
limn_>.00 r (n A ) log n — c. Thus
l im s u p i^  =  \b \e ^ ^ ^ } a.s..n —>00
Therefore, if A >  Y is a.s. oscillatory, and if A <  Y is a.s. nonoscilla­
tory.
Case 3: Let l im ^ o o  r (n A )  log nA  =  00. L etting  c —» 00 in Case 2 implies th a t Y is a.s.' 
oscillatory. □
6.5 Technical Lemmata.
6 .5 .1  M o t iv a t i n g  d i s c u s s io n .
T he reason for the  structure  of the  filtration m ay not be im m ediately clear.
N either m ay it be clear why the  sequence { y }  m ust be considered, ra th er th an  {Y}. These 
seemingly arb itra ry  constructions appear unnecessary a t first glance, simply because we
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Figure 6.5.1: A represen tation  of the  decom position of the  nonindependent d istributions 
of P 3, P4, P 5, and Pq, into functions of independent Lognorm al random  variables.
have not yet dem onstrated  an explicit use for them . However, one im portan t question 
remains, and the rest of th is chapter is devoted to  answering it. C an Definition 6 .2.1 be 
applied to  the sequence { ^ } n > o  th a t obeys (6.3.6)?
The m ain barrier to  analysis here is the  lack of independence between each Yn , Pn, 
and Yn_r (n)on the  right hand side of (6.3.1). Pn depends on an increm ent of Brownian 
m otion longer th an  A. Therefore, each successive Pn is not independent of its predecessors. 
N either is Pn independent of Yn. These dependencies m ust be explicitly handled. Thus 
we consider the d istribu tion  of the  Brownian increm ent following its subdivision into a 
sequence of independent s tandard  Norm al random  variables.
I t can be seen in Figures 6:3.2 to  6.3.4 th a t although the  mesh itself imposes a na tu ra l 
partition  on the  Brownian increm ent, we m ust go further, sp litting  each subdivision of
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the Brownian increm ent of length A into two smaller subdivisions. This is necessary 
because, in general, nA  — r(n A )  is not a m ultiple of A, and thus the  m esh M a  is not 
sufficient to define a sequence of independent Norm al random  variables th a t will allow 
us to analyse the  dependencies of the com ponents of (6.3.1). Consider also th a t  (6 .1.2) 
places no upper lim it on the  ra te  a t which r  can converge to  zero, and therefore the delay 
function m ay ‘ju m p ’ across mesh intervals. A need to define precisely, in spite of
these considerations, determ ines the  struc tu re  of the  filtration. The sequence {V^}n>o is 
then simply an expression of the solutions of (6.3.1) evolving on the  new filtration.
We can explicitly show the  dependencies between Yni P n , and Fn_r (n) w ith the  example 
illustrated  in Figure 6.5.1. This figure gives a schem atic representation of the  dependence 
of each random  variable P&, for Nq > k <  TV, on Lognorm al random  variables, for some 
arb itra ry  delay function r. For instance, let n — 5. The term  Y5 can be explicitly w ritten  
in term s of the sequence of Lognorm al random  variables {(¿}i>o by itera ting  (6.3.6) back 
to  the  zero -th  term . We know from (6.3.6) and Figure 6.5.1 th a t
Y5 = Y4 -  AP4Y2.
Clearly y4 depends on {Co, Ci, C2, C3, C4, Cs), Pa depends on { (3, (4, Cs, Ce, C7}, and y2 de­
pends on {Co, Ci}- A lthough >4, P 4, and >2 are not fully independent, we can see th a t Y± 
depends on {C2}? whereas P4 and Y2 do not, and P 4 depends on {C6>C7h  whereas Y4 and 
Y2 do not. I t is possible to  use th is partia l independence to  prove th a t  Y$ ^  0 a.s. In fact, 
if we can prove th a t it is a characteristic of all term s of the sequence defined by (6 .3 .6), 
then  we can prove th a t  all term s are nonzero alm ost surely. This provides the  m otivation 
for the analysis th a t rem ains in th is chapter.
6.5.2 A nalysis.
The following lemma is an application of Jacob i’s T ransform ation Form ula [16] to  the 
density functions of random  variables.
L e m m a  6 .5 .1 . Let X = (Xo, . . .  >Xn) have joint density f . Let g : MN+1 —> RN+1 be 
continuously differentiable and injective, with nonvanishing Jacobian. Then Y =  g(X )
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/
} y { y )  =  <
f x ( g  (j/))| d e t(J 9- i (j;))|, i f  y is in the range of g,
0 , otherwise.
Lemma 6.5.2. Suppose that the independent random variables 770, 771, • • • ,7?iv have joint  
density f(m,...,m ), and
X  = h(r]o, tji, . . . , t ] N ) : =  / i i  ( 7 7 0 , . . .  , 7 ) j v _ i )  +  h 2{r]o, ■ ■ - , V n - i ) v n -
Define
So '*= {(yo,V2 , • • • , V n )  : ^ 2 (2/0, ■ ■ - , 2/jV-i) =  0, yjv € R + }. (6.5.1)
If Sq has measure 0 in , then
1. X  has density f x  defined by
f x { x ) — I I  I  fiVO l^y-iVN) ( ^0» > ‘ ‘ ' 1 VN—1)Jyo Jy\ JyN-i V
x ~ h i { y o , y 1, . . . y N- X) 
2^(2/0,2/1, , 2/iv-i)
d2A/v-idyiV-2 • ■ ■ ¿yo-I ^ 2 (2/0 5 2/11 • ■ • 5 2/N—1) |
£. P[X  =  0] =  0.
Proof  P a rt 1 relies on Lem m a 6.5.1. Define the  continuous function g : M.N+1 —► R ^ + 1  to 
be
5(2/0,2/i> ■ ■ •, 2/Jv) =  (2/0,.2/1 , • • •, 2/ n - i ,  h(yo, . . . ,  2/n))-
Thus, if (2/0, 2/1 > • • • , 2/iv) & So, then  5  is injective in its last argum ent, and the  inverse is 
given by
5~ 1 (2/o,2/i, • • ■ > V n )  =  (^ 2/0, 2/i? ■ • •, V n - u  V N h , 1^ ° ’ ‘ ‘\  ^ 2 (2/0, • • • , 2/JV-i) /
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The Jacobian of g_1 is given by
/
Jq-i (yo,yh • • • ,vn) =
1 o 
o 1
o o 
o o
Thus, d e t( J  -i(yo, • • • , V n ) )  = , and so, by Lem m a 6.5.1,
/(»70 w )(2 /o , • • - ,  2/jv) VN~hl(V0’-->VN-i)
2^(3/0,—,yw-i)
0,
Mmi w - l) , h2(M),. . . , i/JV- i ) / 0 ,
2^(?/0> • • ■ ,2/JV-l) = 0.
Thus
fx(x) — / " f{Vo,---,VN)J ya J y 1 j vn~i ^  ~  ^ i(V o > y i, • ■ - V N - i )2^(2/0» yi, ■ • • jjuv-i)
^2/at-i^n-2 • ■ ■ dyo.
P art 2 is an im m ediate consequence of the  existence of a continuous density function as 
established in P a rt 1, since
F[X =  0] =  P lim [  fx (s)ds = 0 a  >0+ J —a =  0.
□
Note th a t, by (6.1.2) and (6.3.2), there exists a constant Nq  <  N \  <  N *  defined to be
Ni =  inf{n >  N q  : n  — r ( n )  — I  — r ( n  -  r ( n )  — 1) >  0}. (6.5.2)'
In order to  account for varying degrees of dependence on the  in itial da ta , it tu rns out 
th a t it is actually necessary to  prove th a t  P [y^  =  0] — 0 separately over 0 <  n <  Nq,  
Nq < n <  N i ,  N i  < n <  N * ,  and n > N*.
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Preliminary sequences of functions. Given any sequence of positive real num bers 
 ^ we can define the  following in terdependent sequences of functions. Note th a t 
where required in parts  1-4, the  sequence {yjf } is defined over (6.5.12)-(6.5.17) in p a r t 5.
1. For each 2 <  k <  Nq, define the  function q& : R /l(fc_1)+1 —> R  so th a t
qk(xo , . . . ,  =  -A\b\e~^kAx0 ■ ■ ■ (6.5.3)
If iVo — r(A’o) =  1, then  further define the  function <7at0+ i : —> R  so th a t
Qn0{xo, ■ ■ ■ t%h{N0- i ) )  = - A \b\e~>'N°Axo---xh(No_1')yf. (6.5.4)
By (6.5.3) and (6.5.4) for each 2 <  k < No 4- 1, the  surface
Si == {(^o xh(k)) ■ Qk(x o, ■■•,*,,(*_!)) =  0, x ^ ^ x ^  €  R + } (6.5.5)
has m easure 0 in Rh^ +l.
2. For each Nq +  1 <  k < N * , define the  function fa  : R ^ - 1 )-2  —► R  so th a t
fk{xQi • ■ • > xi(k)-4j xi(k)» • • ’ —1))
=  • • • ^ n k)_4)\b\e~xkAxm  ■ ■ ■ xh{k). (6.5.6)
3. For each Nq + 1 <  k < Ni, define the  function g* : R ^ " 1) —► R  so th a t
9k{x 0? • • • j x i{k)-2'> x i(k)i - * * ) xh(k—l))
= -&.{-A)\b\e~>'kAxQ---xi{k)_2 \b\e-XT(kA'>xi(k)---xh{k)il>k_r.(k)_1. (6.5.7)
If N q  -  t ( N q )  = 1 and N \  -  r ( N i )  = N q  + 1 then  further define the function 
g^  : R ^ i - 1) —> R  so th a t
gN\  (xo,  . . - , ;rr'i(A/"].) —2: > • * - j x h ( N i —l))
= -A(-A)lb\e-XN'Axo ■ ■ ■xt(Nl)_2\b\e-XT^ x t(k) • - x ^ y f .  (6.5.8) 
By (6.5.6), (6.5.7), and (6.5.8) for each N q + 1 < h < N \  + 1, the surface
*^ 2 * { (^ 0 , • ■ ■ j £/i(A;)) • f k { x 0i • • • > x h(k — 1))
9k(x0> • • • 5 xh(k—1)) — xh{k)~lxh(k) ^  R } (6.5.9)
has m easure 0 in Wh^ +1.
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4. For each N± +  1 <  k < N*, define the function w* : Rh k^ ^  1 —> R  so th a t
^ k ( x 0i • ■ ■ ■> x j {k )—2i x j (k) i  • • • i x i{k)—2 5 i ■ ■ ■ ■> x h(k—l ) >)
=  - A ( - A ) |6 |e “ AA:Aa;o • • - 2|*te_Ar(fc^ )a;i (jt) • • •*>»(*)
X ^ -r ( A :) -l -r ( f c -r ( f c ) -l) ( Xo’ ' ' • > *¿(*>-2)-
By (6.5.6) and (6.5.10) for each +  1 <  k < N*, the  surface
^3  * { (^0 : • ■ * > x h{k)) ■ f k { x 0> ■ • • j x h(k—1))
+  k k ( x o , . . . ,  =  0, a A(*)_ia:h(fc) €  R + }
has m easure 0 in  R A(*)+1 .
5. Now define the sequence of functions recursively so that
y f =  Y0 -  A|6|V-o,
and
(a) For 2 <  k < Nq,
y f + l ( x 0 : ■ ■ - ) x h(k) -2i  x h(k) — l x h(k))
~  Vk (*^0’ * ' * ’ x h(k— 1)—21 x h(k—l ) —l x h(k—l ))
+  qk ( x 0, . . . , x h ( k —l) ' )x h (k )—l x h ( k ) ■
(b) If No -  t ( N q) =  1 then,
■ ■ ■ j x h(No)—2y x h ( N o ) - l x h(No))
VNq (^Oj ■ ■ • i x h(No— 1)— 2: x h(No — 1)—l x h(No~  1))
+  QN0(x O, ■ • • , x h ( N o - l ) ) x h { N o ) - l x h(NQ)
(6.5.10)
(6.5.11)
(6.5.12)
(6.5.13)
(6.5.14)
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and for iV0 +  2 < A; <  iVi,
ylc+lO^Oj ■ • ■ xh(k)-2? xh(k)-lxh(k))
=  Vk (*^0’ ' ’ ' ’ X h ( k - l ) - 2 i  x h ( k - l ) - l x h ( k - l ) )
[ f k{ x Q-> ■ ■ ■ ■> x i(k) — 4> x i(k) j • • • > x h(k—1))
“t" 9k{x0 j 7 xi(k) — 2? • • • > xh(k—l))]xh(k)—lxh(k) * (6.5.15)
Otherwise y£ satisfies (6.5.15) for Nq +  1 <  k < N±.
(c) If No -  t(Nq) = 1 and Nx -  r(N x) = N 0 + 1-, then,
V N .+li^ ■ • • >xh(Ni ) - 2> ^h(iNTi)-ia;/i(JVi))
=  : x h ( N i —l ) —2i x h ( N i —l ) —l x h ( N i —l))
[In I ( x Ql * ■ * ) ) —4 J x i(N1),...,xh(N l) )
9 N i (®0, ■ ■ • i x i (Ni )—2-> x i(Ni)> ■ ■ • x h(Ni)) \
x xh(Ni)-lxh(Ni)} (6.5.16)
and for Ni +  2 <  k < N* -  1,
^fc+ li^O ’ ’ * ’ > x h(k)—2 \ x h(k)—l x h(k))
=  ^ ( ® 0 .  ■ ■ • 5 x h ( k - l ) - 2 i  x h(k~~l)~lx h ( k - l ) )
"t" [/fcC^O) ■ - - i x i(k)—4) x i(k)i ■ • • ) x h{k—1))
4- 'Wfc^Os ■ ■ ■ ->xj{k)— 2: xj(k) > ■ ■ ■ i xi(k) — 2) ) xh(k — 1))]
x ®*(fc)-i®A(fc)* (6.5.17) 
Otherwise satisfies (6.5.17) for JVL +  1 <  k <  AT* — 1.
L e m m a  6 .5 .3 . If {Yn}n>o is the sequence of random variables defined by (6.3.6), and 
with an initial data set (6.3.3) obeying (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), then for all 0 <  n < No,
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1 - Yn  — Vn (Co? ■ • * 5 Ch(n—1)— 2 ? Ch(n~  1) — lC h(n— 1)); 
f>[Yn =  0] =  0.
Proof. For every 0 < n < Nq,
Pn =  |i>|e_AnACo ’ ’ ■ Ch(n)-
Note first th a t Y i=Y 0 -  A |6|yO- r (0) =  ?o -  A |i# o -  By (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), Yx + 0 .
We proceed by induction. Assume th a t, for 2 <  k < No,
■.Yk = yt(C0» • ■ ■, Ch(k-i)-2> C/i(jfe-i)-iC/i(A-i))i
Since k < No, Yk- r(k) =  ^fc• Thus
' = APkYk_r(k}
= y f  (Co, ■ • - ,C/i(fc-i)-2t C/i(jfc-i)-iGi(jfe-i)) _  A]6|e AfcACo ■ • * Ch(k)$k-
Since k < No, Yk- r{k) £ V*-' Therefore, by (6.5.3) and (6.5.13),
Yk+1 = y f  (Co> * • ■ i Ch(fc-i)-2, Ch(fc-i)-iCh(fe-i))
~H?fc(Co, • ■ - , Ch(k-l))Ch(k)-lCh(k) 1 
=  yfc_|_i(C0j • ■ * j Ch(k)-2, Ch(k)-lCh(k))'
We now consider the  base case when k = 2. By (6.5.12),
?2 =  ? i - A P iY i_ r(1))
=  y f  — A |6 |enACoCi^i5
=  £2 (Co, CO-
Therefore, by induction, for all 0 <  n <  AT0,
=  Vn (Co, ■ ■ • > O i(n-l)—2? Ch(n-l)—lCh(n—1))* (6.5.18)
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Since the  surface S f  defined in (6.5.5) has m easure 0 in R /l(n)+1, Lem m a 6.5.2 gives th a t
IP[Yn = 0] =  0 for 0 <  n < Nq, where qn- i  plays the  role of h2 in Lem m a 6.5.2. □
L e m m a  ,6 .5 .4 . If {Yn}n>o is the sequence of random variables defined by (6.3.6), and 
with an initial data set (6.3.3) obeying (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), then for all Nq < n < Ni,
I' Yn yn (Co, ■ ■ ■ i Ch(n—l)—2> Ch(n—l)—lCh(n—l))>
2 . p [ y n  =  o ]  =  o .
Proof For every Nq < n < Ni,
Pn=|6|e-AT(nA)Ci(n)---C/1(n)-
Additionally, n — r(n ) — 1 <  Nq, and therefore 3 4 -r (n )- i- r(n -r(n )-i)  £  Ite ra ting  once, 
we can say th a t
^n+l = Yn — APnyn„r(n)
=  Yn — A r (n)—1 ~  ^ (~ ^ )^ -P n - r ( r i) - l^ n - i '( r i ) - l- r (n - r (n ) - l) -
By (6.5.18) in Lem m a 6.5.3, for all Nq < n < Ni,
r(n)—1 =  ¿vf_r (n)_i(C0; ■ • • ) Ch(n—r (n )- l- l)- lC /i(n -r(n )- l- l) ) i
y n_ r n^^_l(C0 ) ■ * ■ ) Ci(n)—63 Cz(n)—5Ci(n)—4)5
and
-^n—r(n) —I Co ‘ ‘ * Ck(n—r(n)—1) 1
=  |fc|e-AnACo---Ci(n)_2.
For JVo +  1 <  n < N \, we proceed by induction. Assume th a t
Yk =  v t (Co, • • •, 0i(fe—1)—2, Cft(jfe-i)-iCh(A-i))- (6.5.19)
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Then, by (6.5.6), (6.5.7), and (6.5.15),
y*+i
=  v t (Co* ■ • • * Ch(*-l)-2i Gl(fc-l)-lCh(*:-l))
]_(C0j • • • > Ci(fc) —6? Ci(fc)—sCi(fc)—4) 
x \b\e~xkAQ(k) • • • Oi(fc)l +  [ - A ( - A ) |6|e“ AfcACo • • • Ct(fc)-2 
x |6|e  ^ ^Ci(A) ‘ ' ‘ C/i(fc)^ fc—r(fc)—1—r(&—r(/c)-l)]i
=  .$?(COi • > ■ , Ch(k—l)—2i Cft(fc-l)-lC/i(fc-l)) 
Coj • • • 5 Ci(/s) —4 , C i ( / s ) Ch(k—1))
+£fc(Co, • ■ • , Ci(fc)-2> Ct(fc)’ ■ • * 5 ih ( k - l) ) K h ( k ) - l( h ( k ) i  
=  y £ +  i(Co, ■ ■ • > C h(k)-2> Cft(fc)-iCh(jk))*
We first determ ine the form of Ynq-\-i - We can then show th a t  the  induction proposition 
(6.5.19) holds for the base case Yjv0+2- By (6.3.6),
Yn0+1 =  i^Vo “  & PN0 YNq-t{N0)
There are two possible forms for Y/v0+i.
Form 1: Let Nq -  r(Na) - 1  =  0. Since VV0_ r (N0) =  Y\, and, by Lem m a 6.5.3, 0 =
V#0(Co> • ■ •, Ch(JVo-i))» we have> hy (6 ‘5.4) and (6.5.14),
Y no+ i  =  2//J0(Co, • - •, C h( N o - i ) ) ~ ^ l^k~Ar^°A C^i(JVb) * *1 Ch(N0) v t >
=  # V 0(Co, • • • iC h (JV o -l)-2 iC fc(N o -l)-lC /i(JV o -l))
+ 9 iV0(Co, • • • ,C/i(No-l))CA(JVb)-lCfi(JVo)i
=  y ^ 0+i(Co, - • ■ , Ch(No)-2i C/i(N0)-lC /i(N 0))-
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Form 2: Let No -  t(Nq) -  1 >  0. From  Lem m a 6.5.3, we know th a t
X/' _ «-t/j
* N Q- r ( N 0 ) ~  V n q - t {N 0 )
(Co, • ■ ■ , C/i(AV-r(N0)—1)—2> ( h { N o - r { N o ) - l ) - l t h ( N o - r ( N o ) - l ) ) i  
=  V N o - r ( N o ) ^ ® : ‘ ‘ ‘ ’ Ci(No)-45 Ci(iVo)-3Ci(iVo)—2 )*
So, by (6.5.6), (6.5.8), and (6.5.14),
Y no+ i  .
=  . y $ 0(Co> * • * >C/i(JV0- l ) - 2 ;  C/i(W o-l)-lC/i(JVQ- l ) )  
+  [— A y ^ o_ r ^ o^ _ 1 (Coi • • ■ ) Ci(iVo)—6, Ci(iVo)—5Ci(iVo)—4)
X |6 |e _AAr°A Ci(iVo) ' • • Ch(N0)]
-f [—A (—A)|b|e_AiVoA(o ■ • ■ Ci(jv0)-2  
x\b\e~XT(NoA)Q(No)---Ch(NQ)
x Y n 0- r ( N 0) - 1 ~r{ N 0- r  (N0) -1) ] 5
=  S /J0 (C0j • ■ • > C/i{ATq—1) — 2> C /i(iV o-l)-lC /i(JV o-l)) 
“H/Wo(CO) ■ ■ ■ j C»(No)-4>Ct(JVo)> ■ ■ • i Cft(ATo-l)) 
+PJV0(Co> ■ • • ) C*(JV0)—2> Ci(jV0)> • • • >C/i(N0-l))]
x Ch(N0) - l ( h { N 0),
=  Vn 0+ i (&> ' ' ■ iC/v{No)-2>C/i(JVo)-lC/i(No))‘
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Now we can say, by (6.5.6), (6.5.7), and (6.5.15), th a t 
V5vq+2
=  VNq+I(Co» ■ ■ • > C/i(N0)-2> Ch{NQ)-lCh{No))
+  [_ A ^N0+l-r(iV0+l)-l(C o? ■ • • , Ci(iV0+ l)-6 ? Ci(No+l)—sCi(iVo+l)—4)
x |6|e_A^ 0+1)ACi(N0+i) • ■ • C/i(jV0+i)]
+ [ - A ( - A ) |f e |e - A^ o + i)A Co. .  . C i( J V o + -1 } _ 2
x  | 6 | e ^ r i iA r ° + 1 ) A ) Ci(AT0 + i )  ‘ * ■ C h ( iv 0+ 1 )
x Y N 0+ l - r ( N 0+ l ) ~ l - r ( N 0+ l - r { N 0+ l ) - l ) ] i
= ytr0+l(Co, • • ■ >(h{No)-2>th(N0)-lCh(N0))
+  [ /n 0+i(Co? • ■ ■ >Ci(JVo+l)—4> Ci(JVoH-l)» ■ ’ • >Ch(N0))
+5iV0+l(Co> * • * , C i(N o+l)-2: Q(N q+ 1 ) i • ■ • , (h (N 0))]
x C/i(N0+l)-lC/i(yV0+l):
=  j/N0+ 2(Co5 • ■ • , Oi(/V0+ l)-2 >  C ^(N o+ l)-lO i(/V o+l))- 
Therefore, for all Nq < n < Ni,
Y71 ~  Vn (Co 1 ■ • ■ j Gi(n— 1)—2 > Ch(n—l ) —lC h(n—1))*
Since the  surfaces 5 ” and defined in (6.5.5) and (6.5.9) have m easure 0 in R A(n)+1j 
Lem m a 6.5.2 gives th a t  P[3^ =  0] =  0 for Nq <  n < N\. □
L e m m a  6 .5 .5 . If {Yn}n>o is the sequence of random variables defined by (6.3.6), and 
with an initial data set (6.3.3) obeying (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), then for all N \ < n  < N *,
I- Yn yn ( C o , ■ ■ • , 0i(n—1)— 2> C/i(n— 1)—lCh(n—1))>
2 . p[yn = o] = o.
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Proof. Ite ra tin g  once, we can say th a t
Yn+i  — Y n — A P nY n_ r{n)
— Y n — A P n Fn_ r (n)_ i  — A ( —A ) P n P n_ r (n) _ i l ^ _ r (n) _ i _ r (n _ r (n)_ 1),
For all N\ < n < N *y
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Y n —r(ri)—1 — y n —r ( n ) - l ^ Q , ’ ’ ’ 5 Ch(n—r(n )—1—1 ))j
•(n)-“  Vn-ri )-1 (CO: * - • > Ci(n)-4)>
' r /r —7^7* n - r ( n ) - l - r ( n - r ( n ) - l )  =  2/n _ r (n) _ i _ r (n _ r (n)_i)
(Co, • • • 5 C /i( n -r ( n ) -l -r ( n -r ( n ) —l ) - l ) - 2 ?  
C h(n-r(n)-l— r(n -r(n )—1 ) - 1 ) —1 
x C/i(n—r(n)—1 —r(n—r(n)—1)—1))>
= * n —r{n)—l —r{n—r{n)-l)
(COi ■ ■ ■ ) C j(n )-4 ) Cj(n)—3Cj(n) —2)5
Pn =  | 6 je _ A T ( n A > ( i ( n _ r ( n ) _ i )  ■ ■ ' Ch(n—r(n) — l)>
= ]b|e-M-A)c .(n) . . . Ci(n)_2i
If No — r (N o )  = 1 and N i — r ( N i )  = Nq  +  1 then, by (6.5.6) and (6.5.8), we can calculate 
th a t
YNi+l  =  (Co, ■ • • 1 C ^ ( ^ 1 - l ) - 2 5 C / i ( J V i - l ) - l C h ( N i - l ) )
+  [ /^ ( C o ,  ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ iCh(Ni))
+ S N i(C o 5 • ■ ■ , Ci(JVi)-2 ,Ci(Ni)> ■ • * > C h ( W i ) ) ]
x C / i ( N ' i ) - l C / i ( A T 1 ) 5
=  2/ $ 1+ i(Co> ■ • • 5 Ch(iVi)-2 » C/i(Ni)—lOi(iVi))*
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Just as in L em m ata 6.5.3 and 6.5.4, we can show, by induction, (6.5.6), (6.5.10), (6.5.17), 
and Lem m a 6.5.4, th a t for all < n < N*, and for n =  N± +  1 if e ither Nq — r(No) ^  1 
or Ni -  r(N i) ^  Nq +  1, th a t
Yn =  yi-i{C0i ■ ■ • > Ch(n -2) - 2 i Cft(n-2) - lC / i ( n -2))
+  [ /n -l(C o , ■ • • 5 Ci(n—1)—4 > )
Jr'U)n—i (Co5 • • • ■> Cj(n—1)—2> C j(n—1 )•> ■ ■ ■ ■> Ci(n—1)— 2? Ci(n—1) C/i(n—1))]
x C /i( n -l) - lC / i( n -l) j  
= y t (Co, • ■ • , C/i(n-l)-2i Cfe(n-l)-lCh(n-l))*
So, for Ni < n  < N*,-.
Yn =  Vn (Co» • - ■ , C/i(n—1)—2) Ch(n—1 )—lC/i(n—1))-
Since the surfaces S J  and S$ defined in (6.5.9) and (6.5.11) have m easure 0 in K>A(fc)+1, 
Lem m a 6.5.2 gives th a t P [in  — 0] — 0 for N\ < n < N*. □
L e m m a  6 .5 .6 . If {Yn }n>o is the sequence of random variables defined by (6.3.6), and 
with an initial data set (6.3.3) obeying (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), then for all n > N *,
■ p[yn =  o] =  o.
Proof. W hen n > TV*, r (n A ). <  A, and therefore =  0. Additionally, by Lem ma
6.5.5, Y/v*-i 7^  0 a.s. So (6.3.1) can be rew ritten as
Yn+1 = y n ( l - A P n), n > N *:
Y n *-  i /  0,
where Pn = |&|e_;kT(nA)0i(n)-
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Since Pn is independently d istribu ted  for all n >  N*, each Pn is -m easurab le and 
6 ft(n-i)"indePend en t- ^n+i is S£(n)-m easurab le  for all n and therefore Yn is & h (n -1 )
measurable. Thus Pn is independent of Yn for all n >  N*.
Define the com plem entary events An — {u : Yn(<jj) — 0}, and An = {to : Yn((jj) ^  0}, for 
n > N*. Note th a t, for each n > N*, and by the definition of {Pn},
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" 1 '
An An-l II *3 Pn = A- _ _ =  0 .
Since Yn *-\  ^  0 , we can infer, by induction, th a t P[An] =  0 for all n >  N*. □
Lemma 6.5.7. If {Yn}n>o is the sequence of random variables defined by (6.3.6), and 
with an initial data set (6.3.3) obeying (6.3.4) and (6.3.5), then
P[Yn + 0 for all n\ = 1.
Proof. By Lem m ata 6.5.3, 6.5.4, 6.5.5, and 6.5.6, P(Yn =  0] =  0 for all n > 0. We 
extend the definitions of An and An from Lem m a 6,5.6 to  define the  com plem entary 
events Bn =  {u : Y n (oS) =  0}, and Bn =  { u  : Y n (cj )  ^  0}, for n >  0. Now,
P [ln  7^  0 for all n]
f )B n = P  l j B n
- n -I L n
> 1 -£ p [B b] = 1.
1 - LjBn
□
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The solution to the  problem  of avoiding spurious oscillatory behaviour is to  allow the 
structures responsible for the  true  oscillatory behaviour to rem ain in place. In C hapters 
3 and 5, we com pared the qualitative behaviour of stochastic delay differential equations 
to  th a t of determ inistic delay equations, and to  stochastic equations w ithout delay. All 
the evidence indicates th a t the  delay struc tu re  and the  noise p ertu rb a tio n  m ust be kept 
in tact if the  properties of the  solutions are to  be preserved. In fact, the  failure to  allow the 
feedback delay to  persist indefinitely was the cause of the  spurious qualitative behaviour 
observed in Theorem  6.4.1. In th is chapter, we avoid th is problem  by building the effect of 
the  delay into the  s truc tu re  of the  mesh. Since we are concerned solely w ith the replication 
of oscillatory behaviour, we will continue to  use the  auxiliary process satisfying (4.1.3) as 
th e  basis for an E u ler-type  discretisation.
I t m ust be em phasised th a t although there is no mechanism  for a global tightening of 
the nonuniform m esh presented in th is chapter, th e  mesh size becomes arb itrarily  small 
after a finite num ber of tim e steps. Since oscillation is a ta il phenom enon (in the sense 
th a t it is not an T (i)-m easurable event for any finite value of t) a  strong argum ent can 
be m ade th a t  the  oscillatory behaviour of th is nonuniform  discretisation is characteristic 
of the continuous process.
Alternatively, th is chapter can be viewed as an a ttem p t to develop a discrete-tim e model 
th a t is behaviourally consistent w ith the solutions of (5.0.1), by identifying and preserving 
the  essential characteristics of the  solution th rough the discretisation.
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7.1 Constructing a discrete process displaying nonspurious
behaviour.
We consider the  oscillatory behaviour of a tw o-step  Euler difference equation evolving on 
a nonuniform  mesh.
7.1.1 A nonuniform  m esh.
In order to avoid a situation  where spurious behaviour arises, it seems th a t the  mesh m ust 
adap t itself to the decay of r. Recall the definition of the feedback ratio  p in (5.3.1). 
The asym ptotic behaviour of p appears to  m irror the  onset of oscillatory behaviour in the 
solutions of (5.0.1). This can be taken as a good indication of the  frequency a t which 
we m ust sam ple inform ation from the  p a th  in order to  preserve qualitative behaviour. 
Because of this, we take p as a guide to  the d istribu tion  of mesh points.
We define th e  mesh M r to  be a sequence of points {tn }n>o defined by
io =  0 , tn+1 =  inf{t > 0 : t -  r ( t )  =  tn}. ..
t  ‘i—> t.— r (t )  is a strictly  increasing function, {in} is strictly  increasing in n and it was 
shown in Section 2.2 of C hapter 1.1 th a t lim^-n*, tn = oo. Therefore the  sequence {tn} 
partitions the  tim e set into into a union of disjoint intervals: R + =  U Jio  The
length of the nth interval [tn-x ,tn) is denoted
A n =  T(tn ) =  tn — ¿72 —1 -
A schem atic of Mr for a nonspecific vanishing delay function r  is given in Figure 7.1.1 
From Definition 6.2.1, and the  construction of th is mesh, it should now be clear th a t 
the ratio  of consecutive term s in the  final difference equation will be the  d iscrete-tim e 
equivalent of the feedback ratio  p, and will form the  basis of our analysis of the  oscillatory 
behaviour of the  final discrete process.
The construction of th is mesh for a general vanishing delay function r ,  as p a rt of a nu­
m erical im plem entation of th is discretisation, will require the  approxim ation of successive 
m esh points by fixed point iteration . Given only the knowledge of a single m esh point,
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Figure 7.1.1: C onstruction of th e  nonuniform  mesh MT.
and the form of r ,  the  problem  of choosing an interval on which the. next mesh point m ust 
be unique is nontrivial, and we have not a ttem p ted  to present a solution here.
7.1.2 The difference equation evolving on Mr .
On the  mesh Mr =  r Mr (n ) — 1* The length of each step of the difference
equation is equal to  the  value of the delay function r  a t the  end of the  step, and so the 
delay has been precisely encoded in the mesh ra th er th an  approxim ately encoded in the 
difference equation. We can now refine (6.3.1). In fact the  equation th a t we will study 
can now be fully defined as
^n+l
( K . i ,y 0)
with Pn =  p ( in ).
7.1.3 U seful properties of th e difference equation (7 .1.1).
In order to  validate the use of Definition 6.2.1, it is necessary to  show th a t th e  process 
obeying (7.1.1) is never zero valued. This will prove an easier' task  here th an  in C hapter 
6.
(7.1.1a)
(7.1.1b)
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L e m m a  7 .1 .1 . If {Yn }n>o «  the sequence of random variables defined by (6.1.1), then
F[Yn ^  0 for all n\ = 1.
Proof On the  left hand side of (7.1.1), Yn+i is an ^ ( ¿ n)-m easurable random  variable. 
Therefore, Yn and Yn-1  are T{tn~1)-m easurable and - 2)-m easurab le random  vari­
ables respectively. Clearly
pn _  ^ e-Xr{tn)e\(T\B{tn)-B(tn^ i)^
being ^ (i^ J-m easu rab le  and ^ ( ^ - ^ - in d e p e n d e n t ,  is independent of all o ther random  
variables in the  right hand side of (7.1.1).
Define the sequence of events {Cn}n>0 by
Cn = {u>:Yn- 1 ( t j )= 0 9Yn(tj) = Q}.
Since (y _ ! ,y 0) £ ^ + x ^ + 3 PfC'o] =  0. Assume now th a t  P[Cfc] =  0 for k >  0. If we can 
show, under th is assum ption, th a t P[Y*;+i =  0|C7^] =  0 , then  we have th a t P[C^+i] =  0 for 
k > 0 , and we can infer, by induction, th a t
P[An] =  0 for all n > 0,
where {An }n>o is a sequence of events, each defined as An =  {u : Yn(u>) =  0}. The 
rem ainder of the  proof then  follows th a t of Lem m a 6.5.7.
It rem ains to show, under the induction hypothesis, th a t P[Yfc+ 1 =  0 |Cfc] =  0 for k >  0 . 
By (6 .1.1),
P [y*+1 =  0 |C fc] =  p  [Yk + A.k+iPkYk- 1  =  0 |Cfc].
Note th a t the event Ck adm its the partitioning C£ =  c 'k U C”k U , where
S'* = {u>:Yk- 1(u ) = 6, Yk(u )^ 0 } ,  
c ’l  = {w:y*_1(« )# 0 ,n (w ) = 0}, 
c ’l  = {a, : y*_!(w) #  0 , J i(w ) + 0}.
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So, since Pn is a continuous random  variable supported  on R + .
Ppr* +  A k+iPkYk-i  = 0| cl) = 0,
and
p[yi + AiN.1flkyt_i = o |c t ] = p
= o.
Pk = - YkAfc+iYfc
□
T he ^r(in_ i)-m easurab ility  of Yn in the  proof of Lem m a 7.1.1 deserves explicit m ention 
because it highlights the  fact th a t the  random  process satisfying (7.1.1) is a predictable 
process. If th is were not the  case then  Pn would not be independent of Yn, and the  proof 
would be invalid. In fact, the independence of Pn and Yn removes the need to  construct 
a new discrete-tim e filtration. I t is enough to  sam ple the  na tu ra l filtration of Brownian 
m otion { ^ ( i ) } t>0 a t each m esh point. The predictability  of Y also suggests th a t an im plicit 
discretisation of the  auxiliary process satisfying (4.1.3) m ay prove to  be a fruitful research 
topic in th e  future.
The following lem m a shows th a t if any p a th  of a solution of (7.1.1) oscillates, its value 
cannot cross equilibrium  twice over any two consecutive tim e steps, except possibly for 
pa ths contained in a subset of the  sam ple space w ith probability zero.
L e m m a  7 .1 .2 . Consider the solution of (7.1.1), evolving on Mr . For all n > 0,
71+1
Yn
< 0 YnYn- 1 < 0 = 0.
Proof For all n,
p < 0 <ol
. Yn
=  P
= o,
(1 — A n+i Pn) +  A n+ iP n ( 1 < o YnYn—l < 0
^ i  + ^ < 0Yn A n+1Pn
Yn <  0
n —1
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by Lem m a 7.1.1, and the  a.s. positivity of A n+i Pn for all n. □
7.2 Oscillation and nonoscillation.
We consider the  effect of varying decay ra tes of r  on the  oscillatory asym ptotic behaviour 
of solutions of (7.1.1), evolving on th e  mesh Mr .
The following lem m a is a special case of Corollary 4.1(a) in Gyôri [13], and will be useful 
in proving nonoscillation results.
L e m m a  7 .2 .1 . Let N  >  0 be a nonnegative integer. For a lln >  N assume that
0 < P n < ^
Then almost all solutions of the difference equation
V n + l  =  V n  ~  P n V n - 1, n  >  N ,
(VNiVN-1) ^  R + x R + ,
are positive.
We know from C hapter 5 th a t the  m ain factor influencing the  qualitative behaviour of 
solutions of (7.1.1) is the  decay ra te  of r .  Assume th a t r  is such th a t
lim log T(t) = ~ a a € (0,oo] (7.2.1)
t *oo log log t V '
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and, when a  = 1,
^ [o’001- (7 -2 -2)
The values of a  and ¡3 allow us to  classify the  behaviour of Y.
T h e o re m  7 ;2 .2 . Let a  and (3 be defined as in (7.2A) and (7.2.2). Let b < 0. If t  is a 
continuous function satisfying (4-3.1), then the following classification holds. If
J . ct ~  1; and
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(a) P >  ” 7> then all solutions of (7.1.1) evolving on Mr , are a.s. oscillatory.
(b) p <  2^ 7 then all solutions of (7.1.1) evolving on Mr , are a.s. nonosdilatory.
2. a  < 1, then all solutions of (7.1.1) evolving on Mr , are a.s. oscillatory.
3. ol >  1, then all solutions of (7.1.1) evolving on Mr , are a.s. nonos dilatory.
For purposes of com paring our knowledge of the  behaviour of the  discrete and continuous 
processes, we reproduce the corresponding oscillation result from C hapter 5 here.
T h e o re m  7 ;2 .3 . Let b < 0. Suppose r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-2.1), and 
that (7.2.1) holds. Let T > 0, and suppose that X = {X(t); T < t <  oo; is the
strong solution of the equation
dX(t) =  (aX (t) + b X (t-T (t)))d t + aX (t)dB (t), t > T  
X{t) - =  1, t e [T  — r(X ), T\.
Then the following classification holds. If
1 . a  < 1 , then for every T > 0, the path X(cj) is oscillatory for all u in a set which 
has probability one.
2. a  > 1, then for each e > 0, there is a T = T(e) >  0 such that the path X (lj) is 
positive for all uj in a set which has probability at least 1 — s.
N otw ithstanding the  different mono tonicity conditions on r ,  there is a clear correspon­
dence between the results in Theorem s 7.2.3 and 7.2.2. However, in Theorem  7.2.3, positiv- 
ity in the  solutions of the  differential equation w ith arb itrarily  high probability  is achieved 
by transla ting  the necessarily positive and constant in itial d a ta  forwards in time. The 
lower bound on this probability depends on the  m agnitude of the  translation . By con­
tra s t, in Theorem  7.2.2, we consider a.s. nonoscillation of the solutions of the  difference 
equation w ith un transla ted  positive in itia l data , which does not have to  be constant. So
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when a  ^  1, we recover, and som ewhat extend, the  behaviour of the differential equation 
in our discretisation.
In  addition, the  simplified analysis afforded us by discretising th e  problem  allows us to 
extend our results to  the  critical case a  = 1.
Note th a t in th is critical case, w hether or not the  solutions of (7.1.1) are a.s. oscillatory 
depends on the relationship of the decay ra te  of r  to  the  intensity of the  noise. This 
relatés back to the  idea th a t, regardless of the  streng th  of the  re turn ing  force in the  drift, 
or the  ra te  of decay of the  delay, oscillations cannot persist w ithout some kind of noise 
pertu rbation .
The three cases of Theorem  7.2.2 are a sum m ary of the results obtained in Theorem s 
7.2.10-7.2.9. The proofs of these theorem s comprise the rem ainder of the  chapter. O ur 
analysis is broken down into subsections according to the ranges of the  param eters a  and 
¡3 as they appear in the  statem ent of the  Theorem  7.2.2. We begin w ith the critical case.
7.2.1 Case 1, part (a). O scillatory behaviour.
We consider the behaviour of (7.1.1) when a  =  1. In th is case
Î-+00 log log t
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lim ^  =  - 1 ,  (7.2.3)
and
lim nr(t)  l0gt2 =  P £  ( - ^ ,  oo], (7.2.4)i^oo (log log ¿)2 V2(72 j v '
As a consequence of (7.2.4),
lim r ( t )  log t = oo. (7 .2 .5)t—»-oo
Lemma 7.2.4. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1), (7.2.4), and
(7.2.3). Let {£n} be a sequence of independent standard Normal random variables and
define two sequences of random variables {Wn} and {Wn} by
Wn = log r ( tn) +  \a\y/r(tn) ^  (7.2.6)
and
W n -  logr(in+1) +  \cr\y/r(tn )^n . (7.2.7)
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Then
F \Wn >  c] >  P[V^n+i >  c], for all c > 0, and n .e N .
Proof. The sta tem en t of the  lem m a is true  if and only if
c - l o g r ( i n+i)
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. C~\QgT(tn+1)
WW^n) > M \ A ( W l )
This holds since, by (4.3.1), r ( tn) > r ( tn+i) for all n, and each is a s tandard  Norm al 
random  variable. □
L e m m a  7 .2 .5 . Let b < 0. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1),
(7.2.3), and (7.2.4)- V B (t) is a standard Brownian motion and Mr — {in}n>o is the 
mesh defined in Section 7.1.1, then
l im s u p r ( in )elcr^ s ^Ti'^_jB^n_1^ =  oo, a.s.
71—►OO
Proof. We consider the  case where (3 <G (¿ ff ,o o ) first. Consider the  random  variable
T(tn)e~aWtn)- B(tri- (7.2.8)' 
For every n >  0, (7.2.8) has the  same distribu tion  as the random  variable Zn , defined as
z n =
where {£n} is a sequence of independent s tandard  N orm al random  variables. It is in fact 
sufficient to  prove th a t lim supn^ OQ log Zn = oo, a.s. For any e >  0,
lo g  Zn =  l o g T ( in ) +  |<T|v/ T ( in ) i „
= log r(t„) + (1 -  e) H v'r(in)V21ogn
+ \ a W 2 r { t n) \og n ( J ^ = - ( l  - e)]).
By (4.3.1), there exists an No(e)- £ N large enough th a t for all n >  iVo(e), tn < n , and 
therefore th a t  r ( t n) > r(n ).  So, by (7.2.5), and since
lim sup —i = ^ =  = 1, a.s.,
n-»oc v  2 log n
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it follows th a t, for each fixed e >  0 ,
lim sup | \<t\ yj 2 r ( tn) log n ^  ~ ^  ~ =  00 ’ a ‘S' (7-2.9)
It rem ains to  quantify the  large deviations of
lo g r ( tn) +  (1 -  s)\(t\y/r(tn)y/ 2  lo g n.
Since, by (7.2.4),
r ( n )  lo g  n  1
n™  ( lo g  lo g  n )2 P 2a2 ’
we have th a t for every e €  (0 ,1), there is an Ni(e) e  N such th a t  n > Ni(e) implies
r ( tn)\ogn
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(log lo gn )'
Hence
¡3(1 — e )(lo g lo g n )2
r{tn) > —------- , —  , n > N(e).logn
Thus, for n > NQ(e) V Ni (e),
log r ( tn) +  (1 -£)\cr\y/r(tn)>/2 iogn 
> - ^ h g n > 2 )  +
-  i°i!io8" { '°togtog. , ) + + - «> - 1}-
By (7.2.4), \/2 \a\(l -  e )\/P ( 1 -  e) -  1 >  0 , for all e >  0 . So
lim sup{ log .r(in ) +  (1 -  e)\cr\y/r(tn)y/2 logn} =  oo, a.s. (7.2.10)
n —too
for all £ > 0. Combining th is w ith (7.2.9) allows us to  conclude th a t
lim sup log Zn = oo, a.s.
n —*■ oo
Therefore, the  statem ent of the  lem m a holds when (3 G ( ¿ i ,o o ]
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The sta tem ent of the lem m a also holds in th e  case where f3 = oo, since (7.2.9) is 
independent of /?, and (7,2.10) is still true. This can be seen by noting th a t for every 
& > 2o?’ there is an N(ff) e  N such th a t  n  >  N 0 )  implies th a t  > 3 -  O
T h e o re m  7.2.6. Let b <  0. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1), 
(7 .24 ), and (7.2.3). If ¡3 > -¿z, then all solutions of equation
^n+l = Yn — An+lPnYn—h Tl ^ 0
■ (Vo,^-i) G K+xl+,
evolving on the mesh Mr are a.s. oscillatory.
Proof. Assume first, w ithout loss of generality, th a t a  <  0 . We proceed by contradiction.
Assume th a t there exists N i(u) £ N such th a t the event
D  = |u ;  : > 0 fcr  all n > iVi j
has probability greater th an  zero. hn is positive for all n and Pn is a.s. positive for all n. 
So for every n > N± +  2 , and co € D,
1 -  < 0 (7.2.11)n
We can rewrite (7.1.1) as
^  = (1 -  ^ n + l P n )  +  An+ l P n  ( i  -  ^ ± ) .
By (7.2.11), we can elicit the required contradiction, and therefore show th a t P[Z>] =  0, if 
we can show th a t (5.2.3) implies
P [1 — A n + iP n <  O.i.o.] =  1. (7.2.12)
for all b <  0. It is sufficient to  show th a t
l im s u p r ( tn+i)e '£T^ jB^ n _^jB^n" 1^  =  oo, a.s. (7.2.13)n—►oo
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Consider Wn and Wn as defined in (7.2.6) and (7.2.7). Lem m a 7.2.5 implies th a t 
> c] = oo for all c >  0. Therefore, by Lem m a 7.2.4, >  c] =  oo for
all c >  0. Therefore, (7.2.13) holds, and the proof is complete. □
7.2.2 Case 1, part (b). N onoscillatory behaviour.
We again consider the behaviour of (7.1.1) when a  = 1. However, in th is case
lim = /? e [0, ^ ) .  (7.2.14)t->&> (log log t)2 2<t2 v '■
As a consequence of (7.2.14),
lim r ( i )  log i =  oo.t—► oo
Lemma 7.217. Let b <  0. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4.3.1), a  =  
1 , and (7.2.4)- If P e (0, ^ )  then there exists N 6  N such that, for every N > N, there is 
an e(N) E (0,1) and a set £lN e F B(oo) with P[fijv] >  1 — e(N ) and limjv-fooPl^Ar] =  1, 
such that for each u E £1^, almost all solutions of
Y-n+i = — A n^_ii:>n (cj)y^r_ i, n >  N,
{Y n ,Y n - i )  e  R + X M + ,
evolving on Mr , are positive.
Proof. By Lem m a 7.2.1, the  sta tem en t of the  theorem  is true  if, for every N > N, there 
exists e{N) e  (0 ,1), and a set ftjv £ .^ ( o o ) ,  w ith  P[i2jv] >  l —s(N ), and limjv^oo P [Q^] =  
1, such th a t for each lj E  f t  at,
A n+ iP n(ij) <  ^  for all n > N.
W ithou t loss of generality, set a < 0. Let 7o =  r(0 ) and t i  be given by T\ — r ( r i )  =  0. 
Define 7  >  0 by
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Now consider the function
H (t) = |6|r (i)e>AlTX)+|c7l(1+^ v 2T^ los i .
Since a  =  1, and since l i m ^  =  2ffa(i+7)a ,
lim loS ^ f a )  =  Um i  log |6|e |A|r° +  lo g r ( t n) +  \a\^/2r ( tn) log tn 
n->oo log log tn n->oo \  log log tn log log tn log log tn
< 0.
and therefore limn^oo H (tn) = 0. Choose N large enough th a t H (tn) < \  for all n > N. 
Now, for t >  Ti, we can define the  jFs (oo)-m easurable random  variable
s > t  v /2 r(5 )lo g 8  
C(t) is well defined on a set of probability one as, by Corollary 4.3.3,
.. \B(s) — B(s — r(s ))\lim sup -— f = --- =  1, a.s. (7.2,15)s->oo y /2r(,s)log.s
Therefore, for every N > N, there is an e(N ) €  (0,1) such th a t  n >  N  implies th a t
P [C (i„) >  1 +  7 ] <  s{N).
Therefore we can define the  set
flN = <u> € Q : sup v  ^ m  } <  1 +  7  >
L n > N  y j 2 r { t n ) l o g  t n J
satisfying F [n ^ /]> 1  — e{N), since
— B (tn—1)| >  B (tn) — B (tn—i)  (7.2.16)
for all n. By (7.2.15), P[limjv-Kx> C'(iyv) = 1] =  1. Because a.s. convergence implies 
convergence in probability,
lim P[|C (i/v) -  1 | < 7 ] =  1.
N —*• 00
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Since C(t) is nonincreasing for all t >  r i ,  and l im * -^  C(t) =  1 a.s., C (t) >  1 for all t > T\. 
Consequently,
lim P[C(fyv) < 1 + 7 ] '= 1.N —>oo
By (7.2.16),
Bit*} ~ B(tr>-A 1 ^
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lim PiV—► 00
(tn) (tn—i)sup - < 1  +  7.n>N y/2T(tn) lo g in
and therefore limAr_»ooP[i2jv] =  1. So for all N > N, there is a set ft/v w ith P[i2jv] > 
1 — e(N) and limyv^oo P[^at] =  1 such th a t for all n > N and w E
hn+1Pn(w) =  |6|T(in ) ^ % t i l e - AT(i")e lCTl(B(i" ) - B(t”->»
< | 6 | r ( i n ) e 1A|T0e |CT|Cl+7)V 2T( i n ) i o g i r
1
4
as required. □
L e m m a  7 .2 .8 . Lei 6 <  0. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4 .3.1),
a  = I, and (7.2.4)- If P — 0 then there exists N e 'M such that, for every N > N, there is
an e(N) E (0,1) and a set f2at E J:B(00) with P[nyv] >  1 — and limjv’-*ooP[pJv] =  1> 
such that for each u  E almost all solutions of
^n+l ~ — An_|_Xjfn(t^ )'5/n— li n ^ N\
(Yn ,Yn- i ) e  R + x M + ,
evolving on Mr , are positive.
Proof Since limn_»oo eXT^  =  1, and because <  1 for all n it is sufficient to  show
th a t
lim T(tn) e W B(tn')~B(tn- 1')') =  0. (7.2.17)
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Because a — 1, and by Lem m a 4.3.4,
lim {logr(i) +  \u\(B(t)  -  B ( t  -  r(i)))}t—>00
Therefore (7.2.17) holds. The rest of the  proof follows in the m anner of Lem m a 7.2.7. □
T h e o re m  7 .2 .9 . Let b < 0. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1), 
ot =  1 and (7.2.4), wtth {3 E [0, ¿ s ') -  Then all solutions of (7.1.1) evolving on Mr are a.s. 
nonos dilatory.
Proof. Define the  set Dm by
Dm =  { w  E  f t  : Y(o>) =  m }  
for all m, where T  is as defined in (6.2.1). By L em m ata 7.1.2, 7.2.7, and 7.2.8,
lim P [Dm] = I.m-nyo
Now for every <5 >  0 , there is an M(5) > 0 such th a t m  >  M(5) implies th a t P[D m] <  <$• 
Then, for m > M(5),
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r  CO
Lm=l
U  Dm =  P  f l  D,
r  OO
Lm=l
So P[Um=i Dm] = 05 and therefore F[(J™=1 Dm] = 1. So,
P [T  <  00] =  1
and therefore the  solution of (7.1.1), evolving on Mr , is a.s. nonoscillatory. □
7.2.3 Case 2. O scillatory behaviour.
We consider the  behaviour of (7.1.1) when a  < 1. This implies th a t /3 =  00.
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• T h e o re m  7 .2 .1 0 . Suppose r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1) and (5.2.3). Then 
all solutions of (7.1.1) are a. s. oscillatory.
Proof. Because a  < 1 and (3 = oo, the  results sta ted  in L em m ata 7.2.4 and 7.2.5 hold. 
Therefore the  proof of Theorem  7.2.6 is valid in th is case. □
7.2.4 Case 3. N onoscillatory behaviour.
We consider the  behaviour of (7.1.1) when a  > 1. This implies th a t (5.2.5) holds.
L e m m a  7 .2 .1 1 . Let b <  0 . Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1) 
and (5.2.5). Then, for every N >  0, there is an e(N) £  (0,1) and a set e  ^rB(oo), 
with P[ftjv] >  1 — s(N ), and limjv^oo P [^ n ] =  1, such that for each u> € iijv , almost all 
solutions of
^n+l — An+xPn(uj')Yn-.i) TL > N%
(Ylv,Viv-i) € R+xR+,  
evolving on MT, are positive.
Proof. By Lem m a 7.2.1, the  statem ent of the theorem  is true  if, for all N > 0, there exists 
e(N ) e (0 , 1), and a set Qn £  T B(oo), w ith Pf^/v] >  1 — e(N ), and l im ^ o o P p jv ]  =  1, 
such th a t for each u; €  fijv,
A n+iP n (o;) <  ^  for all n >  N.
W ithout loss of generality, set a  <  0. Let r 0  =  r(0 )  and t \  be given by r \  —  t ( t { )  = 0 .  For 
t > t i  we can define the  T B (oo)-m easurable random  variable
C(t) =  sup \B(s) — B(s — r (s ) ) |.
s > t
This is well defined on a set of probability  one as, by Lem m a 1 in [2], (5.2.5) implies th a t
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Thus limt^oo C(t) =  0, a.s'. Now define the determ inistic constant
For every N > 0, there is an e(N ) G (0,1) such th a t  n >  N  implies th a t
P  [C(tn)> r )} < s (N ).
Therefore we can define the set
flN = { u G : sup |B (tn,uj) -  J3(in_ i,w ) | <  ??}
n> N
which has P[Îîw] >  1 — e(N). By (7.2.18),
[ lim C(tjsi) =  0] =  1.N —y oo
Because a.s. convergence implies convergence in probability,
lim P[C(tjv) < v\ =  1N —too
and therefore limyv^oo P[^iv] =  1* Now,
A n+i Pn = |6| r ( i n ) — n  " ;e
T \ p n )
Since r (t )  is strictly  decreasing,  ^ <  1 for all n. Also, for all u G CLn and n > N,
A n+1Pn < \b\r0e ^ + ^  <  i  
as required. □
T h e o re m  7 .2 .1 2 . Let b < 0. Suppose that r  is a continuous function satisfying (4-3.1) 
and (5.2.5). Then all solutions of (7.1.1) evolving on Mr are a.s. nonosdilatory.
Proof Using Lem m ata 7.1.2 and 7.2.11, the proof follows in a similar m anner to  th a t of 
Theorem  7.2.9. □
Theorem s 7.2.6, 7.2.9, 7.2.10, and 7.2.12 together comprise the sta tem en t of Theorem  
7.2.2.
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Chapter 8
Sum m ary of Findings
In th is final chapter, we gather together the principal results of the  thesis.
8.1 Global existence and uniqueness.
For the  determ inistic equation
x'(t) = S(T,r)(i,zt)> ¿>0,  (8.1.1a)
x(t) = ^(i), i e [ —r,0] (8.1.1b)
w ith delay struc tu re  as described in (2.1.1), (2.1.2), (2.1.3), and (2.1.4) we m erely require 
th a t <?(TjT) b e continuous to  ensure a unique global solution. The stochastic pertu rb atio n  
of (8 .1.1) em bodied in
dX(t) =■ g{T'T)(t,Xt)d t + h (X (t))d B (t),
X (t) = t 6  [—r , 0].
can be shown to have a unique global solution if h is locally Lipschitz continuous. Thus,
in th is case, the addition of noise does not prevent the  solution from existing globally. In
fact if some of the  feedback in the drift is instantaneous, as given by
dX(t) =  ( f (X (t ) )+ g {T^ ( t , X t)) dt + h (X (t))d B (t), 
X (t) =  ip(t), t e [ - r , 0 ] ,
it is possible to  suppress an explosion in the  solution of the  determ inistic equation w ith a 
carefully chosen noise term . Specifically,
x f(x ) — \h{x)2 
rreR 1 + Ms u p  , , ,_(2------ <  oo,
gives a sufficient condition on the  relative intensity of the  diffusion coefficient for a given 
drift coefficient. I t is in teresting to note th a t the  delayed feedback com ponent of the  drift
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appears to play no role whatsoever in either causing or suppressing an explosion in such 
equations. A generalisation of this result to finite dimensions can be found in Appendix 
A.
8 .2  T h e  n o n l i n e a r  s t o c h a s t i c  e q u a t i o n  w i t h  f i x e d  d e la y .
Consider the deterministic equation
■ x'(t) = —g(x(t — r)), t > 0 , (8 .2 .1a)
x(t) =  ^>(t), i e [—r, 0] (8 .2 .1b)
where g is a continuous function satisfying xg(x) > 0 for all x G M. Additionally g(0) =  0 
guarantees the existence of an equilibrium solution.
Oscillatory solutions exist if the drift is sublinear, in the sense that there is oo > L > 0 
such that
l i m ^ = L .i ->0 x
Oscillation can be guaranteed for every solution by also ensuring that rL >
If g provides a weaker action towards equilibrium, in the sense that
=  L (8.2.2)
for some 7  > 1 and L > 0, solutions of (8.2.1) do not have to oscillate. In fact, it is always
possible to choose a sufficiently small scaling factor for the initial data function ip which
guarantees the nonoscillation of the solution of (8 .2 ,1a).
The addition of a stochastic perturbation removes the requirement that r  have a mini­
mum length in order to guarantee oscillation. Consider the stochastic equation
dX{t) = ~g(X(t — r))dt +  crh(X(t))dB(t), (8.2.3a)
X(t) = t G [—r, 0], (8.2.3b)
where h is locally Lipschitz continuous, h(0) =  0 preserves the equilibrium solution and
there exists 0 < h < 1 < h such that
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h\x\2 <  xh(x) <  h\x\2, (8.2.4)
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and
lim ^  =  1. (8.2.5)x —>0 X
If the drift coefficient is sublinear at zero, in the sense that (8 .2 .2) holds, then all solutions 
of (8 .2 .3) are a.s. oscillatory.
If the drift coefficient is superlinear, in the sense that there exists 7  > 1 and 0 < L < L 
such that
£ —►0
and
\g(x)\ < L\x\y, i g K ,
then the solutions of (8.2.3) are nonoscillatory with positive probability. This probability 
can be made arbitrarily close to one by choosing an appropriate initial data function.
8 .3  T h e  l i n e a r  s t o c h a s t i c  e q u a t i o n  w i t h  v a n i s h i n g  d e la y .
Finally, we look at the properties of the solutions of
dX(t) =  {aX(t) + bX (t-T (t)))d t + aX(t)dB(t), (8.3.1a)
X(t) =  ^ (i), —r  < t < 0, - (8.3.1b)
where b < 0, and r  is a continuous function which vanishes as t —► 00 . To begin with it is 
useful to consider the properties of the corresponding limiting equations.
Consider the stochastically unperturbed equation
x'(t) = ax(t) +  bx(t — r(i)), t>  0, (8.3.2a)
x(t) = [—r, 0]. (8.3.2b)
If the delay function r is integrable, then there exists a nonoscillatory solution of (8.3.2). 
Consider also the stochastic equation with zero delay
dX(t) =  (aX(t) +  bX(t)) dt +  aX{t) dB(t), (8.3.3a)
Chapter 8, Section 3  Summary of Findings
X(0)  G M+. (8.3.3b)
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This is geometric Brownian motion, and thus all solutions of (8.3.3) are nonoscillatory.
The combination of a vanishing feedback delay and a stochastic perturbation, however, 
allows for the possibility of oscillatory behaviour. We can parameterise the rate of decay 
of r  as follows. Suppose that r  obeys
lim lo g r(t) =  - a , a e (0, oo] (8.3.4)t-> OO log log t
and, when a = 1,
= (8-3-5) 
When c l <  1, all solutions of (8.3.1) are a.s. oscillatory. When a  >  1, by keeping the 
initial data constant, and scaling the delay function r  appropriately, we can construct an 
equation related to (8.3.1) that has a nonoscillatory solution with probability arbitrarily 
close to one.
By discretising the auxiliary form of (8.3.1) over a nonuniform mesh, we can build a 
more complete picture of this behaviour. Define the sequence MT =  {¿n}n>o by
¿0 =  0, tn+i = inf{i > 0 : t -  r(t) = tn}.
Now let A n =  r(tn) = tn — tn-\- Consider the two-step Euler difference equation
^n+i =  Yn — A n_|-iPn(u)')Yn—ij 7i 0, (8.3.6a)
(YLi,Yb) e  I + x R +. (8.3.6b)
Then the oscillatory behaviour of (8.3.6) can be classified in a more complete fashion.
If a < 1, then all solutions of (8.3.6) evolving on MT, are a.s. oscillatory. This result 
coincides with the behaviour of the solutions of (8.3.1) in the same parameter region.
If a > 1, then all solutions of (8.3.6) evolving on Mr , are a.s. nonoscillatory. This result 
coincides with, and extends, the equivalent result for the behaviour of solutions of (8.3.1).
Finally, we can describe the dynamical behaviour of the solutions of (8.3.6) in the critical 
region around the switch from a.s. oscillation to a.s. nonoscillation. If a = 1, and /? > 
then all solutions of (8.3.6) evolving on Mr, are a.s. oscillatory. If (3 < ¿ 5  then all solutions 
of (8.3.6) evolving on Mr , are a.s. nonoscillatory. The significance of the noise intensity 
a in this parameter region is noteworthy in this instance.
The evidence suggests that this behaviour is also characteristic of the solutions of (8.3.1).
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Appendix  A
Existence and Uniqueness in Finite Dimensions
Theorem 2.4.2 can be generalised to cover the global existence of solutions of a class of 
finite dimensional stochastic equations. Such equations find application in modelling the 
population dynamics of several interacting species. See Mao, Marion and Renshaw [31], 
for example.
T h eo rem  A .0.1. Let ho be a locally Lipschitz continuous function from Rd to R, and 
h(x) =  ho(x)x for all x  6  Rd. Suppose that g(T,r) is continuous with delay structure ( r ,r )  
obeying (2.1.1), (2.1.2), and (2.1.4)- If € C([—r, 0]; Rd)? f  and h  are locally Lipschitz
continuous, and
(x, f(x)) -  | ||h(x
X € R «  1  + - H X
sup M2M"WM < ^  (A.0.1)
then there is a unique, continuous, adapted Rd-valued process which is a strong solution
o f .
dX(t) =  (f(X (i)) +  X £)) dt +  h(X (i)) dB(t): (A.0.2a)
X (i) ■= ?/>(*)> t E  [—r, 0]. (A.0.2b)
on [0 , oo).
Note that the condition (A.0.1) reduces to (2.4.7) when (d = 1).
Proof of Theorem A.0.1. Let Vs be the scalar function defined by (2.3.13). Define V  E 
••C(Rd;R) by V*(x) =  V^(l +  ||x ||2), x 6 f d. We redefine the explosion time given in (2.3.4) 
for finite dimensional processes as
r f  = inf{i > 0 : lim |Xi(s, [—r ,0 ] ,^ ) |  =  oo for some i = 1,.... ,d},s—*t~
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where X* =  (X, e*), and e* is the vector with 1 in the i-th component, and zeros elsewhere. 
Let k* £ R be sufficiently large that the initial data of each component of X  lies within 
[—fc*, k*]. Then for every integer k > fc*, we can define the stopping time
=  inf{t € [0, r f )  : X*(i, [ - r ,  0], ip) £ (-fc, k), for some i =  1, . . .  ,d}.
Clearly, is an increasing sequence. Set Tq£ =  lim ^oo r^ 7, as before. We show that 
(A.0.1) is sufficient to ensure that =  oo, and therefore that r f  = oo, by assuming the 
converse. That is, for some ip E C([—r , 0];Rd) there exists a pair of constants T  > 0 and 
^ € (0,1) such that P [r^  < T\ > e. Hence there is an integer k\ > k* such that
P [ ^  < T] > e, for all k > k±.
We define a sequence of times {in}n>o depending on the delay structure (r, r )  as in (2.2.1). 
Up to the truncated stopping time r  ^ A ti, Ito ’s rule shows that the semimartingale 
decomposition of V (X(£)) is given by
fTt AtlV (X (r* A ii))  =  V(X(0)) +  /  F(X(s),S{TtT)(s,X s))ds
JO
f Tk Atl+  /  G(X(s))dB(s)
Jo
where = L(x) +  2X^(||x||2)<x5 /i), G(x) =  2Vrs'( ||x ||)2<x, h(x)), and
L ( x ) = 2 ^ x ’/ ( x ) ) ~ ^ l|h(x'l + | | x | | 2
L is a globally bounded function by virtue of condition (A.0.1). Therefore (A.0.1) guar­
antees that supxeRd |F (x , / / ) |  < C ï ||/¿|| +  Co where C±, C  ^ are positive and //-independent 
constants. Letting \k\ —*■ oo delivers the contradiction required to show that is not 
on (0, ¿i]. We can continue this proof, as before, on successive intervals (tn_ i , in]. Thus, 
by induction, condition (A.0.1) ensures that a unique, strong solution to (A.0.2) exists on 
[—r,  oo). □
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